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Abstract 
This thesis presents an investigation into English teachers’ beliefs and declared practices in 
teaching grammar in Western Australian secondary schools. In doing so, this study has 
produced an up-to-date account of secondary school teachers’ conceptualisation of grammar, 
the factors they perceive influence their teaching of grammar, and their preparedness and 
confidence in teaching grammar. This qualitative study will extend knowledge into the 
beliefs of Australian secondary English teachers towards teaching grammar. Drawing on the 
literature review, a theoretical framework about English teachers’ beliefs and practices was 
created which informed data collection and analysis. Data collection was derived from semi-
structured in-depth interviews with six secondary English teachers, all female, with 
experience in teaching Years 7 to 10 in Western Australian schools. A theory-based interview 
guide elicited participant’s beliefs and practices in teaching grammar. The interview 
transcripts were coded inductively and deductively according to the theoretical framework 
and the data itself to generate main themes. The findings suggest that there exists a 
dichotomy between the secondary teachers’ conceptualisation of grammar as “functional 
literacy” and their prescriptive approach to teaching grammar. Teachers felt traditional 
grammar teaching is “boring” and “complex” and valued grammar teaching for its 
association with Standard Australian English and a student’s future success. Frequent 
concern was expressed for their student’s limited knowledge of and disinterest in learning 
grammar and emphasised the importance of grammar teaching in primary school. These 
findings support previous research that secondary English teachers have not learnt grammar 
at school and lack training in teaching grammar. These findings may provide policy makers, 
teacher educators and practitioners with a greater understanding of the current trends in 
beliefs and practices towards grammar teaching in the secondary English context.  
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Contextualising the Teaching of Grammar: An Introductory Note 
For over the past 50 years, grammar teaching has been a contentious topic in Anglophone 
countries. After the US Dartmouth Conference in 1966 and studies reporting little correlation 
between explicit grammar instruction and the development of writing abilities, educational 
jurisdictions in the USA, the UK, Australia, New Zealand and Canada moved to exclude 
grammar in favour of the Growth movement (Moon, 2012) and a new student-centred focus 
on the process of composition writing (Kolln & Hancock, 2005). Several UK government 
reports have since explicitly shaped the role of grammar in the English/ Language Arts 
curriculum and their influence is evident in the increasing focus on literacy now found in the 
curriculum, policy and practice of Western Australia and Australia.  
The first of these UK government reports was the Bullock report (Dept of Education and 
Science, 1975) which was highly influential in emphasising the importance of developing 
students’ understanding of language and rejecting traditional grammar teaching pedagogies in 
England. The later Kingman report (Dept of Education and Science, 1988) described a 
‘knowledge about language’ strand, a model of language realised in the subsequent Language 
in the National Curriculum (LINC) project. Closely following the Kingman report was the 
release of the National curriculum (introduced in 1989), largely viewed as the conservative 
governments’ attempt to eliminate the ‘bad grammar’ that had resulted post-Dartmouth 
(Norman, 2010). The 1989-1992 LINC project produced a national in-service training 
programme which drew heavily on the work of Britton and Halliday, hence the materials’ 
focus on functionally oriented understandings of language in context and on placing meaning 
at the centre of attention. The influence of Halliday can additionally be seen in the fourth part 
of the  Cox report (Dept of Education and Science, 1989) which relates grammar to the idea 
that children should become ‘aware of language’. The division between the government’s 
focus on eliminating ‘bad grammar’ and the policy emphasis on functional grammar indicates 
a larger fundamental distinction that has developed between the public and political 
prescriptive views of grammar and the descriptive views of linguists and researchers.  
A greater focus on literacy was also underway in Western Australia after the Martin report 
release (Education Department of Western Australia, 1980), which documented the ‘failure’ 
of post-Dartmouth English teaching through case studies of Western Australian (WA) 
schools and the English classroom. In the context of the ‘Growth’ model, the Martin report 
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reflected the fractured nature of English itself at the time and called for a curriculum reform 
(Green, 1999). The newly elected Labor government then set up an extensive inquiry into 
education, resulting in the Beazley report (Beazley, 1984) and the new Western Australian 
syllabus English- Lower Secondary Syllabus Overview in 1988 (Green, 1999). Central to this 
restructuring was a renewed focus on literacy, linked directly and expressly with assessment 
and testing, and moreover with an explicit pedagogy of ‘skills’ and ‘methods’. The Western 
Australian First Steps (Western Australia Ministry of Education, 1992) and Stepping Out 
(Western Australia Ministry of Education, 1993) primary and secondary literacy programs, 
released in 1992 and 1993 respectively, further indicated a shift away from the Growth model 
towards a student-centred genre theory that aimed to specify linguistic features of particular 
types of writing. The subsequent 1998 Western Australian Curriculum Framework 
(Curriculum Council, 1998) and later supporting documents (Curriculum Council, 2005), 
along with the instigation of national testing that resulted in the now inaugural online 
National Assessment Program- Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) testing of Years 3, 5, 7 
and 9 (Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority [ACARA], 2019b), 
further developed the skill-based functional orientation established in the 1988 curriculum. 
This move towards evidence-based educational policy that tests student’s literacy knowledge 
and writing attainment has also been evident in several countries including the USA, the UK, 
Japan, Singapore and China.  
More recently, Anglophone countries have been increasingly mandating grammar into the 
teaching of English. This is evident in the UK’s National Curriculum (Department of 
Education, 2014) and the now ended National Literacy Strategy (Department of Education, 
2011), the Australian Curriculum: English (ACARA, 2019a),  the New Zealand national 
English curriculum (Ministry of Education, 1994), and the Common Core Standards 
(Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2020) adopted in all but nine US states. The 
Australian Curriculum: English (ACARA, 2019a), now dispensed into state curriculums, 
indicates a shift in how grammar is discussed at policy level. Its central Strands of Language, 
Literacy and Literature highlights the role of language in learning and points to the 
importance of teachers’ understanding of the increasing demands of academic language and 
literacy that students face as they engage at deeper levels of discipline knowledge across the 
years of primary school and into secondary school (Derewianka, 2012). Additionally, 
grammar comprises a major portion of the Language (knowledge about language) strand, a 
shift from the traditional prescriptive and decontextualised approach to a descriptive 
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functional approach that develops explicit grammatical knowledge of how language works to 
enhance meaning making and writing development, a turn in grammar pedagogy first 
indicated in the Kingman report (Dept of Education and Science, 1988). A curricular 
expectation that students have explicit knowledge of grammar in turn places a demand on the 
grammatical subject knowledge of English teachers, a challenge when considering the impact 
of the fall of grammar teaching post-Dartmouth, the common literature-based degree routes 
into English teaching most teachers follow and the absence of grammatical knowledge in the 
academic experiences of Anglophone English teachers (Myhill & Watson, 2014). The current 
study provides an insight into secondary English teachers’ beliefs about teaching grammar 
and their declared practices in teaching grammar in this context.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter provides an introduction of the research problem and the background of this 
study. First, the chapter describes each dimension of the research problem with reference to 
the literature and why it is important to examine the beliefs and practices of secondary 
English teachers towards grammar. Next the chapter describes the contextual background 
relevant to this investigation and discusses why it is important to expand knowledge of the 
phenomenon in this context.   
1.1 The research problem 
This study examines the phenomenon of grammar teaching by investigating secondary 
English teachers’ beliefs about teaching grammar and their declared practices in teaching 
grammar during a time of curriculum reforms and standardised testing. Grammar has been 
been reintroduced in the teaching of English in England and the USA where, like Australia, 
grammar metalanguage is emphasised and the conceptualisation of grammar has shifted 
towards a functional and broadly rhetorical model (Myhill & Watson, 2014; Watson, 2015a). 
With an increasing emphasis on grammar in Anglophone countries, there is a problem as 
there exists limited knowledge of in-service secondary English teachers’ beliefs and practices 
in Anglophone countries, particularly when teaching Years 7 through to 10 (11 to 16 year 
olds). It is particularly relevant to conduct this research in Western Australia due to three 
significant policy initiatives. The state has recently taken on its own iteration of the national 
curriculum for English, the Western Australian Curriculum, as well as adopting an online 
format of the standardised National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) 
tests and commenced the additional standardised Online Literacy and Numeracy (OLNA) 
tests. The Australian Curriculum English curricula and both NAPLAN and OLNA, which test 
secondary students in Years 7, 9 and 10, have created mandates for knowledge and use of 
grammar for secondary English teachers and students. To generate empirical knowledge of 
the phenomenon of grammar teaching, the current study addresses two dimensions of this 
problem.  
The first dimension of the research problem concerns generating empirical knowledge of 
secondary English teachers’ pedagogical beliefs about the value of teaching grammar and 
their conceptualisation of grammar. There exists a multiplicity of conceptualisations for 
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grammar teaching and a contested history of the place of grammar within the teaching of 
writing (Myhill, Jones, Watson, & Lines, 2013). Research has revealed confusion amongst 
teachers in defining grammar (Cajkler & Hislam, 2002; Petruzella, 1996) and there are 
reports that while English teachers recognise grammar as a legitimate aspect of the subject, 
they regard it as a chore (Findlay, 2010), hold negative feelings towards it (Qualifications and 
Curriculum Authority [QCA] 1998; van Gelderen, 2006; Watson, 2012b) and view grammar 
as ‘rule bound’ (Lefstein, 2009). This conceptualisation of grammar as ‘rules to be obeyed’ 
(Lefstein, 2009) is more closely aligned with the traditional and prescriptive view of 
grammar endorsed through standardised testing, rather than the more functional orientation of 
grammar endorsed by the Australian Curriculum: English (Australian Curriculum and 
Assessment Reporting Authority [ACARA], 2019; Derewianka & Jones, 2010). Teachers’ 
beliefs influence the processes and outcomes in classrooms (Braithwaite, 1999) and interest 
in how beliefs relate to effective pedagogical practice is growing (Poulson et al., 2001), with 
studies indicating that changes in teachers’ practices will inevitably be “re-grounded in 
practice with which the teacher already feels an affinity” (Strong-Wilson, 2008, p. 448). As 
Western Australia is undergoing a time of curricular change and conducts two standardised 
tests in the lower secondary years, grammar teaching has been placed as a part of a wider 
ideological battle for improving standards and accountability (Myhill, Wyatt-Smith, & 
Jackson, 2016). This current research aims to provide teacher-educators, policy makers and 
practitioners with a greater understanding of the current beliefs of secondary English teachers 
working in this context towards grammar and grammar teaching.  
The second dimension of the research problem pertains to the declared grammar teaching and 
assessment practices of secondary English teachers. As part of this dimension, the study 
investigates the factors that teachers state influence their teaching of grammar, their 
preparedness in teaching grammar to secondary students and their confidence in teaching 
grammar. Research in Anglophone countries report that teachers do not make direct reference 
to models of grammar teaching (Watson, 2015a), but favour a contextualised approach (Love, 
Macken-Horarik, & Horarik, 2015; Macken-Horarik, 2001) that uses terminology only for 
higher-ability students (Petruzella, 1996) as it is a barrier to accessibility (QCA, 1998) and 
highly complex (Mackenzie, 2017). Watson (2012) notes that there are limited qualitative 
studies into the practices of secondary English teachers on the phenomenon of grammar 
teaching and this current research seeks to address that gap. A qualitative study will provide 
rich data of the phenomenon, uncover new insights and generate new hypothesis (Charmaz, 
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2011; Marshall & Rossman, 2016). An additional research aim is to expand knowledge of the 
factors which secondary English teachers perceive have influence on their teaching of 
grammar to students in Years 7 to 10. A NAPLAN senate inquiry reported that teachers are 
sacrificing desirable pedagogies by increasingly teaching to the test (Senate References 
Committee on Education, Employment & Workplace Relations, 2010), with testing practices 
also reported by several researchers (e.g., Hardy, 2015; Luke, 2010; Wyatt-Smith, Elkins, & 
Neville, 2006). The influence of readily available textbooks and worksheets can also lead to 
the decontextualised teaching of grammar (Hunt & Hunt, 2006) and teachers are influenced 
to teach the handbook rules in this traditional fashion due to the “quick fix” requirements 
placed on teachers by policiticians and standardised exams (Dunn & Lindblom, 2003, p. 43).  
As well as researching the current declared practices and influencing factors on grammar 
teaching, this research also seeks to explore the preparedness and confidence of in-service 
teachers in teaching grammar. Several Australian studies report a general lack of confidence 
in linguistic subject knowledge of English teachers (Hammond & Macken-Horarik, 2001; 
Harper & Rennie, 2009; Louden et al., 2005; MacFarlane, 2015) and there are reports that 
Western Australian pre-service teachers have deficiencies in their personal literacy 
competencies (Moon, 2014), a concern given the rising prominence of grammar and standard 
Australian English in the Australian Curriculum English curricula (Fehring & Nyland, 2012). 
As there exists a current generation of English teachers with little experience of being taught 
grammar (Burgess et al., 2000; Cajkler & Hislam, 2002; Kolln & Hancock, 2005), it is all the 
more important to investigate the preparedness and confidence of in-service English teachers 
in teaching grammar.  
There are currently limited qualitative studies into the beliefs and declared practices of 
secondary English teachers towards grammar and, to our knowledge, no in-depth Australian 
qualitative studies examining this important issue. This study seeks to fill this gap in the 
literature by providing examples of secondary English teachers’ beliefs towards grammar, 
their declared practices, the perceived factors that influence their beliefs and practice and 
their professed confidence and preparedness towards teaching grammar. Developing this 
study is important for several reasons. First, by listening to what teachers believe about 
grammar, policy-makers and those involved in teacher education and development can gain a 
greater understanding of how secondary English teachers are teaching grammar and 
connections between their declared practices and beliefs. These findings may provide insights 
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into how teachers are interpreting and mediating curriculum changes, and how professional 
development can connect with teachers’ beliefs, practices and experiences. Additionally, the 
findings may indicate which elements of grammar teaching secondary in-service English 
teachers value and which elements of grammar teaching they tend to reject. This may provide 
policy makers with an understanding of the relevant aspects of policy that English teachers 
accept or reject, and whether existing policy has been disseminated effectively. Second, this 
research also has relevance for practitioners, offering examples of the different beliefs about 
grammar and approaches to its teaching held by in-service secondary teachers which may act 
as a prompt for reflection on their own beliefs and practices. For English Head of Learning 
Area practitioners and Principals, this research may provide insight into how they may 
connect with and engage secondary English teachers in reflecting on and sharing their own 
beliefs and practices and supporting the professional development of English teachers in 
regards to grammar. Finally, this study may inform future research examining teachers’ 
factors that may mediate writing instruction and writing development. 
Aiming to extend knowledge on secondary English teachers’ beliefs and declared practices 
for teaching grammar, this research seeks to answer the following questions: 
1. What are English teachers’ beliefs about the teaching of grammar?
a. What are English teachers’ beliefs about the value of teaching grammar?
b. How do English teachers conceptualise grammar teaching?
2. What are English teachers’ declared practices in teaching grammar?
a. What are the declared assessment and instructional methods of English teachers
when teaching grammar?
b. What factors influence English teachers’ pedagogical choices in teaching grammar?
c. What is the preparedness and confidence of English teachers in teaching grammar?
1.2 Background to the study 
Australia, like other western countries, has gradually reintroduced grammar into the teaching 
of English. Since the 1960s and 1970s debate that has been described through the metaphor 
of battle and grammar wars (Kamler, 1995; Locke, 2005), arguments about teaching grammar 
have shifted from the explicit and decontextualised traditional method, to whether literacy 
development should be allowed to grow in the English classroom without the explicit 
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teaching of grammar (Dixon, 1967). Today, discussions on the teaching of grammar in 
Australia centre on genre theory in the tradition of systemic functional linguistics (SFL) and 
the rhetorical positioning of grammar as a conscious way of shaping texts for effects (see 
Derewianka & Jones, 2010; Sawyer, 2011). In Australia, the standardised testing of 
foundational literacy skills learnt in and assessed after the first three years of schooling has 
also been heralded as a way to improve literacy standards across the nation (Edwards, 2010, 
p. 170).
The Education Revolution of 2008 steered schooling towards an audit culture that saw the 
nation adopt state-wide standardised testing of literacy and numeracy of Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 
through the National Assessment Program: Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN). The 
standardised tests generate national longitudinal data in the four test areas of reading, writing, 
language conventions (spelling, grammar and punctuation) and numeracy. A student’s 
NAPLAN results are reported using scales ranging approximately between zero and 1000 and 
each scale is divided into ten bands, with Band 1 the lowest and Band 10 is the highest 
(ACARA, 2019e). This policy reform also resulted in the dispense of state curriculums in 
favour of the Australian Curriculum, which has now progressed to each state producing its 
own iterations of the curriculum and producing state-based curriculum and assessment 
support resources such as Western Australia’s Judging Standards marking rubrics for Years 
7-10.
The Australian Curriculum: English (AC:E) is broken into three strands: 1) Language: 
knowing about language (Knowledge about Language); 2) Literature: understanding, 
appreciating, responding to, analysing and creating literary texts; and 3) Literacy: expanding 
the repertoire of English usage (ACARA, 2019a). A major portion of the Language strand is 
grammar instruction, a concept that has origins in Michael Halliday’s linguistic theory of 
functional grammar (e.g., 1973, 1978) and genre theory in the tradition of Halliday’s 
Systemic Functional Linguistics which gives attention to the meaning-making role of 
language by connecting form to meaning and form to purpose (Derewianka, 2012, p. 129; 
Derewiaka & Jones, 2010, p. 10). The AC:E and NAPLAN have led to a resurgence of the 
explicit study of language and a greater focus on Standard Australian English (Fehring & 
Nyland, 2012) in the English curricula, however, the contextual methods that the AC:E 
Language strand is aligned with and the reductive methods used to assess student literacy in 
NAPLAN do not marry well (see Harris et al. 2013; Polesel et al., 2012).  
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An additional policy reform has recently occurred in the state of Western Australia, with the 
government responding to declining standards in literacy and numeracy by implementing an 
additional standardised test of Reading, Writing and Numeracy in the form of the Online 
Literacy and Numeracy (Government of Western Australia, 2015). OLNA requires upper-
secondary students (Years 10-12) who do not score the required standard of Band 8 or higher 
in Year 9 Reading, Writing and Numeracy tests to achieve Level 3 as described in the 
Australian Core Skills Framework (McLean, Perkins, Tout, & Wyse, 2012) in the 
corresponding OLNA tests to achieve a Western Australian Certificate of Education on 
graduating. Student’s demonstration of OLNA Category 1 through to 3 further determines 
possible enrolment paths for Year 11 English and Math courses, as students who achieve 
Category 1 are advised to select a Foundation course in the subject-related test area, such as 
Writing would equate to selecting a Foundation English course (School Curriculum and 
Standards Authority, 2019). Tests are administered bi-annually from Year 10 until the student 
achieves Level 3 or leaves school. In 2018, most schools in the nation have begun delivering 
NAPLAN tests in an online format to provide “better assessment, more precise results and 
faster turnaround of information” (ACARA, 2019b, par. 1), however it does present its own 
disadvantages (see Robinson, 2018).   
Research has revealed that teachers feel NAPLAN has led them to adopt teacher-directed 
pedagogies over inquiry-based learning (Senate References Committee on Education, 
Employment & Workplace Relations, 2010), has led to superficial learning in students (QCA, 
2009) and has encouraged teaching to the test practices (Hardy, 2015) as a result of the pre-
specified and mutually exclusive testing of Reading, Writing and Language Conventions. A 
key challenge in the current context is for teachers to effectively access the kind of meaning-
oriented, evolving and dynamic systems of language envisaged in the AC:E (Derewianka, 
2012) while contending with the external pressures of standardised tests.  
The emerging trend to reintroduce grammar in the teaching of English in England, the USA 
and Australia has revived debates on the position of grammar in the English curriculum and 
how it should be taught (see Myhill & Watson, 2014). This rise in the significance of 
grammar through these policy reforms is problematic for teachers on two accounts. On the 
one hand, research has revealed that some teachers and pre-service teachers are not confident 
in their grammatical pedagogical content knowledge (Hammond & Macken-Horarik, 2001; 
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Harper & Rennie, 2009). On the other hand, research shows that teachers are unsure of the 
purpose of grammar and how it should be taught in the secondary classroom (Jones & Chen, 
2012). A growing body of literature suggests that teachers’ grammar teaching is influenced 
by their own prior knowledge, experiences, beliefs and context (Borg, 2003), which implies 
that classroom practices are not solely influence by prescribed curriculum documents and 
guidelines, and therefore may vary considerably. How teachers respond to policy is, in a large 
part, determined by their own values and beliefs, and particularly the “degree of congruence” 
which they perceive between the beliefs which underpin the policy and their own “belief 
system” (Rokeach, 1968, p. 83). In Western Australia, there lies a problem in the increased 
policy pressure that is unique to the state; no other state has two standardised tests conducted 
in secondary education as the NSW government recently retracked policy linking NAPLAN 
to the High School Certificate (HSC) after public backlash (see Kontominas, 2018). While 
the official curriculum specifies the grammar curriculum content, how this content is being 
brought to life by teachers with varying knowledge, resources and teaching environments is 
largely unknown. To the best of our knowledge, there are currently no in-depth qualitative 
studies into the beliefs of Western Australian secondary English teachers towards teaching 
grammar, making this study unique. A qualitative study of the phenomenon of grammar 
teaching can create a picture of how the current beliefs, experiences and practices of 
secondary English teachers towards grammar and grammar teaching, bridging the gap in the 
literature on this phenomenon by showing how teachers view grammar and grammar 
teaching through the lens of their belief system.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
As outlined in the previous chapter, this study aims to examine the phenomenon of grammar 
teaching by investigating secondary English teacher’s beliefs towards the value of grammar 
teaching and their declared teaching and assessment practices. The current qualitative study 
aims to contribute knowledge to the field and provide policy makers, teacher educators, those 
involved in teacher development and teachers with insights into in-service secondary English 
teacher’s beliefs and practices towards grammar. Secondary English teachers in the state of 
Western Australia are under unique policy pressure as, in addition to mediating the state’s 
iteration of the national curriculum, they are also under pressure to prepare students for two 
high-stakes standardised tests during the secondary years. The following literature review 
explores a range of issues related to these aims to establish a conceptual framework for this 
study. The research on teacher cognition and beliefs are first explored before the different 
definitions of grammar teaching. Next the empirical research on teachers’ conceptions of 
grammar and grammar teaching in Anglophone countries, including Australia, is examined. 
Finally, the few studies which empirically explore English teacher’s pedagogical choices 
when teaching grammar and the factors reported as influencing the teaching of grammar are 
discussed.   
2.1 Teacher pedagogical beliefs and understanding teacher cognition 
There exists extensive literature on teacher’s beliefs in education generally (e.g., Calderhead, 
1996; Pajares, 1992; Richardson, 1996) and specifically in relation to grammar and literacy 
teaching (e.g., Andrews, 2003; Bell, 2016; Berry, 1997; Burgess & Etherington, 2002; 
Chandler, 1988; Chia, 2003; Hammond & Macken-Horarik, 2001; Johnson, 1992; Love, 
Macken-Horarik & Horarik, 2015; Qualifications and Curriculum Authority [QCA], 1998; 
Watson, 2012a). In times of reform, it is all the more important to study teachers’ beliefs as 
they are reported as resistant to change (Kagan, 1992; Lumpe, Haney, & Czerniak, 2000). 
While the concept of beliefs has attracted considerable research interest, there is a lack of 
consensus on the definition of the term (Borg, 2001; Borg, 2003; Woods, 1996). As Pajares 
(1992) explained, defining beliefs is troublesome since the term travels under the alias of 
“attitudes, values, judgements, axioms, opinions, ideology, perceptions, conceptions, 
conceptual systems, preconceptions, dispositions, implicit theories, explicit theories, personal 
theories, internal mental processes, action strategies rule of practice, practical principles, 
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repertoires of understanding and social strategy to name a few” (p. 309). Some researchers 
such as Kagan (1990) assume beliefs and knowledge to be the same, while others, often with 
an interest in philosophy and epistemology, have drawn a distinction between them (Poulson, 
Avramidis, Fox, Medwell, & Wray, 2001). 
Beliefs are often situated in the larger study of teacher cognition which relates to the study of 
what teachers know, think and believe, and how these relate to the actions of teachers in their 
practice. Defining teacher cognition is additionally complicated due to its conceptual 
ambiguity born by identical terms defined in different ways and different terms used to 
describe similar concepts (Borg, 2003). Kagan (1990) offers the interpretation that teacher 
cognition consists of self-reflections; beliefs and knowledge about teaching, students, and 
content; and awareness of problem-solving strategies endemic to classroom teaching (p. 420). 
This multidimensional and mutually-informing nature of teacher cognition is recognised by 
Verloop, Van Driel and Meijer (2001) who observed that “in the mind of the teacher, 
components of knowledge, beliefs, conceptions, and intuitions are inextricable intertwined” 
(p. 446). To bring together these conceptions of teacher cognition, Borg (2003) uses the term 
to “embrace the complexity of teachers’ mental lives” (p. 86). This uncovering of the 
complexities of teachers’ mental lives is part of a larger shift away from the previous 
positivistic paradigm towards an interpretative or situated paradigm, largely drawn from 
ethnographic research in sociology and anthropology, which is more suited for explaining the 
complexities of teachers’ mental lives and the various dimensions of teachers’ professional 
lives (Johnson, 2006).  
This study adopts the term of beliefs as teachers’ “ideas, thoughts and knowledge that are 
expressed as evaluations of what ‘should be done’, ‘should be the case’, and ‘is preferable’” 
(Basturkman, Loewen, & Ellis, 2004, p.244). Beliefs are here understood as part of a wider 
construct focused on all aspects of teacher thinking, the “covert mental processes” which 
guide teachers’ behaviour (Calderhead, 1987, p.184) and situated in the wider area of teacher 
cognition. This study has adopted a model of beliefs based on the ideas of Basturkman, 
Loewen and Ellis (2004), Nespor (1987), Pajares (1992), Watson (2012a) and Woods (1996). 
A number of studies have established beliefs as characterised by a number of elements (as 
cited in Watson, 2012a, p. 34) which have been used to define and theorise the research 
questions for this study:  
i. Cognitive elements: beliefs are aspects of “teacher thinking” (Calderhead, 1987,
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p.184);   
ii. Affective elements: beliefs are loaded with emotion (Abelson, 1979, p. 358; 
Clandinin, 1985, p.362; Nespor 1987, p. 21);   
iii. Evaluative elements: beliefs involve judgements (Pajares, 1992, p.325);   
iv. Episodic elements: particular events or “critical episodes” shape our beliefs  
(Abelson, 1979, p. 359; Nespor 1987, p. 22; Pajares 1992, p.325);   
v. Ontological or existential elements: beliefs guide our view of reality, what we 
perceive to be ‘real’ (Nespor, 1987, p. 18-19; Pajares, 1992; 309; Schraw, 2013, p. 
6; Wentzel & Miele, 2009, p. 489).   
Research on teacher beliefs has uncovered the factors that have influence on those beliefs and 
the impact beliefs have in regard to practice. Teacher’s beliefs are instrumental in selecting 
cognitive tools to formulate goals and define the tasks of teaching (Nespoor, 1987); hence, 
they play a critical role in defining behaviour and organising knowledge and information 
(Abelson, 1979; Bandura, 1986; Lewis, 1990; Nespor, 1987; Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Posner, 
Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog, 1982; Rokeach, 1968; Schommer, 1990). They influence the 
processes and outcomes in classrooms and are formed by wholistic and dynamic elements 
rather than by singular and static elements (Braithwaite, 1999). The relationship between 
beliefs and practices has also been noted as bi-directional. As Richardson (1996) asserts, 
beliefs impact on practices and practices can also lead to changes in beliefs. This is similarly 
proposed by other researchers who emphasise the mutually informing nature of the 
relationship between beliefs and teacher behaviour (Borg, 2003; Fang, 1996; Pajares, 1992). 
Likewise, Crawley and Salyer (1995) contend that the influence that teacher beliefs exert on a 
teacher’s instructional practice can persist over time and other researchers add that this 
influence outweighs the effects of teacher education (Kagan, 1992; Richardson, 1996) since 
they are powerfully influenced (positively or negatively) by teachers’ own experiences as 
learners from the time before they go to university (Holt Reynolds, 1992; Lortie, 1975).  
 
Disconcertingly, the beliefs of teachers are not necessarily consistent with the literature about 
best practice in teaching (Battista, 1994; Fetters, Czerniak, Fish, & Shawberry, 2002; Haney, 
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Lumpe, & Czerniak, 1996). There is evidence that teachers’ stated beliefs do not always 
coincide with what they do in the classroom (e.g., Dobson & Dobson, 1983; Ertmer, 
Gopalakrishnan & Ross, 2001; Farrell & Lim, 2005; Guerra & Wubbena, 2017; Karavas-
Doukas, 1996; Pearson, 1985; Readence, Konopak, & Wilson, 1991; Tabachnick & Zeichner, 
1986). Graden’s (1996) qualitative study on the articulated beliefs of foreign language 
teachers on reading instruction found a lack of correlation with practices established through 
observations of their lessons. When questioned, teachers reported time constraints and lack of 
appropriate material as an explanation for the discrepancy (Graden, 1996). In addition, 
perceptions of poor student performance and lack of student motivation were also reported by 
teachers as reasons that prevented consistency between instruction and stated beliefs (Graden, 
1996). In a study on the relationship between language teacher’s stated beliefs and form, 
Basturkmen, Loewen and Ellis (2004) found a somewhat tenuous relationship between the 
two. The researchers speculated that these inconsistencies were in account due to stated 
beliefs during the in-depth interviews reflecting technical rather than practical knowledge that 
relates to the context of the classroom (Basturkmen, Loewen, & Ellis, 2004, p. 267). This 
relates to Argyris and Schon’s (1974, p.7) distinction between ‘espoused theories’ and 
‘theories in use’. The former are those used “to describe and justify behaviour” which people 
“give allegiance” to and are willing “to communicate to others” (Argyris & Schon, 1974, p. 
7). The later are beliefs implied by people’s behaviour and based primarily on their practical 
knowledge. For the purposes of this study, ‘espoused theories’ have been investigated in 
relation to the participant’s beliefs that are conceptualised as conscious, accessible to the 
participant and possible to articulate, figuratively and propositionally.  
Some studies across different academic subjects have found congruence between teacher 
beliefs and practices in literacy (Fang, 1996); mathematics (Vacc & Bright, 1999); history 
(Wilson & Wineburg, 1988), and science (Czerniak & Lumpe, 1996). One influence on the 
belief-practice consistency is related to contextual factors, including the school-based factors 
of administration support (Kilgore, Ross, & Zbikowski, 1990), classroom management and 
routines, differences in abilities of students and their learning styles, textbooks, students’ 
social and emotional differences as well as teacher-student respect and relationships (Fang, 
1996). Additionally, the influence of policy context, including the narrowing of academic 
content and teacher classroom practices as a result of high-stakes standardised testing, has 
also been noted for its impact on practices (Au, 2007, 2009; Watanabe, 2007; Yamashita, 
2001).  While this research project has not investigated observed practice in the classroom, 
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these contextual factors may emerge in the teacher’s declared practices. In a time of 
curriculum reform and standardised testing, it is all the more important to understand the 
beliefs and practices of English teachers and the contextual factors they perceive have impact 
on their grammar teaching practices. In the following section, the different conceptualisations 
of grammar are described in detail.      
2.2 Definitions of ‘grammar teaching’ 
One significant challenge in conceptualising grammar is the multiplicity of meanings and 
connotations that the word evokes (Myhill, Jones, Watson, & Lines, 2013). Braddock, Lloyd-
Jones and Shoer (1963) report that declared “formal grammar” as negligible and having a 
harmful effect on improvement in writing drew subsequent debate on the definition of 
grammar by Kolln (1981) and Hartwell (1985). Kolln (1981) called for a more careful 
definition of the word grammar, with her own definition being “the internalised system that 
native speakers of language share” (p. 140). In response, Hartwell (1985) attempted to refine 
a definition of grammar offered by Francis (1954). Francis (1954) proposed three definitions 
for the meanings of grammar: 
- Grammar 1 : “the set of formal patterns in which the words of language are arranged
in order to convey larger meanings”;
- Grammar 2: “the branch of linguistic science concerned with the description, analysis,
and formulisation of formal language patterns”;
- Grammar 3: “linguistic etiquette” that provides rules for linguistic manners (p. 299).
Hartwell (1985) added to this definition by dividing Francis’s (1954) Grammar 2 into two 
categories, namely school grammar and scientific grammar, and added a fifth definition, 
stylistic grammar. Kolln (1985) proceeded to argue against Hartwell’s (1985) modernisation 
of these definitions, pointing out that it was not a definition of “grammar” that was required 
at the time, rather it was “formal grammar” that was in need of definition (also, see Vavra 
(1996) for the need to define “improved writing”). From here, grammar has become a 
contentious topic: 
“Over the years, grammar has probably generated more discussion, debate, acrimony, 
and maybe even fistfights than any other component of the English/language arts 
curriculum” (Tchudi & Tchudi, 1991, p. 164).  
An example of a recent definition recognises two elements: grammar is a set of rules that 
explain how a system operates, typically referred to as syntax (the arrangement of words and 
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phrases to create well-formed sentences in a language) and morphology (the study of how 
words are formed in a language); and grammar is also referred to as semantics (the meaning 
of words and the vocabulary choices we employ) (Gartland & Smokin, 2016, p. 392). To 
avoid a traditional prescriptive notion of grammar, Myhill (2005) adopted the phrase 
‘knowledge about language’ (KAL) as it has more positive associations and implies a more 
learner-centred perspective (p. 78). Without getting lost in the history of grammar 
conceptions (see Kolln & Hancock, 2005; Locke, 2005; Myhill & Watson, 2014), it is 
necessary in this study to provide a definition of grammar teaching that is accepted in the 
Australian context, as well as to discuss the several contemporary conceptualisations of 
grammar that have arisen and the relationships between them. Throughout this study, the 
term ‘grammar’ is here understood to be “a description of a language as a system. In 
describing a language, attention is paid to both structure (form) and meaning (function) at the 
level of a word, a sentence and a text” (ACARA, 2019c). The act of describing a language as 
a system, however, is to use grammatical metalanguage, so this definition captures both the 
language use by speakers and writers (object language), and the various codified descriptions 
of language (metalanguage). This study will adopt this definition of grammar as it combines 
both language form and function, as well as metalanguage, and places emphasis on the 
understanding of and use of language. Additionally, it is the definition that secondary English 
teachers in Australia are mandated to use when programming and assessing students’ 
learning (ACARA, 2019c). As one aim of this study is to examine secondary English 
teacher’s conceptualisation of grammar, the following section reviews the different 
conceptualisations of grammar teaching present in Anglophone countries.  
2.2.1 Traditional grammar teaching 
What is understood as traditional school grammar and the definition of grammar as a 
constraining and prescriptive dictate of rules is inseparable in the public’s eye. As Hancock 
(2009) puts it, “grammar is error and error is grammar in much of the public mind” (p. 195). 
Battistella (1999) defines traditional grammar as embodying both the theory of sentence 
structure (including parts of speech) and a purpose for grammar, supporting this definition 
with reference to traditional grammar textbooks which provide simple definitions of terms 
together with advice on use of grammar including capitalisation, punctuation, spelling and 
word choice (p. 14). In opposition to more progressive pedagogies, traditionalists aspire to a 
standard which is proper and correct, a position that concerns itself with how students talk 
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rather than what is actually being said (Hancock, 2009). Hence, traditional grammar is 
credited with providing the metalanguage that forms much of what is perceived as 
conventional in writing; terms such as run-on sentence, sentence fragment and the rules of 
punctuation have resulted from school grammar traditions. The arbitrary act of identifying 
and defining grammar terminology is both pivotal to traditional grammar teaching and its 
Achilles’ heel; the definitions often provided for traditional terminology are “hopelessly 
imprecise” (Battistella, 1999, p. 14) and are often proven oversimplified in their didactic 
intentions to establish rules (Haussamen, 1997). Empirical studies of the early sixties targeted 
the practices of traditional grammar teaching, most notably heralded by the large-scale US 
review of Braddock et al. (1963) who concluded that “the teaching of formal grammar has a 
negligible, or…even harmful effect on improvement in writing” (p.37-38). As the grammar 
debate rose, many arguments followed in the proceeding decades, both in favour of formal 
grammar teaching (Bassett,1980; Evans, 1981; Greenbaum, 1982; Smelstor, 1978; Tibbetts, 
1982) and against (Daniels, 1983; Elgin, 1980; Rose, 1983; Shook, 1983).  
Hillocks’s statistical meta-analysis (1986) later re-fuelled this debate by reaffirming the claim 
that “grammar and mechanics instruction has a deleterious effect on student writing” (p. 248). 
By making particular point of the “significant losses in overall quality” (Hillocks, 1986, p. 
248) caused by methods such as marking every error, Hillocks (1986) recommended that
students should instead be exposed to good pieces of writing (though not exclusively), the use
of ‘free writing’ activities, sentence combining, peer evaluation through scales, criteria and
specific questions, and the use of inquiry (p. 249). These critical reports became justification
for English teachers to change their instructional approach towards grammar, as Vavra (1996)
puts it, to abandon the cart of “thou shall nots” of prescriptive grammar; rules such as “Don’t
use ain’t”; “Don’t begin a sentence with but”; and “Don’t use double negatives (or
comparatives)” (p. 33). Rather than use ‘drill and kill’ teaching methods (McCleary, 1995, p.
4), ‘pedagogical grammar’, which sought an understanding of the interrelationships between
usage and syntactic analysis, refreshed the failed literacy campaign of a past century (see
Hagemann & Wininger, 1999; Noguchi, 1991; Vavra, 1994).  The debate against formal
methods of teaching grammar was brought once again to the fore by Andrews (2005) and
Andrews et al. (2006) review on the effectiveness of teaching ‘abstracted grammatical rules’
or awareness of sentence grammar to 5 to 16-year-olds concluding that no research to date
has shown it can improve the development of writing. The report of Andrews et al. (2006),
however, has since been criticised for failing to clarify the significant differences between the
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teaching of grammar in different countries, in different decades, and in different contexts 
(Myhill, Jones, Lines & Watson, 2012, p. 141). While traditional grammar is often employed 
as a method to inculcate students with the rules of proper and correct writing, it is perceived 
as a controversial approach. 
2.2.2 Structural and Transformational grammar teaching 
In the 1950s, future teachers were learning about structural linguistics. Fries’s seminal work 
(1952) describes the categories of English on its own terms rather than the established 
categories of Latin. At the same time in the English classroom, secondary students were 
learning the principals of structural grammar from a text based on the work of Fries (Roberts, 
1956). Another influencer to structural grammar was Noam Chomsky (1957; 1965) whose 
transformational formulas and phrase-structure rules made their way into textbooks. 
Chomsky’s Syntactic Structures (1957) takes the tradition of cognitive neuro-scientific 
theories of language production by assuming that language can be described cross-sectionally 
or at any moment in history. Chomsky’s theory makes a distinction between deep syntactic 
structures and surface manifestations in speech and writing, exploring the structural 
relationships between words, phrases and clauses in sentences rather than classifying 
categories or parts of speech (Andrews et al., 2004, p. 7).  Structuralist approaches to 
grammar apply a scientific discourse in the classification of words so that definitions are 
made by formal characteristics in the stead of semantic ones, leading to, for example, nouns 
being classified by whether they can be made a plural by adding ‘s’ or if they follow a 
determiner (Hancock, 2009, p. 197). To summarise, structural grammar is concerned with 
how a sentence is put together, while transformational grammar lends more to Chomsky’s 
theory by analysing words within a sentence for their underlying thoughts.  
It was from structuralists that the earliest attacks on grammar in schools originated, holding 
not so much as antigrammar positions as antitraditionalist grammar ones (Kolln & Hancock, 
2005). Structural grammar takes the spoken language as primary, and since it takes a 
disinterested, nonjudgmental stance, perhaps it leaves a writing teacher caught between a felt 
need to enforce the forms and structures felt to be appropriate to writing and the need to 
affirm the value of diverse dialects and the communities they represent. Transformational 
grammar became the more dominant teaching approach in American schools during the 60s 
and 70s in a hope of finding a model of language which would help teach language skills and 
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a description of language that would help them teach the structure of English sentences 
(Luthy, 1977).  
The structural and transformational approaches did not come without criticism, even from 
Chomsky (1966) himself who told his audiences that they should not rely so heavily on 
experts and doubted he had much to offer in their quest for a better way to teach language 
skills. At the time, Sledd (1967) describes a diversity of US grammar teaching textbooks that 
are traditional, structural, transformational, traditional-structural, or structural-
transformational, and admonishes a system which is addressing low results by throwing 
grammar partly misunderstood and partly taught by partly prepared teachers (p. 7).  Sledd 
(1967) points aim not only at the English linguistic terms such as ‘imperative morpheme’ 
provided by structural grammar teaching but also the universities and Establishment for 
teachers who do not know enough about the metalanguage, concluding that traditional 
grammar is “the best that most schools can hope to teach” in an era when “grammars and 
theories of grammar are going to keep changing with bewildering speed” (pp. 11-12).  
Sledd (1967), Lester (1967) and Luthy (1977) all contend that these grammars were adopted 
because they were new; in the post-sputnik frenzy it was presumed that it was superior to bad 
old grammars and would succeed where others have failed. Although transformational 
grammar was not the marriage between language skills and language description that was so 
desired, as Lester (1967) explains, when implementing this approach, the majority of class 
time is spent teaching grammar leaving very little time to explore stylistic and structural 
problems. This problem can be attributed to an overly inductive model of scientific 
explanation applied by structural and transformational linguists as they separate innate 
language competence from actual language performances through understanding the way 
element-like units, such as a noun phrase, verb phrase and transitive verb, combine in 
different ways to form molecular units, or sentences (Luthy, 1967, p. 229). Transformational 
grammar is, as asserted by Lewis (1972), a scientific grammar, not a pedagogical grammar, 
and at the time the merits of either were still up for debate. While its application could assist 
stylistic analysis and the teacher in making informed tacit decisions in their teaching of 
writing, however, questions were raised on the benefit of the study of grammatical 
competence on grammatical performance (Lester, 1967) and whether the complicated 
generalisations made by both methods are easily applicable in a linguistic and teaching sense 
(Elgin, 1980; Luthy, 1977).  
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2.2.3 Rhetorical grammar teaching 
Grammar, through traditional, structural and transformational methods, became a fix-it 
approach to address weak writing and consequently became associated with repetitive 
decontextualised ‘drill-and-kill’ exercises (Micciche, 2004, p. 717). The rhetorical grammar 
approach was consequently viewed as the “enlightened” solution (Bryant, 1994, p. 291) that 
provided a much sought after mind-shift by treating grammatical conventions as resources to 
be exploited, rather than as rules to be followed. The aims of rhetorical grammar instructions 
effectively divorced itself from those of the rule-based grammar approaches; it focusses on 
providing meaningful embedded opportunities to examine the relationships between 
communicative situation, language choices and rhetorical effects, giving central place to 
standard grammar alongside other language varieties and registers, building both explicit 
grammatical knowledge and critical language awareness (Lefstein, 2009). This approach 
gives emphasis to the interrelationship between form and meaning and how ideas are shaped 
by the language in which we choose to express them (Myhill, 2010a, p. 176), distancing itself 
from the traditional approaches of naming parts of speech and arbitrary rules for ‘correct’ 
English. More attention is instead given to the creation of the text, the writing itself, as 
grammar is treated as a meaning-making system where writers develop a repertoire of 
linguistic structures and therefore pay closer attention to the effects and meanings created by 
such structures, and the decisions that writers make when crafting a text (Kolln & Hancock, 
2005; Sharples, 1999).  
In the UK, a rhetorical grammar agenda was advanced through the ‘National Literacy 
Strategy’ (NLS) reform of primary literacy education in England:  
“It should be clear from this that the purpose of teaching grammar is not simply the 
naming of parts of speech, nor is it to provide arbitrary rules for ‘correct’ English. It is 
about making children aware of key grammatical principles and their effects, to 
increase the range of choices open to them when they write” (DfEE, 2000, p. 7).  
The NLS provided resources on this pedagogical approach through Grammar for Writing’s 
(DfEE, 2000) termly objectives, training modules and a collection of lesson plans and related 
guidance- the effectiveness of which has been questioned by Lefstein (2009). In a case study 
on the enactment of the NLS in one primary school, Lefstein (2009) noted that teachers had 
few opportunities to learn about the rhetorical approach to grammar underlying the Grammar 
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for Writing materials, resulting in a lack of an understanding of the principles of the approach 
and ergo a lack of coherent guidance in the teaching of rhetorical grammar principles. 
Watson’s (2015a) UK investigation found that, when discussing what English teachers 
valued about grammar teaching, participants made comments on the role grammar plays in 
supporting students’ writing development and in manipulating language to craft or design 
writing. While a rhetorical approach was not stated directly by the teachers, this belief 
contrasted sharply with their prescriptive conceptualisations of grammar, and since their 
value of grammar differed from their conceptualisation of grammar, Watson (2015a) 
concluded that English teachers do not demonstrate a confident explicit understanding of 
different models of ‘grammar teaching’.  
The problem here can be clearly seen, namely a noted lack of training in the principles of the 
rhetorical grammar approach. A blend of these methods has begun to emerge, one which 
includes both a rule-based prescriptive conceptualisation of grammar and a rhetorically-
oriented value of grammar. Rhetorical grammar does not require students to match his or her 
sentence with a rule in a handbook, then respond in a behavioural sense; instead, it allows the 
student to consider her or his intentions and the reader’s needs, then decide according to 
intended meaning and emphasis (Dawkins, 1995). The implementation of this in the 
classroom then, as advocated by Dawkins (1995), requires a “little knowledge of grammar, 
much less than most English teachers will grant”; it means a lot of doing through instruction 
that consists of enough examples for discussion and enough opportunities in writing to 
develop the experience needed for making good choices (p. 544). How to bring this intuitive 
knowledge to the conscious level requires that teachers have strong pedagogical content 
knowledge in the English language, pedagogical confidence in their knowledge and skills, 
and supportive conditions in order to enact an effective pedagogy (Doyle, Riele, Stratford, & 
Stewart, 2007, p. 60-61).  
2.2.4 Minimalist grammar teaching 
Traditional methods of grammar teaching are delivered in systematic and repetitive ways that 
ultimately separate grammar from the act of writing, not to mention reading and appreciating 
literature (Hagemann & Wininger, 1999). Even the behaviourist ideas of rhetorical grammar 
teaching still promote the notion that practice makes perfect and that skills practiced in 
isolation will be learned and then applied when relevant in writing compositions (see Harris 
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& Rowan, 1989; Kagan, 1980; Weaver, 1996b). What has been labelled as the minimalist 
grammar approach (Hancock, 2009, p. 200; Kolln & Hancock, 2005, p. 25; Rubba, 2002, p.7) 
focusses on the act of writing and was largely originated by Weaver’s book Teaching 
Grammar in Context (1996a). Weaver (1996a) explains that students can learn and apply 
grammatical concepts without learning to analyse and label parts of speech and various other 
grammatical constructions, stating that teachers should only teach those aspects of grammar 
which are most relevant to writing at point of need through: exposing students to good 
literature; teaching grammar ‘in context’ through mini-lessons; using a minimum of grammar 
terminology; and assisting students in editing, rather than correcting, their writing. This 
minimalist approach to grammar teaching is based on the notion that grammar is largely a 
system of forms that native speakers access intuitively, and by appealing to a native speakers’ 
repertoire, a more systematic description of these forms is made redundant (Weaver, 1996a). 
Emerging at a time when largely ignoring grammar was found faulty in England, Weaver 
(1996a) advocates that teachers should know as much about language as possible to then 
assist individual students in understanding grammatical concepts when needed. Weaver 
(1996a) cites studies which contend that the application of traditional grammar teaching is a 
failure in order to dismiss the notion that conscious understanding of these grammatical 
forms improves writing quality, a position later supported by Pinker (2000), who describes 
them as “inconsequential little decorations” (p. 384) and Lindemann (2001), who insists it is 
not necessarily a “body of knowledge that our students must be required to memorise” (p. 
60). Minimalist grammar teaching then is occupied with the notion that the learning of 
grammar is the “ultimate abstraction” (Small, 1985) useful only when appropriate to help 
writers improve their writing.  
Weaver (1996b) aligns teaching grammar in context with constructivist, transactional theory 
by promoting the learner as able to make their own meaning based on their own background 
knowledge, experiences and purposes. In enacting this approach, Weaver (1996b) 
recommends mini-lessons, citing the studies of Atwell (1987) and Calkins (1986). Mini-
lessons select which grammar concept to teach based on the students’ needs and typically 
involves them in trying out or applying the concept, briefly and collaboratively, in order to 
promote greater understanding. Weaver, Bush, Anderson and Bills (2006) noted, however, 
that a grammar mini-lesson should not appear as an isolated event with no connection to the 
writing process, an issue also identified by Myhill (2010b). Instead, Weaver et al. (2006) 
advise for the introduction of some grammatical skills that can be practiced in authentic ways 
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in the context of the writing process. To illustrate, a teacher may provide ‘professional’ 
samples of writing with evidence of sentence variation and sentence combination before 
asking students to make judgements of which sentences they like and how sentence rhythm 
and variation conveys meaning, voice and emotion. Students then engage in practising this 
skill and are advised to add it their repertoire of writing skills. This skill is continually 
reinforced, as are previously learned skills, by following it through into the revising, editing 
and proofreading processes, meaning that there is no assumption that the grammatical skill is 
then ‘covered’ and students will know and apply them in all future compositions (Weaver et 
al., 2006, p. 80).  
An essential element of grammar drawn attention to by this approach is the metalanguage 
used by teachers when teaching grammatical concepts. The approach questions whether and 
to what extent grammar metalanguage should be used, with some saying that, in the context 
of individual sentences, it should be kept to a minimum, preferring instead that syntax be 
explored in the context of writing (Vavra, 1996). In a similar vein to that of the rhetorical 
approach, the baggage of grammatical terminology became a burden; the minimalist 
approach advocates that the teaching of metalanguage by itself provides students with no 
assistance in overcoming problems in their writing (Vavra, 1996). To lighten this load, 
Schuster (1999) and Smoot (2001) advocated the reduction in the amount of metalanguage 
and complex vocabulary taught. Schuster (1999) laments the multiple terms often used for 
the same concept which are all defined in different ways by different teachers, and despite the 
common perception that students should know their tools if they are to be a mechanic, there 
can be more harm than good. Instead Schuster (1999) endorses a gentle, encouraging, 
nontechnical method that privileges usage over repetitive drilling. When teaching a selection 
of grammatical terminology such as verbal, gerund, participle, infinitive, adverb-noun-or-
adjective clause, Smoot (2001) identified this same problem with metalanguage; despite 
implementing his grammar-in-context methods, students simply didn’t ‘get it’ and he noted 
little relation in knowledge of these terms to students’ writing. Underpinning this is the 
minimalist focus on grammar as an intrinsic skill in first-language speakers, requiring instead 
a pedagogy that teaches grammatical concepts at a point of need with limited use of 
metalanguage.  
The minimalist stance towards teaching grammar has received criticism for steering away 
from systematic teaching of grammatical concepts and the consequences this approach is 
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perceived to have had on teacher knowledge of grammar. Hancock (2009) views the guiding 
of students in the acquisition of language as depriving students of the knowledge base that 
underlies the teaching, while MacDonald (2007) blames the approach for a generation of 
teachers who, as a result of having no formal understanding of language from their own 
schooling, try to “reinvent knowledge about language in ad hoc ways or repeat old nostrums 
that would horrify the scholars of the sixties who thought the old nostrums had been laid to 
rest” (p. 619). The effect this approach has had on teacher education was additionally 
highlighted by Kolln and Hancock (2005) who stated that the current generation of teachers 
do not carry into teaching a deep grounding in knowledge of the language and, as a result, 
edit student’s work based on what feels right, failing to see the connection between formal 
choices and rhetorical effect (p. 26). Attention has also been drawn towards the quality of 
student writing which, due to only teaching at a ‘point-of-need’, does not lead to rhetorically 
nuanced choices and a deeper understanding of a form/meaning interconnection (Hancock, 
2009, p. 200). More recently, teaching grammar in context has been re-defined as 
contextualised grammar teaching, an approach which gives greater emphasis to student 
discussion of language choices and effects, experimentation and student-ownership of 
decision-making in their writing (Myhill, Lines, & Watson, 2012b, p. 38).  
2.2.5 Systemic functional grammar teaching 
The rhetorical and minimalist grammar approaches veered away from a rule-based 
reductionist perspective of grammar teaching, a direction further pursued by the systemic 
functional grammar approach. At the time systemic functional linguistics (SFL) was 
developed, The National Council of Teachers of English in the US reaffirmed its stance 
against the systematic teaching of grammar (Hancock, 2009, p. 201), indicating a continued 
shift in the pedagogical approach towards connecting grammar teaching with meaning and 
the act of writing. SFL is the work of Michael Halliday and others (Halliday & Matthiessen, 
2004; Martin & Rose, 2003) and was first introduced by Halliday in a 1985 publication 
around the same time as Hillocks’ (1986) meta-analysis of research on the teaching of 
writing, a report that echoed the same negative views as Braddock and colleagues (1963).  
Systemic functional grammar has been celebrated for being truly a grammar in context; it 
gives attention to the meaning-making role of language as it connects form to meaning and 
form to purpose (Hancock, 2009; Schleppegrell, 2007). As a pedagogical approach, it is 
viewed as a more genuine understanding of the contextual sensitivity of language choice: 
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“Systemic functional grammar is, in effect, a systematic study of how the higher order 
concerns of discourse are realised and in and through the grammar. It is more truly a 
grammar in context, because it does not view form itself as independent of context, but 
as deeply context sensitive. It gives us a rich repertoire of tools already available in the 
language, but largely functioning below conscious awareness, by bringing those natural 
resources to conscious light” (Hancock, 2009, p. 202).  
Functional grammar is then essentially fostering an understanding in the meaning-making 
potential of different language choices, concerned not only with the relationship between text 
and context, but also with the contribution it makes to text organisation, development and 
cohesion (Christie & Derewianka, 2010; Christie & Unsworth, 2005; Halliday, 1993, 1994, 
2003; Hasan, 2002; Myhill & Watson, 2014).  
While the rhetorical grammar approach emphasises meaning and how language works, SFL 
differs in the way it draws attention to both form and function, promoting the use of 
grammatical terminology (grammatics as coined by Halliday in the 1980s, meaning 
preposition, conjunction, noun and so on) in understanding how they function; that is, how 
the grammar functions to construe various kinds of meaning (Derewianka & Jones, 2010). In 
this way, the functional grammar approach is useful in observing patterns of grammar within 
and across whole texts with Halliday (1978) calling the different metafunctions of language: 
- The experiential function (enabling us to represent our experience of the world);
- The interpersonal function (enabling us to interact with others in the world);
- The textual function (enabling us to create coherent and cohesive texts).
In relation to a text, functional grammar then goes beyond naming the grammatical classes, 
such as a noun group, to recognising its different functions: it can have an experiential 
function by representing participants in events and happenings; it can have an interpersonal 
function by creating patterns of interaction; and it can have a textual function in signalling 
how a text is organised (Derewianka & Jones, 2010, p. 10). Traditional grammar looks 
closely at classifying the clauses and combinations of clauses using formal descriptions like 
simple sentence, compound sentence or complex sentence, with a  common teaching point 
being the combination of simple sentences to form complex sentences (for papers on sentence 
combining see Andrews, 2005; Andrews et al., 2006; Saddler & Graham, 2005). In SFL these 
are reframed through two major kinds of relations between clauses, with the first dealing with 
framing of a clause as projection of locution (says) or an idea (thinks); the second dealing 
with expansion of a clause complex through extension, enhancement or elaboration (see 
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Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p. 376-377; Macken-Horarik, 2012, p. 182 for detailed 
explanations on these clause functions). As SFL is context dependent, additional 
metalanguage is used to describe patterns at the text level, that being genre (also referred to 
as text type in English and register in SFL). The model describes how language choices are 
influenced by particular factors of context, as explained by Macken-Horarik (2012, p. 183-
188) through the narrative genre: the field (subject-matter) is the possible worlds created; the
tenor (who’s involved) is how readers are emotionally engaged with characters; and the mode
(channel of communication) is the coherence and flow of the narrative through style of
elements such as dialogue and narrative point of view (see also Derewianka & Jones, 2010,
for an additional discussion of these with reference to students’ work).
Taking influence from the work of Halliday, educational linguists such as Martin (1989), 
Christie (2005) and colleagues introduced a functional approach to teachers and students in 
the early 1980s initially through the notion of ‘genre-based pedagogy’. Their concern was not 
so much with ‘teaching grammar’ but with social equity and ensuring that all students have 
access to the linguistic resources needed for success in school. Over the years, a functional 
approach has come to inform syllabuses, literacy programs and pedagogy across Australia, 
and increasingly in countries such as England, Hong Kong, Singapore, Indonesia, Brazil, 
Chile, Sweden, Denmark and some parts of the USA (Derewianka, 2012; Kolln & Hancock, 
2005; Myhill & Watson, 2014). In Australia, the approach has been adopted for the 
Australian Curriculum: English (AC:E) from years 1 through to 10 (Derewianka & Jones, 
2010). In justifying the reasons for this uptake, Derewianka & Jones (2010) explain it enables 
teachers to integrate language and content in their planning, identifying the purposes and 
functions for which students must use language and then map these onto specific genre/s, text 
patterns and register variables (p. 11). The Language Strand in the AC:E highlights this 
linguistic turn in English teaching, referring to the importance of students learning to describe 
language as a system, paying attention to both structure (syntax) and meaning (semantics) at 
word, sentence and text levels (Love & Humphrey, 2012, p. 173). This shift presumes that 
teachers have strong subject knowledge and confident pedagogical knowledge in teaching 
grammar, referred at a word class and syntactic level as grammatical knowledge (e.g., 
Andrews, 2005),  knowledge about language (KAL) to encompass all aspects of linguistic 
form (e.g., Carter, 1994; Derewianka, 2012; Harper & Rennie, 2009; Jones & Chen, 2016; 
NCB, 2009) and linguistic subject knowledge to go beyond describing word classes and 
syntactic features to involve the discussion, analysis and evaluation of grammatical structures 
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to patterns of meaning in texts (e.g., Love, Macken-Horarik, & Horarik, 2015; Myhill et al., 
2012b). Whether and to what extent teachers have the required knowledge of systemic 
functional linguistics is an issue (Clark, 2010), and several studies report on the teacher’s 
need for grammatical knowledge, consequential anxieties, lack of confidence and preparation 
in teaching functional grammar (see Hislam & Cajkler, 2005; Hammond & Macken-Horarik, 
2001; Harper & Rennie, 2009; Jones & Chen, 2012; Love et al., 2015; Myhill, 2000, to name 
a few).   
2.2.6 Metalinguistic understanding and contextualised instruction 
The traditional and in-context methods of teaching grammar approaches are said to fail for 
exactly the same reason; they treat grammar as something that exists apart from and outside 
of the writing process itself (Sams, 2003, p. 57). The contextualised grammar instruction 
instead advocates that grammar and writing are intricately related, emphasising the 
importance of the linguistic knowledge of teachers and the need for building metalinguistic 
understanding in students. Prior to a UK research study reported by Jones, Myhill and Bailey 
(2013) and Myhill et al. (2012a; 2012b; 2013), only one small study by Fogel and Ehri 
(2000) had looked at the effect of directly linking the grammar taught to the writing under 
production. However, this was an example of ‘needs-based’ teaching on Standard English 
rather than developing understanding of writing (as cited in Myhill et al., 2012b, p. 48).  
In designing an embedded grammar unit for the intervention study, Myhill et al. (2013) 
emphasised grammar as choice and process, supporting both metalinguistic development and 
the ability to make explicit choices in writing that can be articulated through authorial 
justification. The intentions of the unit revolved around fostering metalinguistic awareness in  
secondary-age students, conceptualising grammar as descriptive and a process which students 
can consciously control and articulate (Myhill et al., 2013). The study found that the most 
confident teachers with sufficient metalinguistic knowledge were able to bring about 
meaningful connections between grammar and writing for their students, creating active 
discussions around authorial choices (Myhill et al., 2013, p. 110). The study created a set of 
pedagogical principles and strategies for contextualised grammar teaching that informed the 
design of the teaching unit (Myhill et al., 2012a, p. 31; 2013, p. 105): 
- The grammatical metalanguage is used but it is always explained through examples
and patterns;
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- Links are always made between the feature introduced and how it might enhance the
writing being tacked;
- The use of ‘imitation’: offering model patterns for students to play with and then use
in their own writing;
- The inclusion of activities that encourage talking about language and effects;
- The use of authentic examples from authentic texts;
- The use of activities that support students in making choices and being designers of
writing;
- The encouragement of language play, experimentation and games.
In their findings, Jones et al. (2013) reported that the contextualised intervention benefited 
more able writers as the metalinguistic terminology served as a barrier, rather than a support, 
for less able writers. Additionally, Myhill et al. (2012a) found that students were confident in 
discussing the impact and significance of their word choices, but were less assured in 
discussing their syntactic choices, demonstrating greater assurance with syntax than with 
word grammar (pp. 156-158). In a more recent experimental intervention on how primary 
school students develop metalinguistic understanding about writing, Myhill, Jones and 
Wilson (2016) argue that metalinguistic talk is pivotal to the development of authorial 
intentions, attentiveness to the needs of the implied reader and in understanding genre 
expectations as it makes covert decision-making available for reflection and argument (p. 
38). With a focus on the value of metalinguistic talk in nurturing students’ understanding of 
their choices and the effects those choices have on a text, the researchers report that teachers 
need to not just be able to name and identify grammatical structures, but use their 
pedagogical subject knowledge to create rich opportunities for metalinguistic conversations 
in the writing classroom (Myhill, Jones, & Wilson, 2016).  
A separate smale-scale Australian study by Jones and Chen (2016) sought to advance 
understanding of the potential of talk about language in promoting grammar teaching and 
learning. The researchers worked collaboratively to design brief instructional sequences that 
embedded aspects of the clause-level grammar into the current classroom programmes with a 
focus on fostering dialogue about the language concepts under focus between teachers and 
students and between students. The contextualised grammar pedagogy used for the 
programme meant that grammatical concepts were introduced progressively over three stages 
and went beyond ‘one-shot grammar lessons’ to include sequences of pedagogic activities 
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that build grammar knowledge over time through cycles of identifying, practising and 
applying (Jones & Chen, 2016, p. 64-65). It is important to note that the findings of this study 
discuss explicit teaching episodes that employed linguistic resources that support, as well as 
extend and enhance, student’s grammatical understanding, and in a similar way to the Jones 
et al. (2013) contextualised units, included game-like activities in order to provide students 
with ‘languaging’ opportunities to work with other students (Jones & Chen, 2016, p. 66). 
Jones and Chen’s (2016) study reported on the potential of dialogic teaching, a pedagogic 
approach that supports students to talk about grammatical choices, in transforming grammar 
pedagogy in terms of how to introduce concepts and how to build and consolidate learners’ 
understandings and dispositions towards working with language as envisaged by the AC:E 
curriculum. In the US, Gartland and Smolkin (2016) state that a renewed emphasis on 
grammar has been created by new grade-level expectations as part of the Common Core State 
Standards (CCSS; National Governors Association Center for Best Practice & Council of 
Chief State School Officers, 2010) and so provide three principles based on current 
scholarship on grammar pedagogies. The first of these principles recommends that grammar 
is integrated into the overall language arts curriculum, providing a brief explanation that it 
should complement other language arts instruction (Gartland & Smolkin, 2016, p.394). 
Research on metalinguistic understanding at high school levels is still underdeveloped 
(Fontich & Camps, 2013), as is research on the impact of the contextualised grammar 
instruction on writing (Jones et al., 2013).  
2.2.7 Sentence combining: an instructional strategy  
The sentence-combining strategy instructs students, through activities, on how to put simple 
sentences together to create more syntactically complex sentences, with the measure of 
success being whether students have created more complex sentences in their writing 
(Graham & Perrin, 2007; Myhill, 2016). The two international systematic research reviews 
by Andrews et al. (2006) in 2004 delved into the question of the positive effect that the 
teaching of grammar has on young people’s (5-16-year-olds’) writing and reviewed two 
aspects of the field; the teaching of formal sentence grammar/syntax, and the teaching of a 
technique known in the USA as ‘sentence-combining’ (p. 40). In a review of 11 selected 
international experimental studies published in the 1970s to 2000s, Andrews et al. (2006) 
notes syntax, that is, the traditional or transformational/generative approach to teaching 
grammar regarded as ‘knowledge about’ the construction of sentences, as having no influence 
on the accuracy or quality of written language development. In a review of 18 studies on 
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sentence-combining the researchers drew the conclusion that the approach “appears to have a 
more positive effect on writing quality and accuracy” (Andrews et al., 2006, p. 52). In a 
meta-analysis of 11 international experimental studies ranging from 1964 to 2005, Graham 
and Perin (2007) reported a small negative effect for traditional grammar instructions, that is, 
the explicit and systematic teaching of the parts of speech and structure of sentences, on the 
quality of students’ writing. Instead, like that of Andrews et al. (2006), Graham and Perin 
(2007) report positively on sentence combining, recommending the procedure as a way to 
improve students’ syntactic skills (p. 21).  Fontich and Camps (2014) comment that sentence-
combining or sentence manipulation activities promote implicit metalinguistic activity, in 
other words an implicit grammar activity as opposed to an explicit grammar activity which 
relates to learning grammar contents. The approach then can be claimed as an approach to 
develop students’ tacit grammatical knowledge since it eschews using explicit syntactical 
metalanguage (Myhill, 2016). Myhill (2016) critiques the way the sentence-combining 
method evaluates success by looking solely for evidence of syntactical complexity in student 
writing; it exclusively focuses upon syntactical manipulation rather than upon the purposes 
and effects of different syntactical choices for specific writing tasks. The following is a 
summary of the conceptualisations of grammar teaching as discussed according to each 
approach. This is followed by a discussion of empirical research on English teacher’s 
conceptualisations and beliefs of grammar and grammar teaching, grammar teaching 
practices and the factors reported to impact on grammar teaching including research on the 
confidence and preparedness of English teachers in teaching grammar.   
2.2.8 Summary of Conceptualisations of Grammar Teaching 
Approach Grammar Pedagogy characteristics Controversy 
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2.3 Teachers’ conceptions of grammar and grammar teaching 
Research in the field of teachers’ beliefs on grammar suggests that any attempts to encourage 
English teachers to consider, discuss or teach grammar needs to contend with the strength of 
their views towards it. In the UK, Watson (2012b) reported secondary English teachers to 
have “negative feelings” with the word grammar, and even teachers who “believed in the 
value of teaching grammar” related the word to pain or hardship (p. 29), echoing the findings 
of the Qualifications Curriculum Authority report (QCA, 1998) and van Gelderen (2006). 
Nespor (1987) notes that feelings towards grammar are shaped by “critical episodes” 
explained as events which “colour or frame the comprehension of events later in time” (p. 
320). If these feelings are negative, in some cases due to past experiences, they have the 
potential to hinder a teacher’s ability to explore its potential (Watson, 2012b).  
The limited recent research into English teachers’ beliefs suggests that grammar is still 
perceived to be a secondary area of English. Findlay’s (2010) interviews with seven UK 
teachers revealed that grammar is seen as ‘a legitimate aspect of the subject, but that 
‘teachers do not enjoy teaching it and regard it as a chore’, with all participants valuing the 
study of literature far above that of language (p. 4). This view that the teaching of literature is 
considered as an entirely separate discipline to the teaching of grammar is nothing new. For 
example, Hudson and Walmsley (2005) describe a growing pressure to place more weight on 
literature at the expense of grammar as far back as the 1920s. The largest scale study to date 
in the UK was a survey of 137 teachers by the QCA (1998), conducted before the 
introduction of The National Literacy Strategy, painted a picture of a profession that was 
uncertain about how to define grammar and plan for language study. Findings of this study 
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reported a strong association with the ‘explicit’ teaching of grammar with prescriptivism and 
old-fashioned teaching methods such as decontextualised ‘exercises’ and ‘drilling’, with 
notable uncertainty on the relationship between implicit and explicit knowledge of language 
and considerably low levels of confidence in teaching sentence structure (QCA, 1998). 
Lefstein (2009) also reported that elements of the traditional approach are still present in the 
UK classrooms in what he defines as ‘rule-based’ grammar teaching, a prescriptive approach 
which positions grammatical conventions as ‘rules to be obeyed’, focuses on ‘proper 
English’, and uses decontextualised exercises to help students to learn and apply rules (p. 
380). The studies by Petruzella (1996) and Cajkler and Hislam (2002) reported similar 
findings on the confusion of defining grammar, with Petruzella (1996) noting confusion 
between grammatical rules, issues of usage, spelling and punctuation, while the trainee 
primary participants in Cajkler and Hislam’s (2002) study associated grammar with phonics, 
spelling and punctuation.  
English teachers have been reported as making no direct reference to evidence-based 
approaches and models when defining grammar teaching (Watson, 2015a) and their 
conceptualisation of grammar and grammar teaching practices have been described as either 
opposing (QCA, 1998) or in favour of using (Leftstein, 2009) traditional methods. In some 
cases, a lack of interest in teaching grammar has been ascribed to their identity as a literature 
specialist, reflecting a divide between language and literature in English teaching (Findlay, 
2010; Hudson & Walmsley, 2005; Watson, 2012b). Brumfit, Mitchel and Hooper (1996) 
found that teachers who used text-based approaches to teaching language rarely if ever taught 
grammar explicitly and believed that grammatical knowledge (understood as sentence level 
grammar) was only marginally significant to the development of students’ overall linguistic 
ability. Similarly, Cameron (1997) found that UK teachers were hostile to approaches making 
the formal structure of language an object of analysis in its own right. The QCA (1998) 
survey in the UK reported that:  
“A few teachers were hostile to any increase in the explicit coverage of sentence 
structure whether for themselves or their pupils, either because they did not think it 
would work, or because they associated it with increased prescription and loss of 
teacher control”. (p. 28) 
The report went on to note widespread opposition to pedagogy associated with “traditional 
formal grammar teaching” with most participants believing that “the explicit teaching of 
sentence structure should somehow be embedded in the context of pupils’ writing and 
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reading” (QCA, 1998, p. 28). Conversely, this traditional teaching of grammar was observed 
by Lefstein (2009) in a UK primary lesson whereby “common, general or shorter” verbs were 
mechanically replaced with more “obscure, specific and longer” synonyms, without regard 
for context or meaning (p. 395). Lefstein (2009) related this to a “procedural pedagogical 
model” in which “content knowledge is broken down into discrete skills, converted into a set 
of procedures, which are demonstrated by the teacher and then repeatedly practised by the 
pupils”, arguing in a similar manner to that in the QCA survey (1998) that this “grammar of 
schools” is at odds with the rhetorical pedagogy of “inductive exploration of texts, discussion 
of rhetorical and grammatical choices, and pupil application of grammatical knowledge in 
written communication tasks” (Lefstein, 2009, pp. 397-380).  
In Australia, teachers appear to accord more importance to knowledge about structural and 
linguistic features compared with their counterparts in the UK, with many claiming that 
language knowledge is important to English (Love, Macken-Horarik, & Horarik, 2015, p. 
180). Hammond and Macken-Horarik’s (2001) survey prior to the introduction of a national 
curriculum for English reported strong support for the value of teaching knowledge about 
language in primary school English and provided evidence of explicit teaching of language at 
the levels of text and context, paragraph, sentence and word. Responses to their survey across 
state, Catholic and independent sectors suggested considerable interest in the teaching of 
grammar, with the majority of teachers regarding knowledge of grammar as an essential 
component to any good reading program and that a good literacy program emphasises the 
basics of spelling, punctuation and grammatical accuracy (Hammond & Macken-Horarik, 
2001, p. 123). Mackenzie’s (2016) mixed method Australian study reported that while pre-
service and in-service teachers both agreed that there is value to teaching grammar, pre-
service teachers placed a statistically greater importance on teaching grammar to students 
than in-service teachers. These findings echo that of Cajkler and Hislam’s (2002) UK 
investigation of primary trainee teachers and in Turvey’s (2000) experiences working with 
UK secondary pre-service English teachers. Cajkler and Hislam (2002) found strong 
evidence that trainees prepared very carefully for the teaching of the grammar elements in the 
primary curriculum and that there “was a lot to be positive about” their “attitudes to learning 
and teaching” about grammar (p. 143). Turvey (2000) reported that her students felt that they 
had “missed out on something” by not being taught grammar at school and so it made it “all 
the more important that their pupils should have it”, with one student teacher remarking that 
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it “shouldn’t be a problem to fit grammar” into a story-writing unit for a class of 13-year-old 
boys (p. 143-149).   
English teachers in anglophone countries have been reported in several studies as finding 
‘grammar teaching’ hard to define. US based studies have reported that teachers struggle to 
define grammar, noting confusion between grammatical rules and usage or linguistic 
etiquette (Petruzella, 1996; Vavra, 1996). In interviews with twenty-five teachers in the US, 
Petruzella (1996) found problems of definition, explaining that while researchers understand 
the term “traditional grammar teaching” to “refer to isolated memorisation of rules and 
terminology and pages of skill and drill practice”, teachers tend to use it to describe “what 
might be more properly labelled mechanics usage skills such as subject-verb agreement, 
punctuation, and even spelling” (p. 69). A qualitative UK study by Watson (2015a) of 31 
secondary English teachers reported that many described ‘grammar teaching’ as hard to 
define, while others defined grammar by what it is not (p. 6). When teachers did define 
grammar teaching, it was predominantly framed within a traditional or prescriptive model 
that identified the teaching of metalinguistic terminology as its most defining feature while 
just over a quarter of participants emphasised a rhetorical or stylistic understanding of 
grammar in their definitions (Watson, 2015a, p. 8). In the same study, when participants were 
asked to discuss the benefits of teaching grammar, responses tended to position grammar as a 
way of supporting students’ writing development by manipulating language purposefully, a 
position that aligns with the rhetorical model. Even teachers that stated that they ‘don’t do’ 
grammar indicated that they believe in the value of discussing the effects of different 
linguistic structure with their students (Watson, 2015a, p. 9).  
2.3.1 Teaching grammar: evidence-based models and strategies 
English teachers have described using instructional approaches which they view as engaging 
for secondary students and relevant to the act of writing. A teacher in Watson’s UK case 
study (2015a) commented that “she doesn’t teach the sort of grammar that she remembers 
from her own schooling, ‘by rote, by tests and reciting it’, but rather tries to teach it in a more 
active way, referring to ‘punctuation rap and human sentences’ as two activities she has 
tried” (p. 10). This attitude towards grammar conveys a dislike towards a prescriptive and 
decontextualised form of grammar, an attitude further evident in one participant’s comment 
that grammar is “secondary to the initial task” of writing and that it could “stifle the flow” 
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(Watson, 2015b, p. 340). Two participants in Mackenzie’s (2016) Australian study similarly 
suggested that grammar should be “fun and playful for pupils” (p.107) and both pre-service 
and in-service participants articulated a shared belief that while direct grammar instruction 
was needed, it should not interfere with children writing or communicating (p. 108). The 
findings of Watson’s study (2015a; 2015b; 2012) and that of Mackenzie (2016) contradict 
numerous prior studies which suggest many teachers hold prescriptive or deficit views of 
grammar (QCA, 1998; Pomphrey & Moger, 1999; Cajkler & Hislam, 2002). Watson (2015a) 
recommends that more distinction needs to be drawn in the way grammar teaching is 
understood:  
“It would be helpful to draw clear distinctions, for example, between the conventions of 
linguistic etiquette and the genuine patterns that underlie language, between descriptive 
and prescriptive grammars, between grammar taught to broaden the range of stylistic 
choices open to writers and grammar taught to improve accuracy in the use of standard 
written English” (p. 12).  
This, Watson (2015a) asserts, will allow teachers to set aside negative attitudes they have 
towards the term ‘grammar’, much like Myhill’s (2010) call for a “reconceptualisation of 
grammar at both policy and professional level” through recognising multiple ‘grammars’ or 
‘grammar pedagogies’ which relate to the teaching of English (p. 178).  
While grammar has always been part of ‘core-business’ in English, some argue it should be 
taught at the point of need rather than systematically (Doecke, Howie, & Sawyer, 2006, p.7). 
In Australia, individualising the English curriculum knowledge has been reported as a 
priority in primary and secondary schooling (Albright, Knezevic, & Farrell, 2013, p. 118). 
Hammond and Macken-Horarik’s (2001) national survey prior to the advent of the national 
curriculum indicated that teachers valued a contextualised instructional approach to grammar 
teaching where grammatical analysis occurs as part of the study of whole texts in context. 
The findings of this study, however, indicated high levels of support for the teaching of 
grammatical knowledge in explicit and systematic ways (81%). In a national survey of 
English teachers after the onset of the AC:E, Love et al. (2015) reported integration as a 
prized pedagogical goal, with their findings revealing a highly contextualised orientation that 
engages with language as a resource for meaning-making rather than a set of prescriptive 
rules (p. 180). This value of metalinguistic understanding and contextualised grammar 
instruction confirms the insights generated in international studies of embedded grammar 
teaching in English (e.g., Fearn & Farnan, 2007; Kolln & Hancock, 2005; Myhill et al., 
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2012a). The benefits of an embedded grammar teaching unit was reported in an experimental 
study implemented in Year 8 classes across 31 UK schools, finding that the intervention 
group improved “by about 20%” while the comparison group improved their scores by 12% 
over the year (Myhill et al., 2012a, p. 49). An important finding within this study was that, in 
the intervention group, able writers benefited more than weaker writers suggesting that 
embedded grammar teaching approach provided the “necessary challenge” for improving this 
group’s writing skills (Myhill et al., 2012a, p. 49).  
The limited research on the value of grammatical metalanguage indicates that teachers’ 
attitudes and decisions towards the use of terminology are based on practice-informed beliefs. 
The use of terminology when teaching sentence structure was viewed by teachers as “a 
barrier to accessibility” in the QCA (1998) survey, with teachers unclear about “the level of 
detail they should employ in their use of terminology” (p. 27). Petruzella (1996) similarly 
reported that teachers taught more terminology “to higher-ability students” as they felt that 
“the college-bound students need it more, and the lower-level students are more resistant to 
learning it” (p. 72). The intervention research of Myhill et al. (2013) compared the 
effectiveness of two writing units with the same objectives but with one containing embedded 
grammar. The embedded grammar unit included grammatical metalanguage alongside 
examples, allowing students to access and play with a particular structure and discuss its 
effect even if they did not remember the grammatical name. In the findings, one participant 
reflected that the use of terminology allowed implicit knowledge to become more explicit, 
while other participants were frustrated by students forgetting terminology from one lesson to 
next raising the concern that the terminology was confusing and not necessary (Myhill et al., 
2012a). Research into teacher knowledge and confidence in the teaching of grammatical 
concepts indicates that teachers are struggling to simultaneously understand the linguistic 
terminology themselves and teach it effectively (Lefstein, 2009, p. 278; Myhill, 2005, p. 90), 
with the factors of teacher knowledge and preparation discussed in the following chapter of 
this literature review.  
2.4 Factors reported to impact on the teaching of grammar 
Numerous studies report a general lack of confidence in the linguistic subject knowledge of 
both trainees and experienced primary and secondary L1 and L2 English teachers in Australia 
(Hammond & Macken-Horarik, 2001; Harper & Rennie, 2009; Louden et al., 2005; 
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MacFarlane, 2015), the UK (Cajkler & Hislam, 2002; Findlay, 2010; Kelly & Safford, 2009), 
New Zealand (Jeurrisen, 2012) and the US (Hadjioannou & Hutchinson, 2010). There exists 
a generation of English teachers who have little experience of being on the receiving end of 
explicit grammatical instruction (Cajkler & Hislam, 2002; Kolln & Hancock, 2005), and even 
for those who were taught, their “half remembered lessons from childhood can be more 
confusing than helpful” (Burgess et al., 2000, p. 8). There are contrasting findings on UK 
teacher’s confidence level and linguistic subject knowledge (LSK), with Cajkler and Hislam 
(2002) reporting that pre-service teachers express considerable anxiety about their level of 
understanding, even if they possess a significant amount of grammatical knowledge, while 
Sangster, Anderson and O’Hara (2013) found that Scottish pre-service teachers’ perceptions 
of their competence of Linguistic Subject Knowledge outstripped their actual knowledge. 
Hudson and Walmsley (2005) describes a UK profession that does not have adequate 
grounding in the linguistics of English, a sentiment echoed by Beard (2000) who contends 
that the professional knowledge of many teachers is limited to the ‘naming of parts’ approach 
(p. 123). The reasons for this have been attributed to a heavy focus on whether grammar 
should be taught or not and insufficient research on how pupils learn grammar (Myhill, 
2000), the result of which is a profession which lacks the necessary confidence and 
awareness of effective methods in teaching grammar (Cajkler & Hislam, 2002).  In the US, 
Sipe (2006) describes the reluctance of new teachers to teach writing because of “a fear that 
some issues of grammar or usage will come up for which they have insufficient knowledge” 
(p. 16). Limited understanding of how children learn through and about language was 
reported in a Canadian survey of pre-service teachers (Williams, 2009) and similar 
fragmentary knowledge about language was revealed amongst New Zealand English teachers 
(Meyer, 2008).  
Research have revealed that English teachers’ knowledge of, training in and confidence in 
grammar pedagogies remains an issue. Diagnostic testing in spelling, vocabulary and 
punctuation of undergraduate Bachelor of Education students in an Australian university 
revealed deficiencies in personal literacy competence, sparking the recommendation that 
admission standards and earlier intervention in fundamental literacy problems is necessary 
(Moon, 2014). Attempts have been made by Australian universities to assess teacher 
education students’ personal literacy and numeracy skills as a requirement to graduation 
through Literacy and Numeracy Test for Initial Teacher Education Students (LANTITE) 
testing. While these tests address the personal literacy levels of graduating teachers, they do 
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not address the linguistic expertise urgently needed (Hudson & Walmsley, 2005). While a 
survey by Hammond and Macken-Horarik (2001) found that Australian primary teachers 
valued knowledge about grammar as a crucial element to good literacy teaching, many 
reported a lack of confidence in their own levels of knowledge about grammar. Conversely, a 
more recent national survey by Love et al. (2015) revealed English teachers from the Early 
years through to Senior Secondary professed high levels of confidence in their LSK, although 
Love et al. (2015) notes further research is needed on teachers’ professed confidence and 
actual expertise. In a recent survey of Western Australian pre-service and in-service primary 
teachers, Mackenzie (2016) describes a profession concerned with the rising levels of 
complexity of grammar and decreased levels of confidence in teaching the grammar concepts 
well (p. 106). In the UK, a connection was made by the QCE report (1998) between teachers 
who had been practising longer and higher levels of confidence in their LSK. The findings of 
a later study by Watson (2012b) reported no direct correlation between length of service and 
confidence amongst teachers, even observing that those who had been practising before the 
reintroduction of grammar into the UK curriculum felt less inclined to develop this aspect of 
their subject knowledge than newly qualified teachers (p. 29). A lack of interest in teaching 
grammar has also been ascribed to teachers’ identities as literature specialists, with many UK 
(Shortis & Blake, 2010), USA (Kolln & Hancock, 2005), Australian (Harper & Rennie, 
2009) and New Zealand (Gordon, 2005) teachers following a literature-based route into 
English teaching. Given the prominence of grammar and LSK in English curriculums, many 
researchers propose comprehensive in-service training as the only way to address teachers’ 
linguistic subject knowledge (e.g., Husdon & Walmsley, 2005; Kolln & Hancock, 2005; 
Vavra, 1996).   
Research from Australia and overseas has shown that standardised testing has an impact on 
the teaching of grammar. In Australia, the National Assessment Program (NAP) Literacy and 
Numeracy standardised tests have been attributed to an increased focus by English teachers 
on short-form (multiple-choice, short answer) responses that emphasis specific genres and 
writing styles included in the tests (Luke, 2010). A NAPLAN senate enquiry reported that 
teachers have been increasingly “teaching to the test” (Senate References Committee on 
Education, Employment & Workplace Relations [SRCEEWR], 2010). The report further 
revealed that many teachers were sacrificing “desirable pedagogies”, defined in the report as 
inquiry-based learning, in lieu of teacher-directed styles that were better suited to the needs of 
the NAPLAN tests (SRCEEWR, 2010), a sentiment echoed by the Queensland Studies 
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Authority report (QSA, 2009) which claimed that testing methods encourages methods of 
teaching that “promote shallow and superficial learning rather than deep conceptual 
understanding” (p. 3). These findings are echoed in several studies that report on pre-testing 
and practice testing in order to address the grammatical concepts in the NAPLAN tests (e.g., 
Hardy, 2015; Cumming, Wyatt-Smith, Elkins, & Neville, 2006). The role of grammar tested 
in 2008 NAP language conventions paper was dissected by Williams (2009) who found that 
of the paper’s 50 multiple choice questions, 28 related to spelling, 9 to punctuation and 6 to 
grammar. A US study by Pandina Scot, Callahan and Urquhart (2009) describes the 
curriculum-pacing guides based on curriculum standards that have arisen as a result of 
standards-based testing, with teachers describing how the prescribed curriculum forces 
teachers to only teach grammar concepts when instructed to, rather than in response to the 
student’s needs or interests (p. 46). In the UK, Stafford’s (2016) study on the impact of the 
new statutory Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar (SPAG) test in Year 6 revealed that 
teachers “audit their grammar knowledge, take steps to secure it, and seek resources for 
themselves and for pupils” and has resulted in the privileging of “memorisation of terms, 
definitions, and discrete bite-size units of word and sentence grammar” to ensure students 
had “more of a chance on SPAG” (p. 17). Stafford (2016) describes teachers as using a 
variety of approaches to preparing year 6 students for the SPAG tests, from “decontextualised 
‘grammar starters’ and stand-alone grammar lessons to language study embedded in the 
reading of literature and grammar applied in extended writing” (p. 18). There is a trend of 
more educative dispositions towards the tests, with some schools using them as a vehicle to 
identify and address concerns in students’ substantive learning needs (Hardy, 2014). In a 
study of two Victorian primary schools, Dreher (2012) describes the presence of activities 
involving the understanding of language tested in the standardised NAPLAN tests. However, 
those activities were often enriched or accompanied by additional tasks involving 
collaborative learning, further exploration and often imaginative play with language (p. 341).  
Research also suggests that resources can influence the methods that teachers use in teaching 
grammar. In the UK, the publication of the National Literacy Strategy was accompanied by a 
flood of textbooks designed to support teachers with ‘quick start activity’ exercises, such as 
the Hodder English Starters (Howe, Scott, & Hackman, 2001). In response to the Australian 
Curriculum’s explicit attention to language, grammar and usage, there have also been a raft 
of new titles offered by textbook publishers in Australia (Wells & Moon, 2019). Teachers 
themselves have reported the difficulty of implementing a contextual approach to grammar 
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when “prepackaged, easily reproducable” worksheets were available (Hunt & Hunt, 2006, p. 
88). The notion that traditional exercises are “easier” to manage is also echoed by teachers of 
English as a foreign language (Sarac-Suzer, 2007, p. 267). A decontextualised approach can 
lead to pupils being able to identify and manipulate features in isolated ways, resulting in 
declarative rather than procedural knowledge since students are unable to fully assimilate this 
knowledge in order to draw on it when writing (Myhill, 2005). Albright, Knezevic and 
Farrell’s (2013) national survey of primary and secondary English teachers during the onset 
of the AC:E reported that ‘in-school’ resources were favoured for planning and decision-
making, suggesting that considerable attention is given to resources accessible and relatable 
to their context or selected by their school. In a national US survey on whole school writing 
practices, Kiuhara, Graham and Hawken (2009) reported the most common form of writing 
activities were short answer responses to homework, responding to material read, completing 
worksheets and summarising material read, consequently indicating little analysis, 
interpretation and actual writing. One of the reasons for the popularity of worksheets and 
textbooks is, as previously discussed, due to the pressures of standardised testing, and by 
teaching students to analyse prewritten sentences and name the parts they do not know how 
to synthesise new sentences out of their own thoughts (Ricks, 1994, p. 49). This effect of 
parsing sentences outside of the writing process is further explained by Myhill, Jones, 
Watson and Lines (2013). Traditional grammar books and sample material published for 
national tests, they assert, use passive sentences that lack authenticity such as “A biscuit was 
eaten by Sam” for parsing activities (p. 107-108). Researchers suggest that professional 
learning needs to focus on pedagogical content knowledge that engenders knowledge of how 
to “transform content knowledge he or she possesses into forms that are pedagogically 
powerful and yet adaptive to the variations in ability and background presented by the 
students” (Shulman, 1987, p. 15). It is further recommended that teachers select and use 
authentic resources in a way that brings students beyond declarative knowledge by creating 
and establishing powerful contexts for learning about writing (Myhill, Jones, Watson, & 
Lines, 2013).  
2.5 Summary 
This chapter has provided an overview of the literature regarding teacher beliefs, grammar 
teaching approaches and empirical evidence of teacher’s conceptions of grammar and 
practices in teaching grammar. Teachers’ beliefs are instrumental in the selection of cognitive 
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tools and defining the task of teaching, and so beliefs and practice have been proposed as 
mutually informing (Borg, 2003; Fang, 1996; Pajares, 1992). There exists a multiplicity of 
definitions and approaches towards grammar teaching, however research has found that 
teachers do not make explicit reference to models of grammar teaching when defining it 
(Watson, 2015a). Further research is therefore needed on how secondary English define 
grammar teaching as, if they do not make reference to evidence-based models, greater 
knowledge is needed of their own ontological and evaluative beliefs that may or may not be 
shaped by their practices or experiences.  
Studies in Anglophone countries have reported teachers as having a range of beliefs and 
practices towards grammar. Research has reported teachers as associating grammar with 
prescriptivism and the traditional methods of decontextualised exercises and drilling 
(Lefstein, 2009; QCA, 1998) while others try to use more active and engaging methods to 
teach grammar (Watson, 2015a). Similar contrasts can be made between studies which have 
found that teachers have considerable interest in teaching grammar (Hammond & Macken-
Horarik, 2001) while others have found teachers that those who use a text-based approach 
rarely, if ever, teach grammar explicitly (Brumfit, Mitchel, & Hooper, 1996). The limited 
research that has reported these contrasting grammar teaching practices thus indicates the 
necessity for further research so that policy makers and those concerned with education and 
teacher education can better understand secondary English teachers’ declared practices and 
the evaluative, affective and episodic beliefs that may inform their teaching practices.  
The chapter has identified a range of factors that influence English teachers’ pedagogical 
practices in teaching grammar including the preparedness and confidence felt by teachers, 
their linguistic subject knowledge, standardised testing priorities and available resources. The 
current study aims to expand knowledge of the factors that teachers perceive influence their 
pedagogic practices, as well as their preparedness and professed confidence in teaching 
grammar. The study will draw on the literature review to operationalise the research 
questions structured according to cognitive, affective, evaluative, episodic and ontological 
beliefs. This study will therefore seek to address gaps in the literature on the espoused beliefs 
and declared practices of secondary English teachers towards grammar in the context of 
Western Australia. The following chapter will describe the methodological choices employed 
to best answer the research questions previously proposed.  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
This chapter describes and justifies the methodology employed in this study. Each section of 
this chapter details the methods used to investigate the beliefs, conceptions, declared 
instructional and assessment practices, preparedness and confidence that practicing 
Australian English teachers hold towards grammar and teaching grammar to lower school 
students (Years 7-10). First, the research methodology is outlined by stating the research 
questions and describing the research design, ethical considerations and methods used in 
recruiting and selecting participants. Next, the chapter explains the selection of data sources 
and the procedures for the analysis of the data before exploring the subjectivity of the 
researcher and the trustworthiness and limitations of the study. The chapter concludes with 
the stages of the bracketing process to allow authentic reflection on the researcher’s values 
and assumptions.  
3.1 Research Methodology 
While literature on teacher cognition is growing, qualitative investigations into the beliefs of 
practicing secondary English teachers in Australia on the value and conceptions of teaching 
grammar and their declared practices in teaching and assessing grammar are scarce. This gap 
in the literature was noted by Watson (2012), and to the best of my knowledge, no studies to 
date have been conducted since then to address this gap. Moreover, secondary school English 
teachers’ views on the contextual factors they believe influence their pedagogical choices 
when teaching grammar, as well as their confidence and preparedness in teaching grammar, 
is largely under-researched (Love, Macken-Horarik, & Horarik, 2015; Watson, 2012). The 
current study used a qualitative research design aiming to expand knowledge about secondary 
English teachers’ beliefs and declared practices for teaching grammar in secondary school 
settings.  As will be explained in more detail below, qualitative designs are ideal for 
examining phenomenon that are not well understood (Marshall & Rossman, 2016). 
3.1.1 Research Questions 
The following research questions and sub-questions are proposed for this study: 
1) What are English teachers’ beliefs about the teaching of grammar?
a. What are English teachers’ beliefs about the value of teaching grammar?
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b. How do English teachers conceptualise grammar teaching?
2) What are English teachers’ declared practices in teaching grammar?
a. What are the declared assessment and instructional methods of English
teachers when teaching grammar?
b. What factors influence English teachers’ pedagogical choices in teaching
grammar?
c. What is the preparedness and confidence of English teachers in teaching
grammar?
These questions were designed in relation to the model of belief based on the ideas proposed 
by Nespor (1987), developed by Pajares (1992) and actioned in research on grammar 
teaching by Watson (2012). This study understands beliefs as teacher “ideas, thoughts and 
knowledge that are expressed as evaluations of what ‘should be done, ‘should be the case’, 
and ‘is preferable’” (Basturkman, Loewen, & Ellis, 2004, p. 244).  Beliefs are situated within 
the wider area of teacher cognition, understood as self-reflections; beliefs about knowledge of 
teaching, students and content; and awareness of problem-solving strategies endemic to 
classroom teaching (Kagan, 1990, p. 420); put simply, it is “what teachers know, think and 
believe and how these relate to what teachers do” (Borg & Burns, 2008, p. 457). For the 
purpose of this study, the term ‘espoused’ has been adopted when discussing the beliefs 
articulated by participants in interviews. Argyris and Schon (1974) distinguish espoused 
theories from theories-in-use; espoused theories are those used to describe and justify 
behaviour” (p. viii) and are willing “to communicate to others” (p. 7) while theories-in-use 
are those beliefs which “actually govern…action” (p. 7) and can only be studied as constructs 
inferred from observation of behaviour (Watson, 2012, p. 80). This study has chosen to 
investigate the espoused beliefs of English teachers and in doing so the research questions 
were operationalised according to the literature review and the elements which characterise 
beliefs, namely cognitive, affective, evaluative, episodic and ontological. The literature 
review provided a discussion of this model of beliefs. Figure 1 illustrates how this model of 
beliefs relates to the research questions.  
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Figure 1. Conceptual overview of beliefs and their connection to the research questions 
3.1.2 Research Design 
This project adopted a qualitative research design as a fruitful and insightful means of 
understanding and gaining insight into the pedagogical values, beliefs, practices, 
preparedness and confidence of secondary English teachers towards grammar. Qualitative 
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approaches are ideal for uncovering new insights and generating hypotheses, both of which 
are relevant for emerging areas of research (Marshall & Rossman, 2016). Qualitative research 
is also ideal for understanding questions of “how” and “why” and for understanding the lived 
experiences of particular participants in a particular place or context (Marshall & Rossman, 
2016). As such, generalisability to other contexts is typically not an attribute of qualitative 
research studies. Research findings, however, may lead to analytical generalisability, wherein 
insights may lead to a greater theoretical understanding of the phenomenon (Yin, 2009). 
To achieve harmony across our ideas about the nature of reality (ontology), how we can 
know or understand that reality (epistemology) and research approach, this study was framed 
by constructivist ontology and interpretivist epistemology. This inductive approach 
recognises the “lived experience from the point of view of those who live it” (Schwandt, 
1998, p. 221), and so “illuminates” the interpretations of the situation by the social actors 
(Pring, 2004, p. 98), in this case revealing the participant’s subjective meanings and 
interpretations. Adopting these philosophical assumptions guided the approach of this study, 
for qualitative research “is pragmatic, interpretive, and grounded in the lived experiences of 
people” (Marshall & Rossman, 2016, p. 2).    
The fundamental intention of constructivist ontology is to see reality as “a social, and 
therefore, multiple construction” (Guba, 1990, p. 77) and so aligns with interpretivism for its 
recognition of the subjective experiences of individuals. Constructivism requires the 
researcher to delve into the minds and meaning-making of the knower in a transaction that is 
highly subjective and therefore created rather than “discovered” (Lincoln & Guba, 2013, p. 
40). Additionally, it is important to emphasise the “temporary, time- and place-bound 
knowledge” (Guba, 1990, p. 77) of participants, placing the findings of the project as a 
relativistic representation of a snapshot in time rather than a definite picture of beliefs and 
declared practices. An interpretive epistemology recognises that data are mutually 
constructed; that as an insider to the profession, my position and the personal beliefs and 
values which I bring to the project will inevitably shape my interpretations (Creswell, 2014). 
Articulating my positionality as the researcher has helped achieve this transparency and will 
be discussed later in this chapter.  
An interpretivist epistemology views the act of interpretation, the very condition of human 
inquiry itself, as an attempt to establish a certain reading or interpretation of the meaning of 
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social action (Taylor, 1987). The interpretivist position, moreover, recognises the transcendal 
ground from which the interpretor positions themselves. Hence, the interpretor, in the act of 
grasping the actor’s definition of a situation, is further viewed as constructing a reading of the 
meanings; as Schwandt (1998) explains “it is to offer the inquirer’s construction of the 
constructions of the actors one studies” (p. 222). The prime means of collecting data was 
through qualitative in-depth interviewing, a method which allows deeper insights 
(hermeneutical discovery) into the lived experiences of the participants. In expressing and 
constructing this lived experience, it is necessary that I bracket my values so that I am aware 
of what is going on in the data, rather than my own preconceptions. This technique is 
borrowed from phenomenological research and Heidegger’s theory that, while it is not 
possible to bracket our assumptions of the world and eliminate the researcher’s own values 
and experiences, authentic reflection allows us to become aware of many of our assumptions 
(Byrne, 2001, p. 831) in an effort to understand them (Ahern, 1999).   
To provide rich data, semi-structured in-depth interviews were the main method of data 
collection in eliciting teachers’ beliefs and reaching a descriptive understanding of the 
phenomenon of grammar teaching. This method was selected for its ability to answer the 
research question, for interviewing gives significance to what “they attach to the action 
observed or the activity pursued” and semi-structured questions provide “scope for those 
interviewed to expound the full significance of their actions” (Pring, 2004, p. 39). Yin (2009) 
describes interviews as essential sources of information as they ask the interviewee for her or 
his own important insights into certain occurrences, human affairs, behavioural events, 
opinions and attitudes. The method of in-depth interviews gives participants the space and 
time to reflect on the phenomenon and to clarify meanings and actions, providing rich data 
that spark analytic insights (Charmaz, 2011). Since interviews should pursue a consistent line 
of enquiry through questions that are fluid rather than rigid (Rubin & Rubin, 1995), a semi-
structured approach was followed as it allowed for additional questions and exploration of 
issues in response to perspectives, opinions and experiences shared. Gubrium and Holstein 
(1997) make the point that depth of understanding can only be achieved by being open to 
different experiences and perspectives, and so this approach to interviews was necessary in 
all interviews conducted to provide insight into the phenomenon.   
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3.2 Recruitment 
This investigation involved six English teachers employed in Western Australian secondary 
schools with experience in teaching English to Years 7 to 10. The participants in this 
investigation represented a small number of teachers across the metropolitan area who were 
employed in government and private schools that year. Purposive sampling was used to 
provide rich data on the phenomenon and involved the researcher in exercising “their 
judgment or knowledge of a population and the aims of the research to select a sample” 
(Tranter, 2013, p. 111). This study solicited volunteers through advertising an HREC 
approved invitation on the Western Australian English teacher Facebook network social 
media pages of English Teachers Association of Western Australia and English Teachers WA 
with the written permission of administrators. This method of recruitment resulted in three 
initial respondents and from here snowball sampling, where initial participants acted as 
voluntary informants on further potential participants, was used to recruit a further three 
volunteer participants. Using social media for soliciting research participants is a quick and 
cost effective method (Child, Mentes, Pavlish, & Phillips, 2014) and one that is described as 
a passive form of recruitment as, like traditional offline strategies, potential participants must 
actively contact a researcher to gain information (Gelinas et al., 2017). By using snowball 
sampling as an additional method of sampling, the investigation was provided with a new 
vehicle that assisted researchers in “accessing new participants and social groups when other 
contact avenues have dried up” (Noy, 2008, p. 330). As noted earlier, this study has not 
intended to make generalisations or abstractions independent of place and context and ergo 
this study did not seek to minimise bias in the selection of its participants.  
3.3 Ethical Guidelines 
This study was granted ethics approval by the University’s Human Research and Ethics 
Committee. In this, the research project has been grounded in the moral principles of respect 
for persons, beneficence and justice. Interviews often produce narratives that reinforce social 
norms precisely because they reflect needs of the participant to maintain their social status in 
the face of a figure of authority. In this sense, the relationship between the researcher and 
interviewee, how they are positioned, is not only key to the intersubjective generation of 
meaning in interviews, but also a matter of ethical concern (Elliott, 2005). The fact that I 
interpret and represent the participants’ beliefs in this study gives me the position of power 
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that can only be partially redressed by sympathetic and careful wording, clear anonymity, and 
right to reply for the participants. By returning the data and interpretation to the participants 
(Pring, 2004), I have attempted to develop trust with the participants and respect for their 
privacy by allowing them to check that they are happy with the level of background and 
contextual detail which I have revealed.   
It is vital that information remains confidential and anonymous in a study of beliefs in which 
participants are expressing personal values and thoughts. Richards and Schwartz (2002) 
recommend that, when reporting on data gathered from in-depth interviews, that pseudonyms 
or initials are used and, where possible, other identifying details are changed in reports. For 
this purpose, the schools which participants teach and have taught at, as well as the identity 
of individual participants and those they make reference to have remained confidential and 
anonymous throughout reporting. Pseudonyms have been used during reporting and 
contextual details have been kept at a level which will prevent the participants from being 
identified. One way of ensuring participants are not coerced to participant is to contact them 
indirectly through a third party (Habibis, 2013), which was followed in this study via social 
media posts to closed groups for Western Australian English teachers that outlined 
information about the study and invited participants to participate. After participants 
expressed interest in participation, an information letter was emailed which explained what 
their involvement would mean. Informed signed consent was made prior to participation and 
each participant was informed of their right to withdraw their participation without penalty at 
any point in time. This process of emailing participants information on the study and 
obtaining signed consent was further maintained during snowball sampling.  
One ethical principal, as espoused by Johnson (2002), is that researchers must take whatever 
steps are necessary to protect the individuals who have cooperated in the research from any 
misuses of the information they have shared. Steps have been taken in the interpretation and 
analysis of the narratives produced in the interviews as a researcher’s deconstruction and 
interpretation of those narratives, if not presented sensitively, may undermine the work being 
done by the interviewee to maintain his or her ontological security (Borland, 1991). In this 
study, I have attempted to use direct quotations from interviews as much as possible when 
presenting my findings, and to make clear distinctions between the raw data and my 
subsequent interpretations. While the interviews discussed professional views, beliefs and 
practices, there must remain sensitivity towards the feelings and personal experiences, 
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particularly those of inadequacy, expressed by participants. When reporting the findings, I 
have avoided judgements on the effectiveness of declared practices and constraints which 
they feel hinder their teaching.   
3.4 Participants 
The method of purposive sampling resulted in a sample group that were all women, with two 
from the public sector and four from the private. A summary of participant characteristics is 
provided in Table 1. Of the two public sector English teachers, Catherine was employed in a 
metropolitan school located in an eastern suburb of Perth, while Lucy was employed by a 
country school in Western Australia’s south. All four participants from the private sector 
where employed in Metropolitan schools in Perth’s south west. While all were of the same 
gender, teachers’ range of experience in teaching English varied from 4 to 26 years (see 
Table 1. for a summary of teacher profiles). There was a diversity among teachers in terms of 
grade levels taught and the streaming of those grade levels from mainstream through to 
Gifted and Talented. The majority of teachers had completed a Bachelor of Education 
(Secondary) at a Western Australian university. One teacher, Esme, had completed a 
postgraduate degree in English teaching overseas and Esme and Jessie had experience 
teaching English in countries other than Australia. In terms of age, teachers varied from mid-
20s to early 60s. All spoke English as a first language and all except participants Esme and 
Sarah were Australian citizens at the time interviews were conducted.  
Table 1. English teachers’ profiles 
Teacher 
(pseudonyms) 
Sector Teaching Experience Grades 
Lucy Public (Country) • 15 years
• Primary and High School
experience
• Mainstream and General
Upper School English
experience
Years 7, 9 and 11 
Esme Private 
(Metropolitan) 




English as a Second
Language (EAL) and
English
• 1 year and 6 months
experience in Australia
• Mainstream, Extension,





• 5 years teaching in Country
public schools
• 2 years teaching in
Metropolitan private and
public schools






• Experience in the public
and private sectors
• Country and Metropolitan
experience










• English and Drama
teacher









• 4 years experience





Years 8, 10, 11 and 
12 
3.5 Data Collection 
This study has used in-depth interviews as the sole method of data collection to give 
participants the space and time to reflect on the phenomenon and to clarify meanings and 
actions, providing rich data that spark analytic insights (Charmaz, 2011). The aim of this 
qualitative interview is to learn “what is important in the mind of the informants: their 
meanings, perspectives, and definitions; how they view, categorise, and experience the 
world” (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984, p. 88), and so a semi-structured approach was selected as 
the best instrument to provide this in-depth examination of the participants’ understanding of 
the problem and their experiences. This “flexible and dynamic” (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984, p. 
88) approach has the “advantage of asking all informants the same core questions with the
freedom to ask follow-up questions that build on the responses received” (Brenner, 2006, p.
362).
An interview guide was developed specifically for this study through a review of the 
literature relating to English teacher’s beliefs and pedagogical approaches to grammar. The 
interview guide contained open-ended questions that are sufficiently general to cover a wide 
range of experiences and narrow enough to elicit and explore the participant’s espoused 
beliefs and specific experiences on the case, grammar teaching. Open-ended questions were 
used to give respondents freedom in their responses and follow-up questions were used to 
encourage further elaboration and to check the meaning that interviewees associated with 
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terms used. The open-ended questions served to explore different facets of teachers’ 
understanding, views, beliefs and declared practices as well as reflection towards the 
problem. The first question served to elicit participant’s ontological world view of grammar 
teaching by asking the question of “what is X” (Wentzel & Miele, 2009, p. 489) to derive 
presuppositions about the nature of grammar (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1994). Participants then 
responded to questions 2, 3 and 6 designed to generate evaluative beliefs (Pajares, 1992) 
based on the worth and value of teaching grammar, and the factors they believe impact on 
their teaching of grammar. Participants spoke of their “personal experiences or episodes” 
(Schank & Abelson, 1997, p. 17) in response to questions 4 and 5 by detailing their declared 
practices in teaching and assessing grammar. By asking questions on a teachers’ preparedness 
and confidence, participants were able to express their affective feelings and opinions 
(Nespor, 1987) when they first became a teacher to now. I recognise that the interview data 
does not allow me to access participant’s beliefs directly and instead shows me what teachers 
felt able to legitimately present as their espoused beliefs and declared practices at the time. 
The guide comprises of eight questions and was pilot tested with one teacher practitioner to 
examine whether the questions asked were clear, comprehensive and provided a valid 
explanation on the problem. As a result of this pilot testing, I decided to ask initial questions 
during the preparatory period to help the interviewee feel more relaxed (Travers, 2013) and to 
establish the professional context of each participant. These included questions such as ‘how 
many years have you been teaching for?’, ‘where do you currently teach?’, ‘describe the 
classes and years you currently teach’ and ‘what motivated you to become and English 
teacher’ and assisted in gathering data on the profiles of each participant. The questions 
asked in the interviews and their relevance to the research questions are outlined below in 
Table 2. 
Table 2. Interview questions and related research questions 
Research Question Interview Questions 
1b. How do English teachers conceptualise 
grammar teaching? 
(Ontological) 
1. What do you understand by the term
‘grammar teaching’?
1a. What are English teachers’ beliefs about 
the value of teaching grammar? 
(Evaluative) 
2. Tell me your views on the worth of teaching
grammar?
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3. How do you believe grammar should be
taught in lower school?
2a. What are the declared assessment and 
instructional methods of English teachers 
when teaching grammar? 
(Episodic) 
4. How do you normally assess the grammar
capabilities of your students?
5. What kinds of instructional methods do you
use when you teach grammar?
2b. What factors influence English teachers’ 
pedagogical choices in teaching grammar? 
(Evaluative) 
6. Tell me the factors that impact on your
choices when teaching and assessing
grammar?
2c. What is the preparedness and confidence 
of English teachers in teaching grammar? 
(Affective) 
7. How would you describe your level of
preparedness in teaching grammar when you
first became a teacher?
8. Have your views and preparedness towards
teaching grammar changed since then? If
yes, how so?
Each respondent was interviewed once in a public location mutually agreed upon and 
conversations were digitally recorded. The shortest interview was 25 minutes in duration 
while the longest was 1 hour and 4 minutes. On average, interviews lasted for 45 minutes. 
During the process, I began by chatting generally with the interviewee to develop the 
necessary rapport, before guiding the participant through questions at a pace shaped by their 
responses and the follow-up questions. Transcripts were provided to participants and one 
participant responded with amendments.  
3.6 Data Analysis 
Content analysis began immediately after transcription of the interviews and was undertaken 
in clear stages to identify “patterns, themes and categories in one’s data” (Patton, 2002, p. 
453). Each interview was first coded at a micro-level using the qualitative analysis program 
NVivo 11. Descriptive studies use theoretical models to guide data collection and analysis 
(Marshall & Rossman, 2016; Scholtz & Tietje, 2002), the model in this study being literature-
based which directly influenced the creation of the research questions. Table 3 identifies the 
descriptive framework that created top-level codes for initial data analysis of individual 
transcripts.  
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These top-level codes were grouped according to the themes of the research questions and 
therefore which aspect of the model of belief they addressed: 
- Grammar beliefs (research question 1a; evaluative)
- Grammar teaching beliefs (research question 1a; evaluative)
- Conceptualisation of grammar (research question 1b; ontological)
- Practices (research question 2a; episodic)
- External and Internal influences for teaching grammar (research question 2b;
evaluative)
- Preparedness and confidence (research question 2c; affective)
Table 3. Descriptive framework for top-level codes 
Top-Level Code Description Example 
Grammar beliefs Comments and propositions indicating 
general understanding, opinions, 
feelings, personal attitudes and values 
towards grammar. 
“Once the sentence is 
constructed and deconstructed, 
it becomes quite complex.” 
Grammar teaching beliefs Comments indicating opinions of 
grammar teaching (evaluating views, 
perspectives, attitudes, understandings 
towards/about grammar teaching) 
“Sometimes teachers have to 
teach lessons that are boring. 
Kids just have to learn rote 
fashion. That's terrible.” 
Conceptualisation of 
grammar 
Conceptualisation of grammar made by 
teachers - how do teachers 
conceptualise grammar? What do 
teachers attribute to grammar? What 
are aspects of grammar they refer to? 
“They’ve got to find spelling, 
punctuation” 
“identify the parts of language” 
Practices for teaching and 
assessing grammar 
Ways grammar is taught and assessed- 
Effective pedagogical practices and 
assessment approaches they use, 
ineffective practices and assessment 
approaches, general approaches (no 
opinion stated towards them), described 
practices and assessments they state 
they use, have used or intend to use 
with LS classes. 
“I’ll actually embed that as part 
of the lesson while we’re 
learning the text or whatever 
and say, “Hey, I noticed this 
has happened with a number of 
student’s writing, let’s do a 
quick mini-lesson 10-15 
minutes on how we use and 
how to punctuate titles of a 
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film”. I’d define when we use 
inverted commas…” 
External and Internal 
influences for teaching 
grammar 
External (e.g., educational reforms) and 
internal factors (e.g., students 
characteristics)  perceived to impact on 
teachers’ pedagogical choices when 
teaching grammar.   
“Obviously as teachers, we’re 
motivated by assessments, 
particularly national 
assessments. However, my 
motivation is to give that kid 
the best opportunity to then 
actually be more successful in 
whatever they choose to do. I 
think that that’s sort of long-
term where I look at it” 
Preparedness and 
Confidence for teaching 
grammar 
Comments on teacher experiences in 
learning grammar including 
experiences in school, university and 
early teaching. Comments on 
confidence and preparedness in 
teaching grammar including how 
confidence and/or preparedness has 
changed and why.  
“Poor. I can honestly say that I 
don’t actually remember as a 
student in high school ever 
being taught explicitly 
grammar rules” 
To address the first research question, the top-level codes were split into idea units OR 
subcategories according to grammar beliefs, grammar teaching belief, and knowledge about 
language in response to participant responses to interview questions. Teachers referred to 
their personal opinions towards grammar in general (grammar beliefs), their opinions towards 
how grammar should be taught (grammar teaching beliefs), and their conception of what 
constitutes grammar (conceptualisation of grammar). To address the second research 
question, the top-level codes were divided according to practices for teaching and assessing 
grammar, external and internal influences for teaching grammar, and preparedness and 
confidence. As the first transcript was coded deductively using NVivo software, it became 
immediately apparent that the coding framework required further sub-division in order to 
capture a wide range of comments. The process of grouping the data into specific categories 
was refined and codes were regrouped as properties from each code became evident. 
Triangulation of coding across interview scripts further verified the categories and 
subcategories emerging within the data. Categories were built around teacher responses in an 
iterative process, following inductive content analysis.  
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The intercoder reliability advice outlined by Campbell, Quincy, Osserman and Pedersen’s 
(2013) was used in verifying the coding. Campbell et al. (2013) assert that there is little 
guidance in the literature for researchers concerned with establishing reliable coding for in-
depth semistructured interview transcripts (p. 298) and that while coders may identify the 
same string of text for the same code, each string may vary in length because one coder 
includes background information to help establish context for the code in question while the 
other coder does not (p. 302). A section of a coded transcript was selected and converted into 
a Word document by indicating coded segments of text with colours and placing the 
appropriate code in the margin alongside the string of text. Once this was saved, the codes in 
the  margin were removed so that the same units of text could be coded. A recently graduated 
Education PhD student whose thesis used qualitative methods coded the transcript using the 
initial coding framework (see Table 3) and we compared our coding to check any 
discrepancies. Through an iterative process of reviewing coding discrepancies and refining 
coding themes, intercoder agreement averaged 90% for primary codes and 80% for secondary 
codes (see Appendix A for the final coding of the unitised transcript). During the process, 
coders found that, in line with the findings of Campbell et al. (2013), coding requires “great 
sensitivity not only to obvious meanings but also more subtle meanings” and coders with 
different levels of knowledge on the phenomenon can result in suboptimal levels of 
intercoder reliability rather than because of inherent problems with the coding scheme (p. 
306). The adjustments to the code scheme that resulted from this intercoder process were 
theme labels that better described the data, such as ‘expectations of primary school’, and 
separating the top-level of codes of preparedness and confidence to better place sub-divided 
themes. Following this intercoder reliability process, I revisited the coding framework to 
ensure all labels accurately and clearly described the data.   
Finally, inductive analysis was conducted in order to discern and interpret themes by 
identifying relationships among the open codes while guarding against preconceptions in 
order to avoid common sense theorising (Charmaz, 2006; Shutz, 1967). The coded data was 
closely reviewed to see how the participant accounts fit within the research topic, that is, the 
analysis shifted away from a description of a range of categories towards an explanation and 
interpretation of the issue under investigation (Green et al., 2007). Table 4 provides an extract 
of the method used for generating descriptive theory, which can be viewed in full in 
Appendix C.  The method focused on a coding statement (axial codes) that illustrated themes 
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and lessons derived from the relationships between the categories (Lincoln & Guba, 1984; 
Patton, 2002).  
Table 4. Answering the research questions: Description of open coding, axial codes and 
themes.  
Research Question 1: What are English teachers’ beliefs about the teaching of grammar? 
Top-Level Code: Grammar beliefs (evaluative) 
Open Coding Axial Code Theme 
A knowledge of grammar 
creates functional literacy; 
grammar is the basics of 
language; grammar allows 
for writing clarity; grammar 
influences comprehension 
and interpretation.   
Grammar is functional 
literacy.  
Grammar creates functional 
literacy yet is boring, daunting 
and rule bound.   Grammar relates to rules and 
correctness; grammar is 
boring; grammar is a 
daunting subject; contains 
complex terminology.  
Grammar is prescriptive, 
difficult and boring.  
Top-Level Code: Grammar teaching beliefs (evaluative) 
Open Coding Axial Code Theme 
Not being taught in primary 
school; should be taught and 
taken care of in primary 
school; intervention needed 
in primary school; English 
need to work with primary 
teachers in identify gaps in 
incoming cohort’s 
knowledge.  
Grammar is important in and 
largely the responsibility of 
primary school English 
teachers.  
Students should develop a 
strong foundation of grammar 
knowledge in primary school.  
Should be taught in 
secondary lower school 
Grammar teaching is a 
neglected priority that is 
Grammar teaching is 
important in lower school. 
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grades (years 7 to 10); 
Needs to be taught in both 
fun and basic ways; affects 
the future success of 
students; student knowledge 
of grammar allows for 
formal language register; 
grammar improves the 
standard and correctness of 
student’s writing; needs to 
be taught to address a gaps 
in knowledge; not given 
enough priority in English; 
is a whole-school priority. 
necessary as an intervention 
in secondary schooling to 
improve student’s language 
register and standard of 
writing.   
Top-Level Code: Conceptualisation of grammar (ontological) 
Open Coding Axial Code Theme 
The teacher of grammar 
refers to directly teaching 
parts of speech; punctuation; 
capitals; sentence structure; 
spelling; and vocabulary.  
Grammar consists of 
terminology to describe the 
form and function of 
language at the level of 
word and sentence.   
Grammar is conceptualised by 
its terminology.  
3.7 Researcher Bias, Trustworthiness and Limitations 
This section first explores researcher bias before detailing the credibility, transferability, 
dependability and confirmability of the study. The researcher bias is discussed with relation 
to the researcher’s position and reflectivity on the interpretation of findings. Trustworthiness 
is then detailed according to the validity and the steps taken to attempt creditability, 
transferability, dependability and confirmability.  
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3.7.1 Researcher Bias 
Researchers are said to be prone to preconceived positions as they must understand the issues 
beforehand (Becker, 1958) through a literature review. In qualitative research, it is necessary 
to examine the ‘self’ as the researcher is an inescapable part of the situation being studied 
(Simons, 2009). In qualitative research it is advised that the researcher articulates their role 
and assumptions so that it is clear how those elements of identity affected the study (Marshall 
& Rossman, 2016). In exploring this ‘self’ it must be recognised that aspects of ‘self’ are not 
static or unchanging, nor are they always known, as Simons (2009) explains, “we have 
multiple selves which emerge at different times in relation to different life and research 
agendas” (p. 81). This study involves English teacher’s beliefs and declared practices towards 
grammar in a Western Australian secondary setting and therefore it is necessary that I am 
self-conscious of my position in the research process. In qualitative research involving 
interviewing, the need for subjectivity means I must recognise my standpoint as the 
“researcher is the instrument” (Marshall & Rossman, 2016). While investigating the beliefs 
and declared practices of secondary teachers, it was important to take into account my own 
teaching experiences and personal beliefs in this groundwork because they influence the 
interview process and beyond into analysis of the data.  
Rizvi and Lingard (2010) point out that the location of the researcher within the study should 
be made very clear and that the issue of reflexivity damns transparent articulation. During the 
period of data collection, I was employed as a secondary English teacher at a government 
high school in the Perth Metropolitan area with the status of Senior Teacher. I was 
responsible for teaching English classes of Years 7-12, facilitating professional development 
of English teachers with regards to analysing student data to improve student learning, and 
supporting Gifted and Talented students, parents and teachers in many facets of academic and 
pastoral care. During my employment as an English teacher, I have been involved in the 
creation of programs and changing instructional practices in response to several policy 
changes, including the advent of standardised testing. I have observed how grammar 
consistently stands as an area of importance in standardised testing and the secondary 
curriculum, and subsequent programs and teaching practices in English classrooms. This is 
what eventually led to my interest in the field of English teacher’s pedagogical beliefs about 
the value of teaching grammar to students of years 7-10. My background and experience as 
an English teacher enabled me to ask in-depth questions that were meaningful to participants. 
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I did not directly work with any of the participants and therefore there is not a conflict of 
interest. Further discussion of my beliefs and biases have been bracketed later in this chapter.  
3.7.2 Trustworthiness 
Validity is significant in qualitative inquiry for its emphasis on how accurately the account 
represents participants’ realities of the social phenomena and is credible to them (Schwandt, 
1997). Shenton (2004) expounds that the traditional measures of validity used in quantitative 
studies and the positivist paradigm cannot be addressed in the same way in “naturalistic 
work” (p. 64), a position similarly supported by Mason (2018) who explains that traditional 
concepts of trustworthiness are “premised on the assumption that methods of data generation 
can be conceptualised as tools, and can be standardised, neutral and non-biased” (p. 145). 
Ergo this study is replacing the positivist criteria of trustworthiness, namely internal validity, 
external validity, reliability and objectivity with Guba and Lincoln’s (1989) constructs of 
credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. The credibility procedure of 
triangulation has been taken by the researchers as a systematic process of “sorting through 
the data to find common themes and categories by eliminating overlapping areas” (Creswell 
& Miller, 2000, p. 127). While triangulation reflects a realist and positivist ontology, the idea 
of it reflects a constructivist stance since selecting a wide range of informants can enable 
“individual viewpoints and experiences [to] be verified against others and, ultimately, a rich 
picture of attitudes, needs and behaviour of those under scrutiny may be constructed based on 
the contributions of a range of people” (Shenton, 2004, p. 66). In a broad sense of 
triangulation, examining the perspectives of participants with different characteristics 
allowed me to identify major and minor themes, rather than relying on a single perspective. 
As well as triangulation, this study has used a number of Shenton’s (2004) methods for 
improving credibility.  Before each interview, informants were encouraged to be frank from 
the outset and I aimed to develop rapport so that the interviewees felt they could contribute 
ideas and talk of their beliefs, experiences and declared practices without fear of losing 
credibility in the eyes of their employer. There were also “frequent debriefing sessions” and 
“peer scrutiny of the research project” by supervisors, colleagues, peers and academics over 
the duration of the project, providing fresh perspectives and attention to flaws in the proposed 
course of action (Shenton, 2004, p. 67).  
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To assist with transferability, contextual description about the fieldwork has been reported on 
and this, along with the provision of “thick description” of the phenomenon, will help in 
readers’ ability to make transferability inferences (Shenton, 2004, p. 69). I have also taken a 
number of steps to explain the restrictions in the type of people who contributed to the data, 
the number of participants involved, the method of data collection and the time period over 
which the data was collected in this chapter. While dependability is problematic in qualitative 
research, I have taken the step of detailing the research design and its implementation, the 
operational detail of data gathering and evaluating the effectiveness of the process of inquiry 
undertaken in this chapter.  
3.8 Limitations 
In any qualitative study, there exists limitations in the reporting as it cannot capture (hold) the 
reality as lived. There is only so much that can be done to highlight the timing of the study, 
the partial nature of interpretations and the conditions of construction (Simons, 2009). The 
purposive sampling used for this study cannot be considered a representative sample for 
several reasons: teachers who responded must be assumed as having an interest in grammar, a 
desire to reflect on their practice or a desire to participate in research; the number of 
participants was limited; the teachers were all located in a certain geographical area (Perth 
metropolitan suburbs); and teachers were not stratified for years of experience, training and 
gender. Additionally, it must also be recognised that any representation of belief is partial and 
context-bound, reliant on external representations of “covert mental processes” (Calderhead, 
1987, p. 1484). Interviews were the sole means of data collection and declared practices 
could not be verified through observations to paint a fuller picture of participants’ beliefs and 
practices.  
3.9 Bracketing 
Qualitative research and qualitative researchers can never be totally objective, nor is it an 
achievable and desirable aim (Ahern, 1999; Crotty, 1996; Schutz, 1994). Research designs 
should include a reflection on the researcher’s perspectives, assumptions and sensitivities, not 
in an effort to separate personal knowledge from life experiences and eliminate bias, but 
instead to try to understand their effects by engaging in an honest examination of the values 
and interests that may impinge upon the research work (Ahern, 1999; Marshall & Rossman, 
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2016). This section follows the recommended stages of the bracketing process as outlined by 
Ahearn (1999) which describes research interests, personal value system, potential role 
conflict and feelings.  
3.9.1 Research interests 
The purpose of this research project is to investigate the phenomenon of grammar teaching 
and is impinged on the central research questions: ‘What are English teachers’ beliefs about 
the teaching of grammar?’ and ‘What are English teachers’ declared practices in teaching 
grammar?’. The study has been completed to create original knowledge as well as to fulfil the 
necessary requirements for the primary researcher to be awarded a Masters of Education 
(Research). My personal history and experiences as an English teacher have influenced the 
selection of this topic. I graduated as a teacher during a time of change for assessment 
methods and the English curriculum, as Western Australia transitioned from Bands to Grades 
and retired its Outcomes state curriculum in favour of the Australian curriculum. My 
undergraduate degree was literature based, as was my English education during school which 
used a predominantly rhetorical model of grammar with minimal explicit teaching of 
grammatical metalanguage. When standardised testing (NAPLAN) was introduced and 
principals placed the responsibility of ‘preparation’ for the Writing, Reading and Language 
Conventions tests on the shoulders of English teachers, I was faced with the prospect of 
learning and developing not only a deeper knowledge of grammar, but also knowledge of 
effective methods of teaching grammar. I was not alone in this endeavour and it has been 
common practice in English departments that I have worked in to use class sets of traditional 
grammar books, photocopies of past NAPLAN test papers, Department of Education supplied 
spelling lists (ranked from Simple to Challenging) and multiple choice worksheets to revise 
the necessary concepts tested.  
After working in a professional development capacity assisting English teachers in using 
their classes and year cohort’s NAPLAN data to inform their teaching, I became interested in 
teacher’s responses to the prospect of teaching grammatical and spelling concepts. The data 
often required teachers to revise grammatical concepts ranging from capital letters, parts of 
speech and embedded clauses to spelling concepts such as phonemes, suffixes and Greek 
roots to their Year 7, 8 and 9 classes. While some teachers had a strong foundation in 
grammar knowledge and enthusiastically developed contextualised methods of revising these 
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‘basics’ with their rowdy mainstream English classes, others lacked the confidence, 
knowledge and willingness to ‘make room’ for teaching ‘primary-school content’ in their 
already busy English assessment schedules. With the introduction of further state-wide 
standardised testing through the Online Literacy and Numeracy (ONLA) tests, a requirement 
for the Western Australia Curriculum Achievement graduation award, teachers of years 10, 
11 and 12 have been similarly faced with revising sentence structure, verb tense, use of 
punctuation and capitals for proper nouns. The lack of empirical research in Australia of 
secondary teacher’s beliefs towards grammar and their practices in teaching grammar 
prompted my desire to investigate this problem in the Western Australian context.        
3.9.2 Personal value system 
As mentioned, my experiences as a secondary English teacher in a time of curriculum reform 
and standardised testing has closely shaped my personal value system. As a public-education 
teacher, I believe all students deserve a quality education that prepares them for a successful, 
fulfilling and enjoyable life. I believe an intrinsic element to this is literacy, and I believe all 
English teachers inherently want their students to be literate members of society. From my 
experience, I know that teachers try to align their practices with their beliefs, however I am 
also aware that internal and external factors can influence the capacity to which they practice 
their teaching beliefs. I personally value ensuring my students are functionally literate, 
although at times in my teaching I place the priority of directly teaching and embedding 
grammar into lessons below that of other curriculum priorities.  
As teachers of secondary English, we value providing students with access to and experience 
of culturally important and significant literature and texts, teaching students to be a critical 
audience of those texts. In completing my final practicum, I learnt how to effectively teach 
canonical texts such as Shakespeare’s ‘Hamlet’ and Lewis’s ‘The Wife of Martin Guerre’ 
along with how to engage students in critically analysing gender representations in 
advertisements. This led me to a personal preference of teaching students how to critically 
deconstruct a text, with identifying the use of grammatical concepts in shaping a text’s 
meaning placed lower on my list of teaching priorities. In teaching text composition and 
writing, I have often prioritised creativity and personal expression over following the rules of 
grammar and punctuation. In the past few years my priority of this has started to change in 
response to the needs of the national curriculum for English, standardised testing content and 
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results, and the functional literacy skills absent in student writing. At times I use grammatical 
terminology in my teaching and will assist my teaching colleagues in developing their own 
knowledge base, as I believe a teacher’s knowledge of grammar should extend that which 
they are teaching. I do adapt using metalanguage depending on the needs of my students and 
the learning intentions; for instance, I will replace ‘embedded clause’ with ‘comma 
sandwich’ for a lower school mainstream class, but use ‘embedded clause’ for an upper-
school academic English class. My practices in teaching grammar consist of both direct 
teaching of grammatical concepts that I have selected through formative assessment, and 
teaching, drawing awareness to and encouraging discussion of the use of grammar in the 
context of reading and writing. I would therefore align myself with teachers who possess 
similar views towards grammar and grammar teaching. In completing this Masters, I also 
value the further knowledge I have gained which has given me a better understanding of how 
grammar can open a student’s awareness of the choices they make in shaping a text, as well 
as providing a stronger foundation for critically analysing how a text is shaped through its use 
of syntax, lexical choices and punctuation. 
3.9.3 Potential role conflict 
My role as a teacher employed by the Department of Education while completing this 
research investigation may have given rise to a potential role conflict. While interviewing 
teachers I attempted to convey neither positive nor negative judgements on teacher responses 
to the questions to ensure I was not an influencing factor during data collection. I am aware, 
however, that my ‘insider’ knowledge base allowed me to ask additional clarifying questions 
based on responses. Additionally, as interview participants were aware that I am employed as 
a secondary English teacher, this role may have influenced responses. Finally, as I have been 
completing analysis while working at a full-time capacity, I have ensured that I take regular 
breaks to ensure my own anxiety and annoyance does influence the results.   
3.9.4 Feelings 
Again, my feelings about this research project have been influenced by my career as a 
secondary English teacher in the Western Australian context. I am highly aware of frequent 
media articles which call Australian students levels of literacy a “national disgrace” 
(Buckingham, 2016) and teachers who are frustrated over the demands of both the curriculum 
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and standardised testing (Singhal, 2019a). The publicity over the need to go back to basics 
and importance of NAPLAN scores in funding influences the way I perceive the importance 
of grammar, but it is the student’s lowering functional literacy rates that cause me the most 
alarm. In my own experiences, I find it alarming when students in my classes are not able to 
engage with the curriculum of their year level due to struggles with their functional literacy 
and reading capacity. Due to limited funding, class sizes are large, and I often feel that I 
cannot provide the level of intervention that my students require. I have attempted to avoid 
labelling teachers as effective or ineffective and have not compared the participating 
teachers’ beliefs and practices for which seem more effective or desirable.  
3.10 Summary 
This chapter has outlined the methodological approach and research design used in this 
research study. The ethical guidelines, recruitment, participants, methods for data collection 
and analysis, and the researcher bias, trustworthiness and limitations were outlined. The 
chapter concluded with a discussion of bracketing the researcher’s interests, personal value 
system, potential role conflict and feelings. In the following chapter, this study’s findings will 
be presented structured according to the emergent themes of the data.  
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Chapter 4: Findings 
This chapter consists of the interview findings organised under thematic headings that 
respond to the research questions. The findings present the transcribed and coded interviews 
with six participants, given the pseudonyms of Jessie, Lucy, Sarah, Esme, Catherine and 
Theresa. The first four themes were developed from the coding scheme and relate to 
answering the first research question as outlined in Table 5.  
Table 5. Research question 1 and relevant themes 
4.1 Research Question 1: 
What are English teachers’ beliefs 
about the teaching of grammar?  
4.1.1 Grammar creates functional literacy yet is 
boring, daunting and rule bound.  
4.1.2 Students should develop a strong foundation of 
grammar knowledge in primary school.   
4.1.3 Grammar teaching is important in lower school. 
4.1.4 Grammar is conceptualised by its terminology. 
The second research question was divided according to the sub-question topics of teacher’s 
declared assessment and practices, influences, and preparedness and confidence. Several 
themes were developed from these top-level codes as outlined in Table 6. 
Table 6. Research question 2 and relevant themes 
4.2 Research Question 2: What are English teachers’ declared practices in teaching 
grammar? 
Practices for teaching and 
assessing grammar 
4.2.1 Teachers draw explicit attention to aspects of grammar 
through using instruction, modelling, marking and activities 
that consolidate learning. 
4.2.2 Teachers embed grammar teaching into their programs 
and daily lessons. 
4.2.3 Teachers engage students in learning grammar through 
editing. 
4.2.4 Teachers use class discussion and collective activities 
to teach grammar. 
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4.2.5 Teachers adapt their teaching of grammar to suit the 
needs of the students. 
4.2.6 Teachers engage students in learning grammar through 
reading and games. 
4.2.7 Teachers use diagnostic assessments to inform their 
teaching of grammar. 
4.2.8 Teachers assess grammar in summative assessments 
and provide feedback on rubrics. 
External and Internal 
influences for teaching 
grammar 
4.2.9 Influences of students’ characteristics on teacher’s 
pedagogical choices when teaching grammar   
4.2.10 External influences for teaching grammar 
Preparedness and 
Confidence 
4.2.11 Secondary English teachers have limited formal 
training in teaching grammar.  
4.2.12 Secondary teachers develop confidence in teaching 
grammar through independent learning and teaching 
experience. 
4.1 What are English teachers’ beliefs about the teaching of grammar? 
The data in this section was inductively coded into three sections: teacher grammar beliefs, 
grammar teaching beliefs and teacher’s conceptualisation of grammar. Themes were 
extracted from these codes which describe teacher’s beliefs and conceptualisations towards 
grammar and grammar teaching. Teachers in this study described their beliefs towards 
grammar through consideration of what they understand is gained from a knowledge of 
grammar and responses indicate both evaluative and affective beliefs towards grammar. The 
focus then shifts towards teacher evaluative beliefs on the necessity of teaching grammar in 
primary school and reasons for teaching grammar in lower school before describing the 
conceptual aspects of grammar identified through terminology at the word and sentence level. 
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4.1.1 Grammar creates functional literacy yet is boring, daunting and rule bound. 
Four participants used the term “functional” and “functional literacy” when defining 
‘grammar teaching’, suggesting that grammar is understood for its role in shaping meaning in 
written and spoken texts. Half of the participants interviewed (3) suggested that grammar is 
synonymous with “functional literacy” and it was common for participants to use the term 
“literacy” rather than ‘grammar’ when discussing their instructional and assessment choices 
and the abilities of their students in using aspects of grammar. Likewise, the term “basic” was 
used by a dominant portion of participants (5)in their responses: “I think that basic literacy 
needs basic grammar” (Catherine); “basic parts of grammar” (Jessie); “I actually have gone 
back to basics” (Lucy); “…all those basic things” (Sarah); “all the basics that I expect them 
to know” (Theresa). This belief that grammar is functional and consisting of the basics was 
complimented by several teacher’s use of metaphors describing the mechanics, mechanisms, 
keys and tools of grammar.  
Closely linked to this focus on the functionality of grammar were comments that discussed 
the essential role of grammar in writing. When discussing the purpose of grammar, three 
participants suggested that grammar improves the clarity of writing. Theresa made reference 
to grammar allowing her students to “formulate their writing so it makes complete sense to 
the reader” allowing students to “get their ideas across with clarity”, while Sarah suggested 
that an understanding of grammar is necessary to assist in making writing “read more 
fluently”. Lucy expressed a desire for her students to understand grammar so their writing 
compositions “make sense”:  
I think what you really want is for a sentence to make sense…For my students it’s 
more important for them to learn what they can use/need and to use it and use it 
well. 
 The belief that a variety of grammatical elements is essential for the clear and effective 
communication of ideas was expressed by Esme who made reference to a need for “a wide 
range of grammar”; “you need to use a variety of sentences”; “awesome to use different kinds 
of punctuation, different sentence structure, sentence length”. Two participants extended the 
importance of grammar beyond writing to that of reading by commenting that grammar 
“actually interprets the way [the text’s] being read” (Esme) and affects how students are 
“processing the world around them” (Sarah). These participants emphasise the value of 
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grammar in allowing the clear expression of ideas, promoting it as a means for effective 
communication and recognising its role in shaping meaning.  
While participants described grammar as creating “functional literacy”, two participants 
labelled the traditional teaching of grammar as “boring”. When referring to changes in the 
teaching of grammar, Catherine concluded that part of the reason the teaching profession 
“scrapped grammar in the seventies was because it was boring”. Another teacher, when 
discussing her grammar teaching beliefs, stated that “old school” methods were necessary 
because “sometimes teachers have to teach lessons that are boring” (Esme). What is similar 
in these responses is that when both participants labelled grammar teaching as “boring”, it 
was made in reference to the use of traditional pedagogy. Moreover, two participants made 
comments that indicate a belief that grammar is a daunting subject. One comment identified 
the content of the grammar textbook prescribed at her school as “very, very difficult” (Esme) 
and another described grammar generally as “very complex…quite daunting for young 
people to master and it’s daunting for adults to master” (Jessie). The complex nature of 
grammar was similarly commented on by three additional participants, such as Catherine’s 
comment that: 
I do think that metalanguage in any subject, not just grammar, I think that [it] 
takes some higher order thinking.  
 One participant stated that using particular grammar terminology made her students feel 
“stupid”, suggesting that it can create a strong emotional response in her students.  
Over half of participants- four- ascribed grammar to “rules” and correct usage, indicating a 
prescriptive understanding of grammar. Of these participants, three made direct reference to 
teaching the “rules” of grammar and spelling (Theresa; Esme; Catherine), while the fourth 
stated that “there have been years of debate in regard to teaching the rules of the English 
language” (Lucy). When discussing grammar, standards of what is “right” was often inferred 
through comments on student’s work and teaching practices. Five participants used the term 
“correctly” and “correct” when referring to grammar (Catherine, Esme, Jessie, Lucy; Sarah), 
with two participants identifying “problems” that needed to be fixed with “correct” spelling, 
punctuation and grammar (Esme; Lucy). Furthermore, two participants associated formal 
ways of writing with using “correct” grammar, such as not using “contractions”. This 
conception of grammar as what is right or wrong was further evident in two participant’s use 
of the phrase “good grammar”. Teacher comments that grammar relates to ‘rules’, 
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‘correctness’ and ‘problems’ indicate that grammar is considered by teachers as a way of 
judging the accuracy of writing in an irrefutable way. In total five participants described 
grammar in terms that describe it as rule bound and as an authority of what is correct.  
4.1.2 Students should develop a strong foundation of grammar knowledge in primary 
school 
Four participants made reference to expectations of primary schools when discussing 
grammar teaching. Of these participants, two expressed the view that grammar is not being 
taught in Western Australian primary schools (Catherine; Lucy). Catherine believes that 
primary school English teachers are avoiding teaching grammar because they “don’t like 
teaching grammar”, while Lucy, who taught primary school grades early in her career as a 
teacher, believes that spelling, “like grammar”, has been “thrown out” in primary school. 
Both participants stated a belief that grammar is taught extensively in early primary school, 
however Catherine speculates that “there’s very little done at all” in subsequent years causing 
little retention of grammar, such as parts of speech, when they arrive in high school. Jessie, 
on the other hand, makes a connection between her student’s lack of knowledge of grammar 
and what is happening primary school but asserts “I’m not suggesting for one moment that 
it’s not taught in primary school”. Rather, Jessie points to a need for intervention in primary 
school grades to prevent students falling below the benchmarks.  
When discussing their beliefs on the value of grammar, Esme and Jessie also pressed its 
importance in primary school. Esme commented that “I think certainly grammar is absolutely 
essential from primary” and “it’s very important that it’s taught and taught well- right up to- 
all the way through school”. Esme, who also has experience teaching primary grades in 
international schools, went on to assert that, during primary school, students “should be 
taught very, very- all the nooks and crannies of it should be taught”, that is, the “bulk of the 
job” should be done in lower school in a “sort of prescriptive way”. In this way, Esme 
contends that grammar would be “taken care of” so that “only the problematic students are 
the ones that I’m going to have to highlight”. The reason for this, Esme suggests, is because 
students disengage in explicit teaching of grammar past primary age: 
I kind of believe that to teach it explicitly, once you get past primary age is a little 
bit- what’s the word- we lose it. That kids don’t engage.  
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 Jessie echoed this desire for students to “get taught the basics” and that “I think it must be 
taught a lot more explicitly in primary school” so “they’ve already been armed with tools” as 
the high school English curriculum has a “very heavy focus on critical literacy skills, 
analysing skills in our subject English”. Both participants here are expressing beliefs that 
students should be empowered with knowledge about grammar through prescriptive and 
explicit methods in primary school so that they can better engage with the secondary English 
curriculum.  
Finally, one participant expressed the belief that high school English teachers need to work 
with Primary English teachers to bridge the gap in student knowledge of grammar. Catherine 
contends that there is currently no communication between primary and secondary teachers 
and that it “needs to be a priority” so that high school English teachers are aware of the gaps 
in knowledge, such as “compound sentences”, early on and can adjust their course 
appropriately.  
4.1.3 Grammar teaching is important in lower school 
The most widely held perception of Secondary English teachers interviewed was that 
grammar teaching is important. All six participants made statements relating to this theme, 
with several making specific statements that it must be taught in secondary lower school 
grades (years 7 through to 10). Esme asserted that from year seven to nine “we must 
constantly access grammar”, a sentiment echoed by Theresa who stated: 
It’s really important especially in lower school, probably seven and eights, to 
really make sure that they’ve understood what they’ve learning in primary 
school. I do think it’s important, it’s a lot of worth.  
Sarah and Lucy both stated that it should be taught as an essential skill in everyday life, while 
Esme, Jessie and Catherine made reference to a perceived “mandate” to teach grammar. Four 
participants emphasised the importance of teaching grammar by making reference to a desire 
and need to make it “engaging” (Catherine; Jessie; Lucy; Sarah) and three described trying to 
make their teaching of grammar “fun” (Jessie; Lucy; Sarah) so that students will engage with 
something they believe is important. When discussing its importance, participants discussed 
several reasons for why it should be taught: students do not have a ‘basic’ knowledge of 
grammatical concepts; a knowledge of grammar can influence a student’s career prospects; 
grammar allows for formal language register; and a knowledge of grammar improves the 
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quality of student’s writing. When discussing the importance of grammar, participants also 
discussed a lack of priority given to grammar in the secondary English curriculum and a need 
for a whole school focus on grammar, pointing to gaps in their own student’s knowledge of 
grammar.  
Three participants spoke of the effects that language and grammar skills will have on their 
student’s future. Sarah commented that event students “pursuing a practical career” and who 
are “not going to be an academic” need functional literacy skills to “write a good C.V, to be 
able to express yourself either on the paper or verbally”. References linking a student’s future 
career prospects to their language skills were also made by Catherine and Lucy. Catherine 
commented that: 
A lot of kids that I’m teaching are going to leave school with quite low language 
skills. That’s going to affect their whole future.     
As well as recognising the limited literacy skills of her students, Catherine spoke of her 
desire to “give that kid the best opportunity to then actually be more successful in whatever 
they choose to do”. Lucy similarly expressed this desire: 
I am helping students develop an understanding that to be literate is not just 
being able to read and write, it’s really understanding reading and writing, so 
you can be fully articulate.  
In a similar way to Sarah and Catherine, Lucy connects a rhetorical knowledge of grammar to 
giving students a “chance” at future success: “Teaching grammar gives the students 
opportunities to widen their horizons, to be accepted by wider society”: “they need to be able 
to understand language itself, so they can at least have a chance”. Underlying these 
comments is the belief that a student’s inability to effectively communicate themselves, due 
to a lack of knowledge of grammar, will affect how they are perceived by wider society and 
therefore influence their own future success.  
Three participants linked the value of grammar with a student’s ability to communicate in 
“formal” ways. Both Sarah and Catherine commented on their student’s use of informal 
language. Sarah recalled how her students “speak in a very colloquial way and that actually 
comes across in their writing”, an observation also commented by Catherine: “students are 
really losing that understanding of a formal environment and how to write appropriately”. 
Catherine attributes if students “don’t have a good understanding of grammar, then they don’t 
know how to code-switch”.  Similar responses stated that “language is becoming less formal” 
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(Lucy) and that teachers need to help students “be able to understand the difference between 
formal and informal language” (Sarah) which can be difficult: 
Getting them to change from writing how they speak in the playground to actually 
accepting the higher standard is difficult. (Lucy) 
One participant reflected on her own episodic beliefs when speaking of the value of formal 
language, commenting how, due to coming from a working class suburb, she has been 
“dismissed rather than be seen as a knowledgeable person due to the way I speak and I 
believe an element of that is one of the reasons I wasn’t successful”. Like Catherine, Lucy 
explained that she tried to “get the students to code switch from playground, text speak, TV 
and Internet influences to formal English”. A connection can be seen between the need for 
grammar and using formal language in the following comment: 
I suppose their limited understanding of grammar limits their opportunity to 
present themselves when they’re writing a letter for a job interview. They don’t 
have the language skills to actually sell themselves because they struggle with the 
bare minimum because they’ve never really been taught what does descriptive 
language look like? How do I sell myself in a fashion that somebody’s going to 
want to meet me and they’re going to want to give me a job? (Catherine)  
It seems evident here that the participants view grammar as a gateway to using Standard 
English and a formal register, indicating that they believe students need to be equipped with 
the ability to change register when required. While Catherine and Lucy were both employed 
at the time of interviewing at a public secondary school, Sarah was employed at a private 
secondary school, indicating that participants believe that students in both contexts require 
this skill.  
Additionally, half of all participants (three) suggested that grammar teaching leads to 
improved writing quality. Esme suggested that “without good punctuation” students “can’t 
write more than so many lines. It just does not make sense”. Lucy made a similar comment 
on the role of grammar in writing clarity: 
I think what you really want is for a sentence to make sense, that what you are 
writing makes sense in order to do whatever it is you are being asked to do 
whether it is responding, persuading, justifying etc. 
Lucy further reflected on tensions between Year 7 English curriculum and assessment 
requirements, her student’s ability to understanding of grammar and their ability craft quality 
writing: 
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They have arrived thinking they have done a great job writing a paragraph or 
half a page and according to the overview they should be typing upwards of two. 
I think that’s scary- quantity over quality, writing without understanding the 
basics. 
Sarah, a teacher with four years of teaching experience, also expressed a value of students 
“having an awareness of being able to write properly” and the forms they should be able to 
produce: 
I’m quite, in some ways, old-fashioned bizarrely, since I’m a young teacher about 
the importance of being able to write a letter.  
When discussing the value of grammar teaching, five participants made comments on gaps in 
student knowledge. Participants reported that “where we go into the basic parts of grammar 
and I’ll say, “What’s a noun?” There will be blank looks” (Jessie) and that “by the time they 
get to upper school, we’re still seeing it that they haven’t been taught it properly or 
explicitly” (Theresa). Both comments indicate gaps in student’s knowledge, however Theresa 
suggested this is due to grammar not being taught “properly or explicitly” while Jessie 
attributes it to poor memory retention. A trend in declining functional literacy was noted by 
Jessie who commented that she sees “more and more students struggling with functional 
literacy and in grammar that they’ve not go the basic tools”, a sentiment echoed by Lucy who 
has “notice a steep decline recently” in regards to students knowledge of grammar. Theresa 
attributes a decline in her student’s writing skills due to changes in pedagogy: 
I believe…the decline in students’ ability to paragraph, to use the correct word 
spelt correctly, punctuated correctly has been on the decline and I’m I don’t 
know why, it’s almost like handwriting don’t bother with teaching that…there is 
an old phrase don’t throw the baby out with the bathwater and I fear that that’s 
what’s been happening while utilising technology to support educational 
programs which is great it doesn’t necessarily mean those basics are coming 
through.  
Participants here are speaking favourably of grammatical knowledge and are concerned that 
shifts in approaches towards the teaching of grammar is the cause for an observed decline in 
student knowledge of ‘basic’ grammar. Two other participants suggested that lower school 
students have gaps in their grammar knowledge: “honestly students don’t have that non-
negotiable under their belt” (Esme) and “there seems to be a real gap and they need to 
understand it” (Catherine). One teacher compared her student’s understanding of grammar to 
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the grammar knowledge of immigrant students: “I think that it’s a terrible shame because you 
have people coming from other countries that have to learn English that have more of an 
understanding of English than our students do. Because they have learnt the mechanics of it” 
(Catherine). These responses indicate a recurrent belief that grammar teaching is important 
because their students lack a basic knowledge of grammar.  
Three participants identified the problem of grammar as not being given enough “priority” 
(Catherine) in English, as “the worst area, a neglected area” (Lucy) in the subject and not 
being taught “properly or explicitly” (Theresa). Catherine suggested that grammar has been 
lost and is in need of reviving: 
I think the English Department actually needs to bring back the component of 
grammar and say, “You know what? We need this level of literacy. We need this 
expectation.” I think that the English curriculum needs to be more specific.  
As well as describing the effects of “utilising technology to support educational programs” on 
student’s learning of grammar, Lucy also suggests that curriculum content from “higher 
levels of education” is taking up time in her teaching and her students “could be better served 
by having that time return to more fundamental grammatical learning”.  
Finally, four participants also commented on the responsibility of high school subjects other 
than English when discussing the value of grammar teaching. Catherine, Jessie, Lucy and 
Sarah suggested that grammar is perceived as the responsibility of English teachers: 
“Nobody’s talking about literacy” (Catherin); “often teachers in other subjects seem to point 
the finger and expect grammar to be taught just by English teachers” (Jessie); “each teacher 
should be able to correct spelling and grammatical errors in any area that’s being taught 
because at the moment…the other six areas have been given carte blanche to accept anything 
written on paper” (Lucy); “there’s a little bit of an emphasis that it [grammar] falls on the 
English teachers to take a lot of the responsibility for it” (Sophie). Each teacher commented 
on the contributions other departments could make in teaching grammar, such as teaching 
subject-specific vocabulary and spelling of that vocabulary, prioritising and privileging 
grammar in the writing of a report or observation and addressing grammatical and spelling 
errors in student work. Several participants expressed frustration at a lack of a whole school 
literacy focus by making comments such as “that’s all totally out of the window because it’s 
not being taught in that context” (Catherine); “I think it [grammar] needs to be something that 
all teachers take on board” (Jessie); “given carte blanche to accept anything” (Lucy). Jessie 
spoke of a desire for students to be “completely immersed in a culture that prioritises and 
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privileges the need for correct grammar”, referring to the opportunity of professional learning 
in teaching grammar outside the English subject domain:  
Having attended numerous PDs and professional learning experiences over the 
years, there are fabulous opportunities for teachers that aren’t English teachers 
to embrace the skills of teaching grammar, right down to the stepping out courses 
that basically target areas outside English as well, so that they know how they 
can go about approaching it.  
Its relevance to other subject areas was also commented on by Catherine who explained that 
even when students are not in a class related to grammar, “grammar is still important it’s 
something that should translate”.  
 
4.1.4 Grammar is conceptualised by its terminology  
 
When discussing grammar teaching, participants made references to aspects they commonly 
pay attention to at the word and sentence level of writing. In response to questions 
concerning what they understand by the term ‘grammar’, their beliefs towards grammar and 
their assessment and instructional methods when teaching grammar, the most common 
aspects of grammar referred to included parts of speech, punctuation, sentence structure and 
spelling (see table 7 below for frequency of participants making statements relating to aspects 
participants consider to be grammar). Six participants made reference to aspects of parts of 
speech: “I want them at a point where they can identify a noun, an adverb, an adjective quite 
expertly” (Catherine); “this is a part of a sentence, this is a noun, this is a verb” (Esme); “If 
you still don’t understand what an adverb is, here is somewhere you can go to and practice 
doing it a little bit more” (Jessie); “we determine which are nouns, verbs and adjectives” 
(Lucy); “identifying what’s a noun, what’s an adjective, all those kinds of basic things” 
(Sarah); and “what a verb is, what a noun is, how to use those in sentences” (Theresa).   
 
Table 7 
Frequency of references* and number of sources for aspects of grammar.  






Parts of speech, parts of language, noun, verb, adjective, adverb and 
article.  
6 11 
Punctuation, punctuate/d, comma, full stop, apostrophes, exclamation 
marks, capitals/ capital letters, speech marks, inverted commas, 
parentheses, ellipsis and semicolons. 
6 27 
Sentence structure, sentence/s, sentence formation, syntax, clauses, main 
clauses, subordinate clause, fragmented, run on sentences.  
6 14 
Spelling, spelling patterns, homonyms, phonics, prefixes and suffixes. 6 25 
Vocabulary, choice of words. 2 4 
Style 1 1 
Figurative language, metaphors. 1 1 
Paragraphing, body paragraph. 1 1 
*Frequency of references refers to the number of times teachers made reference to a code.
Again, all six participants made reference to aspects of punctuation such as: “you see that 
they can’t put a full stop in the right place or a comma somewhere” (Theresa); “[I] might read 
some things aloud to see where should the natural pauses in the sentences be” (Sarah); “I’d 
define when we use inverted commas” (Jessie); “what’s the point of the ellipsis?” (Esme); 
some of my students need to know when to put an ‘and’, a comma, or a full stop” 
(Catherine); “getting them to understand that this sentence is better because of the way it’s 
put together, punctuated” (Lucy). As well as different aspects of punctuation (see Table 5 for 
the open coding of aspects relating to punctuation), six participants referred to aspects of 
sentence structure. Catherine made reference to the word order, subject, verb, object, main 
clause and subordinate clauses during responses, while Esme made reference to different 
types of sentence structure including simple, compound and complex. Jessie used the term 
“syntax” rather than sentence structure and referred to the need for students to make a “full 
sentence”, echoed by Sarah who referred to “run on sentences” and “fragmented sentences”. 
Both Lucy and Theresa made reference to the way sentences are “put together” discussing 
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how sentences need to “make sense” (Theresa) or that sentences can be “better because of the 
way it’s put together” (Lucy).  
All six participants attributed spelling as an aspect of grammar and grammar teaching, 
including spelling rules, spelling tests, homonyms, phonics, prefixes and suffixes. Two 
teachers commented on “spelling rules” (Catherine and Lucy) and one on “rules of spelling 
(Theresa), while others made reference to “spelling patterns” (Esme), “correct spelling” 
(Jessie) and the mechanics of spelling (Sarah). Lucy referred to homonyms in grammar 
teaching and exploring word building through prefixes and suffixes, while two teachers made 
reference to the need to get back to phonics (Esme) and phonetical sounds (Catherine).  
In addition to parts of speech, punctuation, sentence structure and spelling, participants also 
attributed vocabulary, style, figurative language and paragraphing as aspects of grammar. 
Two teachers commented on aspects of vocabulary when teaching grammar. When 
explaining tactics used to engage students in editing grammar usage, Esme and Lucy 
suggested students review their word choice. One teacher spoke of drawing students’ 
attention to the style of writing in a narrative and the use of figurative language: “if it’s 
deliberately written in a way that’s meant to be quite conversational, reflect a youthful kind 
of style” and “I might say to them, ‘Okay, flip to the chapter on metaphors’” (Sarah). 
Paragraphing was referred to as an aspect of grammar by one participant, who spoke of 
drawing students’ attention to editing their paragraph structure: 
Well, we set the goal for, say, Rebecca, to make sure she uses paragraphs 
correctly, because it’s a big weakness here. (Esme)  
4.2 What are English teachers’ declared practices in teaching grammar? 
The data in this section was inductively coded into three sections: Practices for teaching and 
assessing grammar, Influences and Preparedness and Confidence for teaching grammar. 
Themes were extracted from these codes which describe declared pedagogical practices, 
practices they use when assessing student knowledge of grammar, the factors they perceive 
influence their teaching of grammar and finally, the preparedness and confidence they had 
and have in teaching grammar. The open coding process led to several themes capturing the 
participant’s declared instructional practices when teaching grammar (see Table 8 for the 
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themes relating to grammar teaching practices, the number of participant sources and the 
frequency of references).  






Teachers draw explicit attention to aspects of grammar through 
using instruction, modelling, marking and activities that 
consolidate learning. 
6 118 
Teachers embed grammar teaching into their programs and 
daily lessons. 
6 33 
Teachers engage students in learning grammar through editing. 6 21 
Teachers use class discussion and collective activities to teach 
grammar. 
6 13 
Teachers adapt their teaching of grammar to suit the needs of 
the students. 
6 46 
Teachers engage students in learning grammar through reading 
and games. 
3 20 
Teachers use diagnostic assessments to inform their teaching of 
grammar.  
5 17 
Teachers assess grammar in summative assessments and 
provide feedback on rubrics. 
5 32 
Following these themes are an additional two for the factors that teachers perceive influence 
their pedagogical choices when teaching grammar and two that describe their preparedness 
and confidence in teaching grammar.  
4.2.1 Teachers draw explicit attention to aspects of grammar through using instruction, 
modelling, marking and activities that consolidate learning.  
All six participants made reference to teaching grammar “explicitly”. Five teachers used the 
term explicit or explicitly to describe their practice when teaching grammar: “I’ve taught it 
explicitly” (Esme); “I will do explicit lessons” (Jessie); “explicit teaching is the best way to 
explain an example” (Lucy); “I try and be as explicit in terms of having a focus rather being 
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general” (Sarah); “really important to actually explicitly teach” (Theresa); “I teach it ‘chalk 
and talk’, so it’s quite explicitly” (Catherine). Four participants made reference to choosing a 
particular aspect of grammar to teach explicitly. Catherine and Jessie described targeting 
“issues with punctuation”(Jessie) through explicit teaching to allow students time to practice 
and Lucy commented on using explicit teaching to address a specific area, a comment also 
made by Sarah who usually has a “focus point” such as fragmented sentences or semicolons. 
When reflecting her reasons for using an explicit approach, Theresa commented: “because 
just giving them a book and getting them to go and write in it and learn it themselves does not 
work, clearly”. Lucy also noted that explicit teaching of grammar needs to be followed by 
practice: 
Being able to practise and consolidate especially after teaching them explicitly is 
important because unless they’re practising what they are learning, explicit 
teaching will become just something that I threw in and won’t connect to their 
learning. 
Catherine described explicit teaching of grammar as a “removed experience” which she tries 
to mitigate by bringing the skill taught back into the classroom so they can “use the skill, 
practise it and hopefully remember it”, a comment that ended with laughter inferring her 
students have difficult with the later. While Esme stated that she has taught grammar 
explicitly, she also expressed the belief that “to teach it explicitly, once you get past primary 
age is a little bit- what’s the word- we lose it. That kids don’t engage”, labelling teaching 
grammar “standalone” is “very mundane and very boring” which can “switch kids off”.  
In discussing their use of explicit teaching of grammar, four participants discussed the act of 
modelling. Theresa stepped out the process she follows of explaining “what it is, how it 
works. I’ll do my examples” to assist students in understanding particular aspects of 
grammar. A similar process was described by Esme who commended: 
I can basically say, “This is the function of a colon, this is how we use it.” Model 
it and then ask them to use it…I do a lot of modelling. We have to model. I think if 
they haven’t got the grammar by that point, you can’t expect them to just look at 
a piece of work and know what is- where and how it fits. 
Esme also described modelling the rhetorical analysis of grammar by asking students “why is 
the exclamation mark being used? Why is there a comma there? What’s the point of the 
ellipsis” to draw her student’s attention towards the role of grammar in texts studied. Esme 
explains that she uses modelling to “take the fear out of it”, to “make sure that they know” 
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the aspect of grammar, a focus she believes she adopted due to her experience in teaching 
primary. Lucy also spoke of “modelling good grammar” and strategies on the whiteboard to 
assist students in understanding “why this word goes here rather than there”, while Sarah 
spoke of how she models aspects of grammar using PowerPoint: 
The I’ll run a lesson on fragments and run on sentences and we’ll have a 
PowerPoint, we’ll look at it, lots of different examples, we’ll look at improved 
versions. I’ll model lots of responses and then I’ll say, “Right, let’s rewrite this”.  
 
Two participants, Catherine and Theresa, described explicit practices as “chalk and talk”: “I 
teach it ‘chalk and talk’, so it’s quite explicitly. I’ll stand at the front of the room, I’ll give 
them some instruction. I expect them to write it down” (Catherine);  “I think it [sentence 
structure] should be broken up and then chalk and talk and then get them to do something on 
their own, to show their knowledge about what you’ve taught” (Theresa). Five participants 
made reference to teaching rules: “I try to teach the rule and then give them examples” 
(Catherine); “The actual rules of spelling, that sort of thing” (Theresa); “I’ve got homework 
sheets that have basic rules” (Jessie); “concentrating on specific rules” (Lucy); “Let’s just go 
over the rules of it” (Esme). While Catherine spoke of using programs such as the “MacqLit” 
program to teach spelling rules as well as teaching particular spelling rules such as “I before 
E except after C”, a rule which Lucy also stated she teaches. Catherine referred to her year 
nine classes to explain her reason for teaching spelling rules: 
They’re relying on phonetics because they don’t have anything else to actually 
help them. If I could give them the rule and then have them practice the rule, they 
might be able to apply that to unfamiliar words.  
Esme spoke of rules to revise how to punctuate speech and Jessie referred to using homework 
sheets which revised basic grammar rules. Jessie commented: 
I’ve got homework sheets that have basic rules explain with punctuation. It 
usually targets one aspect of specific grammar skills and the key language, 
“What is a preposition?” or “What is an adverb” and an activity. There’s an 
explanation, there’s examples, and then there’s an activity. 
One other participant, Sarah also spoke of using a “homework series” to address gaps in 
student’s knowledge of grammar, however, did not mention rules. Two teachers commented 
on the problematic nature of grammar rules with Jessie stating that “you establish some basic 
[spelling] rules but there’s always exceptions to the rules” and Lucy commented “there have 
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been years of debate in regard to the teaching the rules of the English language. I think it is 
more productive to learn them in context and at point of need”.  
Half of all participants (three) made reference to using a “skill book” that contains “grammar 
and punctuation” (Catherine) or “grammar book” (Theresa; Esme) when teaching grammar in 
an explicit way, however all three highlighted issues around their use; “I suppose it’s the age 
old thing with teaching- it’s [the skill book work] removed from what they’re doing” 
(Catherine); “We’ve got a book and actually, I hate the book. I think it’s an awful grammar 
book. It confuses them. I try to give them one single lesson, like a Monday. I’m going to be 
honest, I often forget” (Esme); “they have a grammar book, but I’ve found- because most 
people just say, “Okay, it’s grammar day today. Sit down and do your grammar book” type of 
thing…but they have no clue what you’re talking about and how to go about it” (Theresa). 
Esme felt strongly that the grammar books that “we’ve got here to teach” are “terrible” and a 
“bore”, for both herself and the students, and explains that she will rather assign it for 
homework than make them complete it in class:  
I say, “Do it for homework.” [laughs] Some work through it. Some teachers make them work 
through the book, and they’ll sit there but I can’t do it that way. I just- for one thing, I’m 
bored. It bores me, so it’s going to bore them. 
Both Theresa and Esme commented on the transfer of grammar knowledge through the use of 
the grammar book, with Esme stating that “I don’t think it’ll go in. They’ll probably cheat 
because you can flip to the back” and Theresa that student’s will not remember the content 
covered since “they can’t remember what happened yesterday, let alone last year”.  
Four participants spoke of teaching by “rote” and “revising” aspects of grammar. When 
starting with a new grammar concept, Catherine stated she uses a “rote learning” approach 
which she described as teaching them the rule, giving examples, give them options to check 
their understanding in their work. While both Catherine and Esme describe this style of 
teaching grammar as “boring”, they both emphasised its importance: “Sometimes I think rote 
learning is important and necessary” (Esme); “I think a lot of it just needs to be just rote 
taught…I think that we just have to recognise that in life sometimes you have to do 
something that’s boring but it will benefit you later on” (Catherine). Jessie described teaching 
spelling through selecting 20 words each week from the NAPLAN spelling list and going 
back over them frequently in “that revision of recapping, and going backwards and forwards, 
and that repetition”. In contrast, Jessie expressed concern over the practice of repetitively 
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teaching grammar through a NAPLAN test as “you will burn the kids out, they will become 
completely disinterested, it becomes repetitive and boring and it’s not a natural progression 
on learning those skills”. The process of revision was also commented on by Sarah: 
I think sometimes the fundamentals of writing have to be learned and gone over 
and revised and repeated. I feel like repetition is a big part of their learning for 
this sort of thing. 
When discussing this need for revision and repetition in the “explicit” teaching of the 
“fundamentals of writing”, Sarah made reference to editing activities, correcting grammar 
and re-writing a provided excerpts and student self-assessment.  Both Theresa and Catherine 
spoke of needing to revise grammar by going “back to the basics” (Catherine) and “the basics 
that I expect them to know” (Theresa). Theresa spoke of implementing a routine for explicitly 
teaching grammar on Mondays and revising prior learning on a weekly basis: 
I know when we start our lesson every Monday, we go over what we did last 
Monday. They’ll tell me what we did and what was so important about it and why 
they needed it. 
Catherine also spoke of a routine by “doing some spelling with them or some editing” at the 
start of lessons and commented that she needs to “peel back” her teaching to addressing 
commas, subordinate clause and main clause with her students.  
Finally, four teachers made reference to drawing students’ attention to aspects of grammar 
through parsing activities. Theresa, Sarah, Lucy and Catherine all commented on running 
activities which required students to identify different parts of speech which for Lucy and 
Sarah are based on extracts from texts being read in class: 
When studying a novel, I will select passages and discuss the language used and we 
determine which are nouns, verbs and adjectives. (Lucy) 
As well as incorporating parsing activities, Sarah also referred to the class novel, Wonder by 
R.J Palacio (Palacio, 2012), and a grammar activity she had recently ran which asked
students to look at the “grammar and punctuation, and how it’s used in various different ways
through the chapters.
4.2.2 Teachers embed grammar teaching into their programs and daily lessons 
All six participants spoke of teaching grammar in the context of the lesson or work on an 
assessment, with three participants (Esme, Jessie and Sarah) speaking of embedding grammar 
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within writing lessons or as part of assessment work and three participants (Lucy, Theresa 
and Catherine) making reference to teaching grammar as a part of a writing assessment. 
Esme, Jessie, Lucy and Sarah all made statements asserting that grammar should be taught as 
part of everything studied in the secondary English classroom; “You’ve got to try and teach 
the grammar as part and parcel of what you’re teaching” (Esme); “It’s not something that’s 
separate from what we have to do and what we have to cover in the syllabus” (Jessie); “as 
part of everyday lessons” (Lucy); “I feel that grammar isn’t something that’s separate from 
everything that we do in a classroom, particularly as an English teacher” (Sarah). Esme 
described this approach as “interactive” and “intrinsic”, echoed by Jessie’s labelling of it as 
“an integrated piece of work” and Sarah who said it was a “continual process, discreetly in 
everything we do”.  
When speaking of their practice, the participants varied in the ways they embedded grammar 
into their daily teaching. Two participants made reference to teaching “mini-lessons” on 
grammar within the context of a larger lesson. With her year 10 class, Catherine embedded 
the teaching of speech marks in the context of a biography assessment. Catherine described 
teaching speech marks for half a lesson so that students can use it when writing the 
biography, labelling this instruction as a “mini lesson within a larger one”, a practice which 
causes her class to “run behind on an assessment just because we’re trying to get that extra 
work done”. Jessie also made reference to teaching a “quick mini-lesson 10-15 minutes” on 
how to punctuate a film title when teaching analytical essay writing. Jessie described this 
process as breaking down the aspect of grammar “together and collectively, we’ll come up 
with our own examples and work through it. The students have an opportunity to write that 
down”. Like Catherine, Esme made reference to teaching speech marks when students are 
writing narratives, describing her practice of initiating a class discussion on the correct use of 
speech marks. Three participants (Esme; Lucy; Sarah), spoke of teaching grammar in the 
context of written text, such as a novel or short story. Esme explained that when studying a 
written text such as a novel or short story, she draws student’s attention to the use of 
grammar in a text and how it contributes towards meaning, a practice echoed in Lucy’s 
comment that she selects passages from a novel being read and engages students in a 
discussion of the language used. Sarah also commented that she chooses an excerpt from the 
novel being read: 
For example, if we’re looking at a particular text, we might say for my Year 8s, 
we’ve been looking at a novel; Wonder by R.J Palacio, and we might take an 
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excerpt, and we might look at the grammar and punctuation, and how it’s used in 
various different ways through the chapters. 
Two participants (Esme; Theresa) also made reference to teaching grammar in the context of 
paragraph or essay writing. When teaching editing, Esme stated that she asks students to 
review the effectiveness of their grammar choices in their paragraph writing by asking 
questions such as “How can we improve that? What do you think about this sentence? How 
could you reconstruct it to make it better? What can you add to this?” and asking students to 
use a different colour for changes. Theresa similarly spoke of addressing grammar when 
students are writing essays to both the class and individually.     
4.2.3 Teachers engage students in learning grammar through editing. 
All six participants made references to engaging students in the act of editing as part of their 
pedagogical practices for teaching grammar. Four of the participants (Catherine; Lucy; Sarah; 
Theresa) made reference to engaging students in editing (correcting) the use of grammar in a 
provided passage with deliberate mistakes and four participants (Esme; Jessie; Lucy; Sarah) 
made reference to engaging students in editing or proofreading their use of grammar in their 
own writing. Three of these participants (Catherine; Lucy; Sarah) made reference to using 
both of these editing practices in their teaching.  
Four participants made reference to providing a written passage to students that contains 
deliberate mistakes in the use of grammar. Catherine recalled providing students with a 
passage that requires editing to her Year 9 class:  
They’ve got to find spelling, punctuation and grammatical mistakes but then also 
ask them to identify parts of language. 
By using this practice of engaging students in editing a passage of writing, Catherine stated 
that she intended to assist students in understanding “basic punctuation” and spelling, and to 
build on this by fostering an “understanding of nouns and verbs” so that they can identify 
these parts of speech “quite expertly”. Catherine later referred to using this practice 
frequently at “the beginning of the lesson”. This practise of editing was similarly discussed 
by Lucy who explained that she displays a written passage which contains “deliberate 
mistakes”: 
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I explain to the students I have deliberately made mistakes and let them work through it then 
upload their finished piece…I go step by step through modelling both grammar and 
punctuation correction.  
Lucy stated that “some people don’t like that style of activity because they feel students will 
just accept what’s in front of them” however she believes this is an effective practise as it 
engages students in talking about “why the changes are being made” and encouraging them 
to “have a go at elaborating and expanding their own writing”. Here Lucy is making 
reference to using this form of editing practice to draw students’ attention to the correct use 
of grammar and punctuation, as well as fostering a greater understanding of and independent 
ability to elaborate and expand their own writing. Like Catherine and Lucy, Sarah also 
referred to giving her students excerpts to correct: 
I’ll give them excerpts that have mistakes and they have to spot the mistake, 
rewrite, they might read some things aloud to see where should the natural 
pauses in the sentence be. It can be sometimes quite practical, sometimes 
individual, sometimes in groups. They might be given a whole heap of stuff and 
they have to maybe correct it. 
Sarah is making reference to this editing practice to draw students attention to the use of 
punctuation in a sentence and makes reference to using it both in individual and collaborative 
modes of delivery. A fourth participant, Theresa, also stated that she engages students in this 
form of editing practice: 
I’ll have a sheet and it’s got a massive big paragraph that goes through the whole 
page and they have to edit it to see where they’re at with their spelling and 
punctuation and grammar. 
Like Catherine, Lucy and Sarah, Theresa will use this to engage students individually in the 
act of editing, and like Sarah and Catherine, Theresa implies that she uses this practice on a 
regular basis with her students. Punctuation was referred to by all four of these participants as 
an aspect of grammar that they draw attention to through this activity and spelling was 
referred to by two of these participants. When referring to how grammar was used in the 
passage, three participants (Catherine; Lucy; Sarah) made reference to a “mistake” or 
“mistakes” and two participants (Lucy and Sarah) made reference to the need to “correct” the 
mistake.  
 Four participants referred to engaging students in the act of editing their writing. On two 
occasion during the interview, Esme made reference to asking her students how they can 
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“improve” and make their writing “better”, engaging her students in looking closely at 
whether they can “reconstruct” or “add” to their sentences to make them better. Esme spoke 
of drawing her students to several grammar elements in this act of editing their writing: 
Whether it’s in different words, whether it’s the punctuation, whether it’s the 
complex or compound sentence, or a simple sentence.  
When conducting this activity of editing, Esme made reference to modelling the editing with 
the class and giving individual feedback to students to guide their editing. Jessie commented 
that she tries to instil a “habit of proofreading their work and identifying what they’re doing 
and what they need to focus on” through the use of homework sheets, a homework diary, 
marking homework sheets and engaging students in spelling lists and online practice of 
grammar usage. Here it is clear that Jessie values a student’s ability to independently edit 
their use of grammar in their writing. Lucy spoke of engaging students in drafting as a way of 
encouraging students to review and refine their writing:  
The draft is about their ideas. Once their ideas are set and the sequence correct 
then you can edit for grammar, spelling and punctuation errors.  
Lucy also referred to encouraging the use of a dictionary to check spelling errors stating that 
she has students “quickly check” the spelling of words in a “huge dictionary” she has on hand 
in the classroom. As well as engaging students in editing their grammar, spelling and 
punctuation, Lucy also made reference to drawing attention to use of vocabulary; “choice of 
word, how to edit for clarity”. Like Lucy, Sarah also referred to engaging her students in 
drafting a written assessment: 
I’ll get them to rework, rewrite, redraft, looking at their grammar and 
punctuation, spelling, and how they’ve actually written it. 
Sarah commented that she engages students in this drafting process to create awareness and 
independently reading what they’ve written back to themselves. Three of these participants 
(Esme; Lucy; Sarah) referred to editing aspects of punctuation and grammar in general.   
4.2.4 Teachers use class discussion and collective activities to teach grammar 
All six participants made reference to engaging students together as a class when teaching 
grammar. Two participants, Sarah and Theresa, referred to using the classroom whiteboard 
when conducting these activities. Sarah spoke of conducting a “fun grammar quiz” asking 
students to come up to the board rewrite provided sentences, calling it a “fun addition” to 
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what the students are studying in class. Theresa also described putting examples on the board 
and engaging students in fixing them on the whiteboard as a class: 
One person will come up and do one little bit. So far, they like all that interaction and writing 
on the whiteboard. The year eights love it.  
In these discussions, both participants referred positively to this type of activity, with Sarah 
calling it “fun” and Theresa observing that her Year 8 class “love it”. Jessie spoke of having 
students work “together and collectively” on revising aspects of grammar, coming up with 
examples as a class that are then copied down in their workbooks. Jessie described this 
process, like Sarah, as “interactive”. Jessie also described that every Thursday she conducts 
the marking process as a class activity: 
That Thursday’s lesson is a dedicated lesson, where we then go through as a 
class, mark the sheets, talk about any problems, the students have their own 
recording sheet that stays in their journal.  
Esme also described a similar process as “interactive” when reviewing the content and 
activities contained in a school prescribed grammar workbook: 
If we do work from that, we’ll work on a piece together. We actually go around the room. 
That’s a real interactive lesson. I say, “Look, this is not easy. I know that, let’s have a look at 
it.” [The workbook] gives them an example. Then we go around and go, “What’s the answer 
to this?” Then we put it in our book- so nobody sits down just works on it. 
Like Jessie, Esme is describing working through grammar activities as a class encouraging 
discussion and review of the aspects of grammar being addressed. This use of class 
discussion was also mentioned by Lucy who, when engaging students in the act of editing, 
uses the “opportunity in class to discuss specifically a choice of word”. Lucy, Catherine and 
Sarah all referred to having students work in groups or together: “I try and get them to work 
together” (Catherine); “collaborative activities” (Lucy); “it can be sometimes quite practical, 
sometimes individual, sometimes in groups” (Sarah). Consistent across these responses from 
all six participants is the practice of addressing aspects of grammar in a whole class and 
collective manner.  
4.2.5 Teachers adapt their teaching of grammar to suit the needs of the students 
All six teachers made reference to adapting their teaching of grammar to the needs of their 
students and using assessment to inform the adaptions required. Each participant commented 
on tailoring their grammar teaching to the students: “I do actually set targets for specific 
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students” (Esme); “I try and make it [the spelling list] personalised for the student” (Jessie); 
“everything I do, I do for the students and what they need” (Lucy); “It’s just gauging where 
you know the students are at and what mood they’re in and that can dictate our canvas. Scrap 
that, I’m going to focus on this” (Sarah); “it’s basically I’ll look at my class, what they need, 
and then go from there” (Theresa). In each comment, the participants emphasise the 
importance of teaching grammar according to the individual needs of the students, putting 
them first when making their pedagogical choices. All six participants (Sarah; Catherine; 
Esme; Theresa; Lucy; Jessie) spoke of targeting a particular aspect of grammar in their 
teaching based on the needs of their students and four participants (Catherine; Esme; Jessie; 
Sarah) referred to using “formative” assessment to inform their pedagogical decisions when 
teaching grammar. Three participants (Catherine; Esme; Jessie; Lucy) also commented on 
adapting the grammar terminology or language they use in the classroom to make it 
accessible to their students.  
Sarah and Catherine both describe “gauging” where “the students are at” (Sarah) or using 
student writing to “gauge” where students are at and what they need (Catherine). Catherine 
spoke of using tests to determine her student’s spelling and reading age to give her a 
“snapshot of their abilities, but then through looking at their work, I can see that there’s a lot 
more that needs to go in”. Sarah also commented on using summative assessments and 
student work to “influence the focus that we take from that point on”, describing this 
approach as “a constantly shifting and changing thing depending on where I know the 
students are at”. Sarah explained that if a class is performing well in one area, then she will 
address it less: 
If my whole class are spelling really well then that will be less of a focus than 
maybe semi-colons or whatever it might be.  
Esme commented that she keeps notes and records in her teacher diary of identified areas of 
concern, consisting of “non-negotiable” aspects of grammar, which she uses to inform her 
teaching and communication with parents: “That’s how I will assess or how I will basically 
workout which students need what reinforcing. I make notes in my journal particularly in 
here [pointing].”; “When parents come along, like on parent-teacher evening, I’ve got notes. I 
normally do it for those who really stand out. I’ll make some and colour code it, so that I 
know which child is struggling with which concept in terms of grammar”.  Esme explained 
using this record keeping to set individual goals for students to ensure students meet the 
success criteria for assessments. Theresa also commented on addressing gaps in student’s 
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learning “so they are able to meet the criteria in the assessment”. When adapting what aspects 
of grammar she teaches, Theresa spoke of identifying gaps in spelling, punctuation and 
grammar through a paragraph editing activity, then revising those certain aspects which are 
identified. From here, Theresa described this process as “ongoing”. Lucy stated that her 
choices are driven by the needs of the student’s and that this focus was motivated by a 
direction from her acting principal: 
Our acting principal at the moment stood up [at a staff meeting] and said get to 
know your students and teach them what they need, and I’ve taken that literally.  
This focus on individualising the content that is taught was echoed by Jessie who commented 
that she will individualise the feedback she provides to students and assist students in 
creating a “personal list” of spelling words based on their “feedback and the correction that 
are on their work”. Jessie also spoke of identifying “issues” or a “common thread” with 
grammar in their work, such as punctuation, as doing explicit lessons in response to that 
identified need. One participant, Catherine, made reference to not just adapting the aspects of 
grammar taught but the assessment task itself based on the needs of the students and one 
teacher, Lucy, spoke of not being given enough freedom to be able to provide “individualised 
attention and programs to address their needs” to her Year 7 students.    
Formative assessment was referred to by four participants, which was inferred as assessment-
related class work (Catherine) or class work which is not tested in a summative way (Esme; 
Jessie; Sarah). Esme commented that grammar is only tested in a “formative” way in her 
school’s program; “There’s no formal testing here for grammar within our program. It’s 
really very much an individual thing”. Jessie also spoke of “formative assessment, just 
looking at where their skills where at”, noting that she also caters her teaching based on data 
such as reports. Sarah spoke of “just constantly assessing as I go along just in terms of what 
I’ve seen from formative assessments that are then going to influence the focus that we take 
from that point on”.  
Three participants referred to making choices on their use of grammar terminology based on 
the needs of their students. Jessie commented that her students “can get lost in that complex 
terminology of teaching grammar” and that when teaching grammar, she tries to keep it 
“simple and to make it accessible to them”. Jessie stated that she also adapts by simplifying 
the definitions of grammar terminology: 
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You just go back to that situation of just simplifying it as a starting point and 
saying, “A verb is a doing word, an action word. A noun is the name of a place, 
person or thing.” 
Catherine stated that when she is working with her “low ability students” she is using “basic 
grammar and punctuation”, commenting: 
Generally for me, I’m not dealing with metalanguage because I’m dealing with 
the low level. I’m trying to get the basics there. Potentially with my year nines, if 
we can do some work on them understanding sentences, maybe then if I get that 
class as year tens, we can extend and talk about the metalanguage.  
Like Jessie, Catherine is adapting her use of grammar terminology based on what she 
believes her students can engage with and understand. Catherine went on to explain that she 
will “never use ‘subordinate’ because the word is lost on them already…I normally say like a 
relative clause or something like that because it’s not the main part but there is a relationship 
that occurs there”. Like Catherine and Jessie, Lucy also spoke of generalising the grammar 
terminology. Lucy commented that she generalises “because I’m not typically going to use 
terms even I do not understand” and is away that her students “switch off the minute 
terminology is being discussed”. Unlike Catherine and Jessie, Lucy has expressed that a lack 
of confidence on her part is one of the reasons she does not use the terminology and perceives 
not using grammar terminology as “naughty”: 
I know that’s being naughty not to include it but the reality is the time to teach the 
students what they need to know is very limited and I’m not wasting it on useless 
information they don’t need to know.  
Lucy further explained that she believe that you only need to have an extensive knowledge of 
grammar terminology “if you are going to study linguistics” and believes that there is no need 
for “pushing it on students who have difficulty already with stringing word together” 
commenting that it “only makes them [the students] feel stupid and that’s not acceptable”.  
4.2.6 Teachers engage students in learning grammar through reading and games 
Three participants made reference to using games to teach grammar (Jessie; Lucy; Sarah) and 
three participants spoke of engaging students teaching grammar through reading (Catherine; 
Lucy; Sarah). All participants who stated that they use or have used games to teach grammar 
made reference to online games and two (Lucy; Sarah) made reference to games that are not 
online. Jessie and Sarah spoke of using grammar games in positive ways: “it’s [technology] 
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so much better than just giving a student a book and saying, “Here, do these activities.” There 
are fun online games with certificates and rewards.” (Jessie); “I try new games, grammar 
games, and things as well. That might be a little bit of a Friday afternoon, everyone’s tired 
and a bit over it. We might jump online and then do some grammar games or things like 
that.” (Sarah). Here Sarah is referring to using grammar games as a way of engaging students 
in a way that she believes the students are not “tired” of and Jessie views the use of grammar 
games as being preferable to book work and attributes this to the certificates and rewards they 
provide. Sarah also commented that she will “construct fun things for them [her students] to 
do in teams” such as the online quiz platform Kahoot to keep an eye on her student’s 
progress. Jessie further commented that the online grammar game, such as Spellodome, 
provides an opportunity to share the student’s progress with their parents, referring to her 
experience as a parent who used games to build her child’s spelling skills. Jessie referred to 
using the school’s online student portal to communicate grammar games and assist students 
in revising their understanding of aspects of grammar: 
If you still don’t understand what an adverb is, here’s somewhere that you can go 
to and practice doing it a little bit more.  
Lucy referred to using the online program Literacy Planet with her Year 7 class but 
commented that she found it “not exciting beyond those students, while it has been designed 
to be “fun” learning much of it is considered [by the students as] babyish”. To make it 
relevant to her student’s needs, Lucy commented: 
I sat there went through a lot of the exercises and made my own bundles so that I 
was concentrating on specific rules: however, it’s insufficient and I have reverted 
to explicit teaching. 
Lucy stated that she has been “told I have to use it” and reasons that she therefore uses the 
online program even though she doesn’t feel it supports what the students need.  
A few participants (two) referred to using boardgames when teaching grammar. Lucy spoke 
of using games such as Boggle with her “lower ability” and “strong” students: 
A game for them might be boggle, exploring the meaning of words by using a 
table grid with a set of words down the left-hand column. The second column is 
what the student thinks it means and final is a dictionary meaning. With games 
like Boggle and Pictionary I can support lower ability and extend stronger 
students.  
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Here Lucy is linking vocabulary building to grammar and views these games as an effective 
strategy to support and extend her students. Sarah also spoke of using a quiz to engage her 
students: 
We might do a bit of a fun grammar quiz type of thing where we have questions 
and they have to come up to the board and rewrite stuff. 
Sarah spoke of this practice as a “fun addition to what we’re doing in class”. 
Three participants referred to engaging students in reading as a way to teach grammar. When 
speaking of her students who “aren’t fluent readers”, Catherine commented that she is 
“looking at introducing some sight words” as she believes that through having an 
“understanding of reading” students will gain a better understanding of “reading and 
comprehension and understanding how language works”. Catherine referred to using the 
MacqLit program to assist with teaching students to “decipher a word for themselves” as a 
“really powerful thing for a student who has low confidence when it comes to literacy”. Lucy 
also spoke of engaging her students in “reading and writing” to “build their self-esteem 
through success”. Sarah asks her students to read their work aloud to themselves to see where 
“the natural pauses in the sentences” should be. In these responses reading is used through 
using sight words, as a way of building self-esteem and as a method for editing.  
4.2.7 Teachers use diagnostic assessment to inform their teaching of grammar 
A vast majority of participants (five) referenced using a diagnostic writing activity or test at 
the beginning of the year with their lower school class. Three participants (Jessie; Lucy; 
Sarah) spoke of accessing diagnostic data already available for their students to understand 
their grammar capabilities and two participants (Catherine; Lucy) explained the diagnostic 
tests they implement at the start of the year. Two participants (Jessie; Sarah) commented on 
using a writing task and one (Theresa) described using an editing activity at the start of the 
year to diagnose their student’s grammar capabilities.  
When discussing the identification of their student’s grammar capabilities, Jessie, Lucy and 
Sarah all made reference to accessing diagnostic standardised assessment data. Jessie spoke 
of having a look at “any data that’s come through from other sources”, with an example of 
those sources being “NAPLAN results from Year 7 or Year 9 or whatever it may be, and any 
notes that may be on there” including past student’s academic records, past comments and 
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Individual Education Plans that are available. Another participant, Sarah, also made reference 
to accessing her student’s NAPLAN results through using a platform provided by a private 
enterprise engaged by the school; Best Performance’s Customised NAPLAN Analysis 
Platform (CNAP). Sarah described how she uses the CNAP data to “interpret and analyse the 
data”, commenting: 
I can’t say I’m an expert on that by any means but at least we’ve got the ability to 
draw on comparisons of, okay this student was here, now they’re here. What 
areas do we need to focus on?  
 When commenting on the NAPLAN testing, Sarah raised the “debate surrounding 
NAPLAN”; “is it actually giving us a true indication of that student’s ability or is it just a 
one-off, one-day thing?” A third participant, Lucy, made a more general reference to using 
data and analysing her student’s Reading NAPLAN testing results stating that “the students 
had no inferential understanding. That showed [that] we needed to teach it explicitly, then we 
explored evaluative questions [that] required us to determine why specific words or phrases 
were used in a given text”. While two other participants (Catherine; Theresa) made reference 
to the NAPLAN testing during their interviews, they did not describe accessing and using the 
diagnostic data from the tests to inform their teaching of grammar.  
A few participants (two) described the diagnostic tests they conduct with their students at the 
start of the year to understand their grammar capabilities. Catherine referred to the South 
Australian Spelling test, NAPLAN Language Conventions test (presumed to be from a 
previous year) and the SRA comprehension tests. Catherine explained that the Language 
Conventions test was worth “only 5%” of their assessment grade weighting and the South 
Australian Spelling test did not contribute towards their grade. The South Australian Spelling 
test was attributed by Catherine as providing an “understanding of their spelling age” and the 
SRA comprehension test gave an indication of their reading age. Catherine commented that 
they “give me a snapshot of their abilities” and detailed how out her two classes, 
“approximately 50 students…not one of them actually passed the language conventions. Not 
one of them got 50%”. These tests, for Catherine, are a “diagnostic tool for us to see where 
they were. That gives you an idea of where they are in terms of understanding language and 
grammar. It’s quite low.” Going into more detail, Catherine explained how students were 
asked to “peer mark” the language conventions test, however she opted to mark them herself 
“so that I can see the words that they are getting right and they [are] getting wrong and it give 
me some patterns”: 
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I’ve realised that my year nines, that I’ve known for eight weeks now, have got no 
idea about clauses…I suppose by looking at their language, even before they start 
writing and things like that, [it] give you [a] good gauge of where they’re at and 
what they need. 
Lucy also spoke of starting out the year “by finding out who they are and what they need, I 
may use a standardised test such as Waddington or SA spelling, both are popular, to test and 
find out where I should begin”. Like Catherine, Lucy is stating that she implements 
standardised tests to diagnose student’s grammar capabilities. Lucy commented that she had 
to “oblige the HOLA by running the literacy testing at the beginning of Year 7”, the HOLA 
being her Head of Learning Area. The results of this literacy testing, Lucy stated, was to 
withdraw a “much less than needs to be supported” number of selected students for a 
“literacy program that is still not efficient”. Each participant comment reflects observations 
on their student’s low literacy as indicated by these standardised diagnostic tests.  
Two participants described using a writing activity at the start of the year to diagnose their 
student’s grammar capabilities. Jessie described asking students to do “small pieces of 
writing” whereby they introduce themselves and Jessie collects it up “having a look to see 
where their skill set is initially by reading through their material. Seeing how they control 
their punctuation, their written expression, and the use of choice of words and how they 
express that”. Through this writing activity, Jessie is describing identifying areas of strength 
and weakness in several areas relevant to grammar teaching. Sarah also described assigning a 
writing activity: 
Usually I get them to write me a letter at the start of the year about themselves so 
it’s a little bit of a getting to know them but also for me to formally see on the 
page what their writing skills are like. 
 Sarah commented that she finds this “really important” in “knowing where they’re at, so I 
know where they need to be and how much, what focus I need to take with them”. Theresa 
also spoke of assigning an activity at the start of the year to diagnose her student’s grammar 
capabilities; however, this was in the form of providing a “massive big paragraph” which 
students need to edit for spelling, punctuation and grammatical errors. Theresa described how 
she will then see what “is most prominent within the class, like most of them need, is where 
I’ll start with” looking for patterns based on what most students get wrong.  
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4.2.8 Teachers assess grammar in summative assessments and provide feedback on rubrics 
Five participants (Esme; Jessie; Lucy; Sarah; Theresa) spoke of assessing their student’s 
grammar capabilities in written summative assessments and providing feedback in a marking 
rubric. Four participants (Sarah; Theresa; Lucy; Esme) made reference to using rubrics to 
provide feedback and two (Jessie; Esme) referred to giving feedback through marking codes 
on the student’s work. Sarah stated that “most summative assessments” rubrics feature a 
“section that’ll be for the mechanics of writing so the spelling, grammar, punctuation, even 
expression, along with a section that is usually about sentence structure, paragraphing”. This 
was echoed by three other participants: “We do have a space on the assessments that does 
look at spelling, punctuation, grammar” (Theresa); “Rubric marking has allocated marks for 
the task itself and then there’s so much [weighting] for spelling, grammar and punctuation. I 
think it’s a mark out of five” (Lucy); “We do have a component in our rubric. Every rubric 
for the spelling, punctuation and grammar” (Esme). Participants varied in their view towards 
the rubrics and their use of the rubrics. Sarah commented that she now focuses more on the 
way students use the feedback supplied by the rubric: 
For me, I’ve realised that my way is to look at the actual feedback and get 
students to spend time with their feedback from their assessment and use that to 
dictate where we go with grammar.  
In addition to her practice of having students reflect on their feedback, Sarah also state that 
she will, at times, ask them to use a rubric to “mark a piece of work according to what they 
give it against the descriptors”. Esme opposed the lack of information provided on a rubric 
stating:  
Our rubrics, I will say in confidence, are absolute rubbish. What does that mean- 
‘hasn’t addressed any punctuation and grammar’? You’ve got a range from zero 
to eight, what does giving them four mean? It means you’ve got half marks for 
what? What have you done well? What have you not done well?  
Esme is clearly frustrated by the effectiveness of the rubrics in providing feedback to students 
and went on to state that they are under a process of review by her English department: 
We’re trying to change that, actually. We’re trying to make our rubrics more informed 
for the students because I don’t feel that they’re great. I’d rather have rubrics which 
really clearly highlights, like, I’ve used in the past. It’s very specific about what you’ve 
missed out for the grammar. I think that is much more informative for the students than 
just ‘spelling, punctuation, grammar- five marks’. 
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Lucy also described the “spelling, grammar and punctuation” component of the summative 
rubrics being out of 5 marks, stating that “I quite like some of the rubrics that they’ve got for 
marking”, however, she refrains from giving the “bits of paper” to students as they are “very 
overwhelming” and do not “reflect sound sustainable habits”. Theresa stated that “spelling, 
grammar, punctuation” is marked solely as part of a marking rubric and tests on grammar 
“doesn’t go towards their grade at all”.  
In order to provide detailed feedback, Esme described her marking codes she uses on 
student’s work; “I have my own code, so that I’ve got the code and I highlight this the 
squiggly line for this, SP in the margin for spelling, any sort of grammar problem that are 
very evident, I will let them know”. This is a practice also described by Jessie who stated that 
she marks “very explicitly, with a lot of detail”: 
I’ve actually got marking codes for the students that we establish at the beginning 
of the school year, with what the notations mean when I might put a P for 
Punctuation next to something and circle it, or underline it, or the why I’ve done 
this so that they can see what I’ve identified, the problem within the writing itself. 
Like Sarah, Jessie also engages students in reflecting on the feedback she provides to 
her students. Jessie stated that, after handing back the marked work, she asks students 
“to come up with some strategies, and we work together as a class to establish things 
like a reflective journal”.  
4.2.9 Influences of students’ characteristics on teacher’s pedagogical choices when 
teaching grammar 
All six participants made reference to the students as a significant internal factor that impacts 
on their pedagogical choices when teaching grammar. When responding to the interview 
question ‘tell me the factors that impact on choices when teaching and assessing grammar’, 
participants described many factors relating to their students including diagnosed 
impediments, gender, attendance and transience, socio-economic background, parental 
support in literacy development, ability, English as a Second Language, primary school 
learning, reading comprehension, perception of grammar, self-confidence and behaviour.  
A vast majority of participants (five) referred to a student’s diagnosed learning impediment 
as an influence on their teaching of grammar. Of these participants, four (Esme; Catherine; 
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Jessie; Lucy) described dyslexia as a factor that they take into account when teaching 
grammar. Catherine went into detail on the intervention that she made and the success of that 
intervention for a recently-arrived student who had dyslexia and “couldn’t read or write”, 
describing how at first when she “started taking him out of class” to “give him additional 
literacy skills” he would “have his arms crossed. He was very disengaged, very removed. He 
seemed like a really angry, young man”. Catherine recalled how, after four terms of 
intervention, he had become “a lot more engaged. He was happier. We’d reduced the amount 
of violent outbursts he had”. As well as the intervention, Catherine stated that the school has 
provided the student with a C-Pen from the SpelD Foundation to “help him read” and as a 
result of taking his learning impediment into consideration, she observed how he had become 
“a lot more engaged, a lot happier, a lot more positive”. Rather than an intervention of one 
student, Lucy described teaching a “literacy group” stating that “it turned out 50% of the 
class were dyslexic, diagnosed dyslexic” and that she aimed at “engaging them and getting 
them to practise reading and writing, to have a go and to build their self-esteem through 
success”. Jessie described making adaptions to her teaching of grammar to dyslexic students 
based on the feedback provided from a SpelD Foundation assessment. Like Jessie, Sarah also 
described receiving independent, individual learning plans that features “specific 
instructions” from the school’s Learning Enrichment Coordinator and using these to inform 
her pedagogical choices when teaching grammar.  
 
Four participants described their students’ limited grammar capabilities as having an 
influence on their teaching of grammar. Lucy described her attempts at teaching low literacy 
students as “in some cases futile, but I try. Some have no real understanding”. This was 
echoed by three other participants, with Esme stating that “I don’t think there’s very much 
understanding of how punctuation works or how that can actually improve your writing”, 
Jessie expressing concern in how “more and more students are struggling with functional 
literacy and in grammar that they’ve not got the basic tools” and Catherine commenting that 
her Year 9 students (14 years old) have a “reading age and spelling age of about 10.5 to 13 
years of age” identifying them as “bordering from quite behind to a little behind”. Three 
participants (Catherine; Lucy; Sarah) described their students as having difficult with reading 
either because they are not fluent readers (Catherine; Lucy) or they do not read often (Sarah). 
Sarah, as well as Esme, also made reference to their students having English as a second 
language, taking that into consideration when applicable. Half of participants (three) related 
their students’ limited grammar knowledge to memory retention: “you have kids who’ll get 
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taught something and the next day they can’t remember it” (Catherine); “I can teach 
something and I can come in and have classes, two, three weeks later where we do a recap 
and there will still be students looking with blank faces. The concern is the lack of retention 
of information” (Jessie); “they can’t remember what happened yesterday, let alone last year” 
(Theresa).  
Two participants, Catherine and Lucy, described that their students have gaps in their 
learning and stated that their students have fallen behind in their learning of grammar in 
primary school. Catherine highlighted the consequences of the gaps and weaknesses students 
have due to falling behind in primary school: 
That means that you get kids in a class with gaps and weaknesses all over the 
place and you’re spending all your time trying to catch them up so that they’re at 
a point where you can teach your curriculum to them and then you miss out on 
things in your curriculum. 
Catherine went on to state that students should be held back; “Because obviously, worrying 
about their social and mental well-being is not effective because they’re coming into high 
school and they can’t read and write”. As well as attributing the gaps to a student’s 
achievement in primary school, Lucy also pointed towards a student’s attendance or a 
teacher’s ability to teach grammar effectively. A second participant, Sarah, also remarked on 
attendance as a factor that influences a student’s knowledge of grammar and made reference 
to a student’s transience between schools as having a further negative impact on her student’s 
grammar knowledge and skills. 
Half of participants (Esme; Jessie; Lucy) stated that grammar is not seen as a priority by their 
students. Esme described her Year 9 student’s apathy towards grammar: 
It’s lost on the year nines. They really don’t care. Out of the mix, [there’s] a 
couple who will try it…there’s very little interest.  
This experience was echoed in a statement by Jessie who observed a “lack of commitment by 
students sometimes to really learn this because it’s not a priority”. Lucy also described her 
students as tell her that “they don’t need to learn English” and that some of her students 
“have not taken opportunities, some who don’t care”. Two participants, Catherine and Lucy, 
stated that their student’s lack confidence in grammar and they actively try to address that 
lack confidence in their classroom. This was echoed by Jessie who made four references to 
using strategies that are “empowering” and give the students “a big sense of achievement”. 
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Catherine stated that gender has influence on how she teaches grammar, stating that she 
targets her male student’s confidence in literacy as they have often had no success and 
automatically tell themselves that they cannot do it. Also, Catherine noted behaviour is “part 
and parcel” with a low literacy class, and that a low literacy class tends to have a larger 
portion of male students: 
I suppose, particularly for boys, wandering around, calling out, just a lot of off-
task behaviour. I’ve inherited a group of year nines that sometimes, I feel like the 
whole lesson I just behaviour managed and taught them very little, just because 
of the amount of boys with negative behaviour in that particular class. I find 
that’s a factor.  
Catherine described this behaviour as “avoidance techniques” and described it as a factor that 
has a negative influence on her teaching of grammar as she feels it is putting out “spot fires” 
all the time.  
4.2.10 External influences for teaching grammar 
When discussing external influences on their grammar teaching, a vast majority of 
participants (Catherine; Jessie; Lucy; Sarah; Theresa) referred to standardised testing and 
four participants (Catherine; Esme; Lucy; Jessie) referred to the Western Australian 
Curriculum. Three teachers (Catherine; Esme; Lucy) made references to resourcing as having 
an influence on their choices.  
Five participants made reference to their grammar teaching as being motivated by or 
influenced NAPLAN and three participants (Catherine; Jessie; Lucy) made reference to the 
state based OLNA testing. The NAPLAN tests were highly referenced (18 times) during the 
responses of the participants and it was described by the five participants as influencing their 
choices when teaching grammar. Catherine and Jessie made comments which emphasised the 
significance of the test in their school: “The school that I’m at is actually quite motivated by 
the NAPLAN testing” (Catherine); “We have NAPLAN testing coming up and it is kind of a 
big deal now, because it’s now determining whether students have to do the OLNA testing” 
(Jessie). Both teachers, however, stated that they did not teach strictly to the tests with 
Catherine explaining that, while she is aware that the school is “judged by national 
assessments like NAPLAN and OLNA”, it is not her primary goal: 
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Obviously as teachers, we’re motivated by assessments, particularly national 
assessments. However, my motivation is to give that kid the best opportunity to 
then actually be more successful in whatever they choose to do.  
Jessie commented that she did not teach to the tests as she does not see NAPLAN preparation 
as a natural progression of learning grammar skills: 
They [the school] obviously want good NAPLAN results, but I feel quite strongly 
that if all you do is teach to a NAPLAN test, you will burn the kids out, they will 
become completely disinterested, it becomes repetitive and boring, and it’s not a 
natural progression on learning those skills.  
Three participants, Catherine, Jessie and Lucy, made reference to using past NAPLAN tests 
in their teaching of grammar. As previously discussed, Catherine made reference to using a 
past Language Conventions test in diagnosing students’ grammar knowledge and Lucy and 
Jessie made reference to using NAPLAN Spelling lists. Three participants (Jessie; Theresa; 
Sarah) made further comments on the types of preparation they use with their students. Jessie 
made mention of familiarising her students with sample NAPLAN assessments so “they’re 
not fearful of it, it’s not he great unknown” and Theresa commented that she will “make sure 
we’ve covered a little bit” of the Language Conventions test material with her Year 8 class. 
Theresa also stated that she tries to use the metalanguage from the NAPLAN tests so that 
they are better able to read and understand it, commenting that “it gives them a bit of a better 
chance at it”. Sarah commented that she attempted to write her Year 8 program to prepare 
students for NAPLAN going into Year 9, stating that it is common “within the school”. Two 
teachers commented on their students’ inability to graduate due to not passing OLNA: “He 
might never pass OLNA but he’s engaged” (Catherine); “I have students who are unlikely to 
graduate because they haven’t passed OLNA” (Lucy).  
Four participants made reference to the influence of the Western Australian Curriculum on 
their teaching of grammar. Three of these participants (Catherine; Jessie; Lucy) labelled the 
national curriculum as “full” (Lucy), “very full and very demanding” (Jessie) and “jam-
packed” (Catherine) and that it takes time away from teaching grammar. Jessie stated that: 
It’s a very full and very demanding curriculum, and to actually try and find the 
time to dedicate specific lessons to grammar, and I’m talking basic functional 
grammar, can be very problematic for a high school teacher.  
This was similarly commented on by Catherine with reference to the Year 10 English 
curriculum: 
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If you’re familiar with the Year 10 curriculum, it’s jam-packed because they’re 
preparing kids for ATAR pathway as well as General pathway. Really, if you’re 
going to try and teach everything in the Year 10 curriculum, you’d have about a 
week and a half on everything. To fit grammar into that time as well is really 
difficult. It’s really hard to do.  
Lucy also stated that “the syllabus is jam-packed- let’s teach the students this and this, 
nothing is taken out, it’s all about time” and went on to state that, as a result, “there is less 
time to focus on the mechanics”. A fourth participant made reference to the curriculum as an 
influence on their teaching and assessing, however contrasted it to the national curriculum in 
the United Kingdom. Esme describe the UK national curriculum as “tasks and assessment 
focuses to tick off. It was very prescriptive, and it was very much tick, tick, tick, “You have 
to show this,” record it. It was about getting it done”. When discussing the Western 
Australian Curriculum, the state’s iteration of the national curriculum, Esme stated that she 
uses the state-provided Judging Standards “for everything, it forms all of our rubrics, it forms 
all of my teaching. Informs the way that I mark their work”.   
When discussing external influences on their grammar teaching, three participants made 
reference to aspects of resourcing. Catherine, a public high school teacher, and Esme, a 
private high school teacher, each referred to a prescribed grammar “skill book” that they are 
required to teach: “We do have a skill book. Work that does have grammar and punctuation 
in it. I worry about- I suppose it’s the age-old thing with teaching- it’s removed from what 
they’re doing” (Catherine); “Now the books that we’ve got here to teach, they’re terrible. The 
access to grammar, I believe in them is very, very difficult. There are exercises in these 
books, to be quite honest, I think teachers would be hard pushed to know what that means” 
(Esme). Both comments capture the expectation the participants feel in using the books in 
their teaching, however, also convey their concern on the appropriateness of the skill books 
for their students. Lucy also made reference to the influence of resourcing when discussing 
her grammar teaching, stating that she spends a “huge amount of money each year on 
resources” and that “regardless of the denial of additional support, funding and access to 
specific online programs and software, I did my best and some of them did achieve more than 
what was expected”. Lucy’s comments capture the expectation she feels to use her own 
finances to purchase school resources and to make do with what she has available.   
4.2.11 Secondary English teachers have limited formal training in teaching grammar 
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Four participants (Catherine; Esme; Jessie; Lucy) stated that grammar was not extensively 
taught to them in high school and four participants (Catherine; Esme; Lucy; Sarah) stated that 
their university teaching degree did not prepare them to teach grammar to high-school 
students. Two participants (Jessie; Catherine) spoke of professional development training that 
has improved their ability to teach aspects of grammar and one participant (Sarah) identified 
a need to attend more English professional development. 
When recalling her own schooling in New South Wales, Lucy commented that she was not 
“taught grammar specifically”, stating: 
Spelling was very hit and miss. For example, the word ‘separate’, I spelt that 
incorrectly until I was 30 and I had an experience when I had recognised I had 
learnt it incorrectly and then had to unlearn and relearn it.  
  Jessie also stated that she doesn’t recall being taught grammar explicitly “which I think was 
reasonably common with people of my age that were coming through school”. When 
reflecting on the impact of this, Jessie commented: 
Fortunately, I actually had quite reasonable skills, but I must say that when I look 
back on my own writing, there was some problems with it and it wasn’t until I 
went to university and had lecturers marking my work covered in red, that I 
realised that there were actually some gaps.  
Catherine made a similar comment that in high school “we didn’t learn grammar as such” and 
Esme stated that, while it was taught grammar in Years 7 to 9, after Year 10 the national 
curriculum had just been introduced and they “never touched it”.  
When discussing their level of preparation to teach grammar, four participants commented 
that they were not taught to teach grammar. Catherine explained that during her double 
degree, she completed one literacy unit in her third year that catered for primary and 
secondary teachers and explained that the other unit was cancelled due to limited numbers. 
Catherine criticised the relevance of the content, describing it as “transitive and intransitive 
sentences and things like that”: 
I feel like that course was irrelevant because I can’t teach that. You can’t teach 
that to year seven, eight, nine. It was so complex and so far removed from, I 
suppose, the basic mechanics of grammar.  
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The other three participants stated that their university training did not consist of any units on 
grammar and how to teach grammar. Esme stated that “I was taught to teach English, but I 
was not taught to teach grammar”, similarly stated by Lucy who said “University did not 
prepare me specifically with grammar in mind or spelling. Most of that was learnt ad hoc”. 
Sarah, who completed a Diploma of Education course, stated that there was no emphasis on 
the grammatical side of teaching English.  
Only three teachers spoke of attending professional development that has impacted on their 
preparedness to teach grammar. Esme described completing a secondary professional 
development course on grammar in China and Oman explaining that it used “very complex 
language” although she found it useful in making sense of grammar. Jessie also referred to 
attending professional development; “I know I have gone to several PDs where the focus has 
been on grammar or preparing the students for NAPLAN and how to better do those 
standardised tests”. Catherine spoke highly of her training in the MultiLit programs (“Making 
Up Lost Time in Literacy”) such as the MacqLit Program (Macquarie Literacy Program) 
stating that while she finds them “very repetitive” and that the “kids do get bored with them”, 
she thinks there is “so much merit in that program because it actually goes back through and 
teaches them the rule”. The MacqLit program is a research initiative of Macquarie University 
and is an explicit and systematic reading intervention program for small groups of older low-
progress readers and supplies the teacher with a comprehensive sequence of lessons that 
includes several components related to reading instruction: phonemic awareness, phonics, 
fluency. Vocabulary, and comprehension (MultiLit, 2019, p.1). Sarah spoke of attending a 
professional development course on how to interpret standardised test data, rather than on 
grammar teaching, and stated that she feels she should “try and get myself a bit more 
involved in PDs and things that are going on”.  
4.2.12 Secondary teachers develop confidence in teaching grammar through independent 
learning and teaching experience 
All six participants stated that they have grown more confident in teaching grammar through 
experience and all six referred to their independent learning of grammar as a reason for 
greater understanding. Each participant attributed their experience of teaching grammar as a 
reason for their increased confidence: “That’s all probably come from my own research and 
being a teacher, being in the classroom and seeing the gaps in learning.” (Catherine); “I have 
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such a range of experience. I have worked in numerous countries, in numerous schools, 
international schools, as well as kind of schools back in the UK.” (Esme); “After you’ve been 
teaching it [grammar] for a while, you just get an ebb and flow of what is effective and what 
you need to do to try and get students who are 13 and 14 to develop their functional 
grammar” (Jessie); “I think I’ve become more intuitive with experience” (Sarah); “I guess 
you learn different strategies over the years to get the knowledge across to some else.” 
(Theresa); “I’m more aware of it when I’m teaching so I take the time to make sure I’m using 
the right text, the right strategy particularly with writing” (Lucy). Esme attributed her 
experience in teaching primary as making her a better teacher of grammar and Sarah stated 
that she has “learned a lot in the last four years” in how to teach grammar, saying that when 
she first graduated “it was a bit of a survival for me”. Theresa commented that, at first, “I 
think it was all about trying to get the content across without thinking about who your 
audience was”  but now she will “look at the class and what they need”. Jessie said that when 
she first graduated she was not confidence in teaching grammar, however, while she would 
“never say I was an expert on grammar”, she now feels the “basics are certainly there for me” 
and that she can use the terminology comfortably. Sarah also said she “can’t say I’m an 
expert” but she does have “the ability to draw on comparisons of, okay this student was here, 
now they’re here”.  
All six participants also made reference to their own independent learning of grammar as a 
reason for their increased confidence. Jessie, Catherine and Lucy spoke of researching 
effective ways to teach grammar and preparing themselves to teach grammar. Jessie stated 
that “over time, the biggest factor has been my own desire to self-improve and to get better at 
it so that I can teach it in a relevant manner”. Lucy also expressed this desire to be a good 
teacher to meet the needs of her students and Esme said she is always questioning whether 
she has taught grammar in a way that has made it accessible for her students. Sarah also said 
she learns through reflecting on “how can I improve?” and “trial and error”. Catherine 
described herself as “inquisitive by nature” and that this “natural curiosity has helped me a lot 
when it comes to grammar”. Theresa also spoke of learning “different strategies over the 
years to get the knowledge across”. Both Catherine and Lucy attributed some of their 
confidence in teaching grammar to their love of reading, with both describing themselves as 
avid readers. Esme and Sarah made reference to other teachers who they have learnt effective 
methods of teaching grammar from.  
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4.3 Summary 
Differing conceptualisations have emerged from the participating teachers’ responses towards 
grammar. These conceptualisations have framed grammar as “functional literacy” while also 
relating grammar to rules, accuracy, what is correct and writing clarity. While some 
participant teachers described using grammar teaching practices which included class 
discussions, whole-class involvement, group tasks and student reflection, the teachers 
predominantly described using decontextualised and teacher-centred grammar teaching 
practices that focused on the basics of grammar and correcting errors. It was an imperative 
that their students acquire an adequate grounding in the basics of grammar to be successful 
members of society and teachers expressed a concern that their students have pre-existing 
gaps in their knowledge of grammar. A prominent finding was that the participating teachers 
had limited formal training in teaching grammar but despite this, professed high levels of 
confidence in teaching grammar.  
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Chapter 5: Discussion 
This study aimed to examine secondary English teachers’ beliefs and declared practices in 
teaching grammar. Using data drawn from six in-depth interviews, this inquiry focused on 
two overarching research questions. The first question What are English teachers’ beliefs 
about the value of teaching grammar? addressed the following sub-questions: 
a. What are English teachers’ beliefs about the value of teaching grammar?
b. How do English teachers conceptualise grammar teaching?
The second question What are English teachers’ declared practices in teaching grammar? 
addressed the following sub-questions: 
a. What are the declared assessment and instructional methods of English teachers when
teaching grammar?
b. What factors influence English teachers’ pedagogical choices in teaching grammar?
c. What is the preparedness and confidence of English teachers in teaching grammar?
This chapter begins with a summary of the findings as organised by the theory of belief 
(Nespor, 1987; Pajares, 1992; Watson, 2012). Then it describes the contributions of the study 
and its limitations of the study, and provides recommendations for policy and teaching 
practice. 
5.1 Teachers’ beliefs and declared practices in teaching grammar 
The discussion below is structured according to the theory of belief (Nespor, 1987; Pajares, 
1992; Watson, 2012) used to define and theorise the research questions, and so describes the 
espoused ontological, affective, evaluative, cognitive and episodic beliefs of the participating 
teachers. It outlines the discrepancies between the teacher’s descriptive and prescriptive 
conceptualisation and practices in teaching grammar. The ontological beliefs refer to beliefs 
that guide our view of the nature of reality (Nespor, 1987; Schraw, 2013, p. 6) and in this 
study relate to the way teachers conceptualise grammar. Affective beliefs concern beliefs 
loaded with emotion (Abelson, 1979; Clandinin, 1985; Nespor, 1987) and here involve those 
beliefs based on feelings towards grammar teaching. Evaluative beliefs involve judgements 
(Pajares, 1992) and are discussed here as the teacher’s value of grammar. Cognitive beliefs 
are those aspects of “teacher thinking” (Calderhead, 1987) as espoused through the teacher’s 
declared practices in teaching grammar. Finally, episodic beliefs are the events or “critical 
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episodes” that shape our beliefs (Abelson, 1979; Nespor, 1987; Pajares, 1992) and are 
discussed here as the experiences of teachers in learning and teaching grammar.  
Findings suggest that while secondary school teachers in this study conceptualise grammar as 
“functional literacy”, they approach the teaching of grammar in a largely prescriptive and 
teacher-centred way. The discussion also explores teachers’ affective belief that traditional 
grammar is “boring” and “complex”, the episodic belief that students are disengaged in 
learning grammar and have limited knowledge of grammar, and the evaluative belief that 
knowledge of grammar is essential to improving a student’s writing quality and their future 
success. Findings also suggest a trend that teachers believe grammar should be taught 
extensively in primary school and that standardised testing priorities, along with a teacher’s 
episodic experiences in learning grammar, have influence on their pedagogical content 
knowledge and practices in teaching grammar. Furthermore, findings seem to indicate two 
key problems: first, secondary English teachers were neither taught grammar nor trained in 
teaching grammar as it is conceived in the Australian Curriculum and, secondly, there is a 
tension between the teacher’s explicit teaching of grammar rules and their student’s limited 
knowledge and engagement with learning grammar.        
5.1.1 Ontological: How do English teachers conceptualise grammar teaching? 
Two thirds of sampled teachers in this study independently conceptualised grammar teaching 
as synonymous with “functional literacy”. This conceptualisation, however, was at odds with 
further discussion of what constitutes grammar teaching as five teachers made frequent 
references to the teaching of the basics of language, rules and mechanics, what is correct and 
formal and the concepts of parts of speech, punctuation, sentence structure and spelling. 
Functional approaches view grammatical knowledge as a “set of resources from which 
choices are made, […] rather than a body of rules” (Berry, 2016, p. 173). While all teachers 
recognised grammar as providing students with a means to “formulate” their writing, 
discussions of their practice tended to echo the public discourse that grammar education is 
mostly concerned with rules, compliance and error eradication (Myhill, Jones, & Wilson, 
2016; Myhill & Newman, 2016).  
The participating teachers’ view of grammar as reactionary (Pullman, 2005) is associated 
with traditional grammar which aspires towards what is ‘proper’ and ‘correct’ and concerns 
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itself more with how students talk rather than what they say (Hancock, 2009). By associating 
grammar with Standard Australian English and a formal register, the sampled teachers 
expressed concerns on how students use their language skills to communicate themselves. 
Three teachers raised the consequences from their student’s “quite low language skills”. This 
is best expressed by Lucy who stated that “teaching grammar gives the students opportunities 
to widen their horizons, to be accepted by wider society”. Grammar then was seen by half of 
the teachers as an access to formal ways of speaking and therefore by teaching grammar, 
teachers believe they are providing students with a means to experience success and 
acceptance in wider society. The affective weight of associating low literacy skills with an 
unsuccessful future as expressed by half of the sampled participants conveys a more nuanced 
conceptualisation of grammar that looks deeper at the purpose for grammar knowledge in 
society.  
Findings from the current study suggest a discrepancy between teachers’ prescriptive focus 
on grammar rules and the descriptive view of grammar as functional. The same four teachers 
who conceptualised grammar teaching as “functional literacy” or “functional” made frequent 
references, along with all other teachers sampled, to grammar teaching as learning the 
“basics”, “tools” and “mechanics” of language. One teacher, Esme, stated that “in order to 
have functional literacy, you’ve got to know how a language works” and supported teaching 
grammar as “intrinsic” to all other aspects of the English curriculum. On the other hand, 
Esme also supported “old school” teacher-centred methods such as decontextualised 
activities and rote learning, believing that both approaches are necessary. These findings 
confirm results from a national survey of in-service English teachers by Hammond and 
Macken-Horarik (2001) who reported that while traditional and functional grammar were 
regarded as important, traditional grammar teaching was supported more than functional 
grammar teaching. Likewise, teachers in this study also stated that the basics of spelling, 
punctuation and grammatical accuracy are essential to any good literacy program and the 
majority of respondents stated that they teach points of grammar (parts of speech, aspects of 
sentence structure), rules of spelling and punctuation (Hammond & Macken-Horarik, 2001).  
The predominant conceptualisation of grammar with rules and mechanics confirms a recent 
systematic literature review by van Rijt, de Swart and Coppen (2018) who found that 
grammar education in first language contexts mostly consisted of traditional methods (such 
as the passive teaching of rules and parsing of sentences) rather than those that provide real 
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conceptual insights. Four of the six teachers sampled in this study made reference to a skills-
based approach by teaching the “rules” of grammar and all teachers made strong associations 
between grammar and the “explicit” teaching of metalinguistic terminology. Conversely, the 
teachers made fewer references to teaching grammar through methods which are associated 
with a rhetorical and ‘in context’ approach. These declared practices included teaching 
grammar through “mini-lessons” in the context of writing (Weaver, 1996b) and reading, and 
drawing students’ attention to their use of and choices in grammar through editing activities 
(Kolln & Hancock, 2005). In a study on UK secondary English teachers’ beliefs towards 
grammar, Watson (2015a) similarly reported a blend in their rule-based prescriptive 
conceptualisation of grammar and their rhetorically oriented value of grammar. In Australia 
and New Zealand there have been further discrepancies reported between the official 
curriculum demands and classroom practice of grammar teaching, with reports emphasising a 
traditional approach is favoured despite the prominence of functional grammar ideology in 
both countries (Jones & Chen, 2012; Macken-Horarik, Love, & Horarik, 2018).  
The prevailing view that students are in need of the “basics”, the “non-negotiables” and the 
“mechanics” of grammar echoes the findings of Petruzella (1996) who reported that US 
teachers tend to think of grammar as mechanics and usage rather than as a description of the 
structure of language (p. 71). The view that grammar is based on usage skills rather than 
descriptive language is further evident in this study through the sampled teachers’ frequent 
references to teaching grammar “explicitly”. The participants understood the explicit teaching 
of grammar as drawing attention towards particular “basic” areas of grammar in their lessons 
by explaining and modelling a concept, with one teacher, Catherine, describing the explicit 
teaching of grammar as a “removed experience” that needs to be later made relevant in the 
student’s writing. Another teacher, Esme, expressed the affective belief that teaching 
grammar “standalone” in high school is “very mundane and very boring” but still viewed 
teaching grammar explicitly and through rote as “important and necessary”.  
The participant teachers’ conceptualisation of explicit teaching largely concerned teacher-
centred practices of modelling grammatical concepts. In the Australian context, explicit 
instruction is understood as a teacher-centred and highly structured delivery of basic skills 
(Luke, 2014). A specific version of explicit instruction is direct instruction, popularised by 
Hattie’s (2009) meta-analytic synthesis of the impact of student achievement of a range of 
teaching strategies and approaches. Direct instruction, Hattie (2009) identifies, should not be 
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confused with “didactic teacher-led talking from the front” (p. 204) as it involves the 
essential preparatory step of the teacher clarifying the learning intentions and success criteria. 
Further steps include the explicit presentation of knowledge, providing students with multiple 
opportunities to practise the skill under the guidance of the teacher to receive feedback, and 
the review, consolidation and reinforcement of that skill until mastery is achieved (Humphrey 
& Feez, 2016). The teachers in this study did not make reference to direct instruction as 
defined by Hattie (2009) and its associated steps. Furthermore, like the findings of Watson 
(2015a), the teachers sampled made no particular reference to any specific grammar 
approach, although elements of particular models of grammar teaching are evident in their 
responses. This also relates to their episodic beliefs as two thirds of the sampled teachers 
stated that they did not receive training during their university teaching degree on how to 
teach grammar, implying that they are not familiar with different pedagogical approaches to 
teaching grammar.  
Traditional methods of teaching grammar promote the systematic and repetitive delivery of 
grammar as a separate act of writing, practices which were referred to in the teachers’ 
discussions of their preferred practices. Five of the six participating teachers made references 
to teaching rules with three referring to using a grammar workbook in their lessons, four 
referring to teaching grammar by rote and revision and four referring to parsing activities. 
From this discussion of classroom practices, there seems to be an overlap in the participant 
teacher’s conceptualisation of grammar teaching since the focus is given on both “explicit” 
methods of teaching grammar, associated with a traditional approach, and rhetorical methods 
of mini-lessons and editing activities. Teachers discussed drawing students’ attention to 
grammar at the word and sentence level through using the metalinguistic terminology for 
parts of speech, punctuation, sentence structure and spelling. No direct reference was made to 
the lower secondary AC:E when teachers referred to their conceptual understanding of 
grammar. The metalinguistic concepts identified by teachers are tested in the standardised 
NAPLAN Language Conventions test and the school-administered South Australian Spelling 
test, both of which were referred to by five and two participants respectively. In a case study 
investigating the early implementation of the NSW English K-10 Syllabus in Year 9, Portelli 
(2016) reported a discourse where ‘skills’ and ‘literacy’ and ‘official’ assessment in the form 
of internal summative tasks and external standardise testing which typified ‘marks’, ‘grade’ 
and ‘reports’ was being used to establish teaching priorities (p. 78). The concepts identified 
by teachers sampled correlate with the NAPLAN testing priorities, which is said to lead to 
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teacher-directed styles of teaching (SRCEEWR, 2010) and here seem to influence 
conceptualisations of grammar.  
This research, therefore, suggests that secondary school teachers may conceptualise grammar 
teaching in contrasting ways. On the one hand, teachers may hold a prescriptive and 
reductionist perspective towards grammar and the teaching of grammar, as prioritised in 
standardised testing. On the other hand, teachers may hold a descriptive and functional 
orientation towards the teaching of grammar as prioritised in the Australian Curriculum 
English syllabus. This creates a tension between the teachers’ contrasting conceptualisations 
of grammar. The findings of this study relate to Derewianka and Jones’ (2010) discussion on 
the creation of a divide between traditional grammar and ‘systemic functional grammar’ in 
Australia largely due to the media’s perception of traditional grammar as a hallmark of 
civilization and the abundant supply of textbooks which address these ‘basics’ (p. 15). The 
recommendation of Derewianka and Jones (2010) veers away from the question of which 
grammar to teach, traditional or functional, instead arguing that while aspects of traditional 
grammar remain relevant, systemic functional grammar offers much more to teachers and 
students in terms of understanding what and how meanings are made in a range of contexts in 
which students need to use English (p. 15). There is a notable lack of reference to evidence-
based instructional approaches and models of grammar teaching when teachers define and 
discuss their declared practices. There is also a lack of clarity when the sampled teachers 
describe their “explicit” teaching of grammar. This has implication for teaching and student’s 
learning. What comes to the teachers’ minds at first when defining grammar is that it is 
“functional literacy”, however, this is at odds with further discussion of their 
conceptualisation and declared practices when teaching grammar. This conceptual confusion 
indicates that teachers have largely adopted familiar prescriptive practices that coincide with 
standardised testing priorities, and these methods are viewed as necessary to address deficits 
in their student’s knowledge about the basics of grammar. 
5.1.2 Affective: What feelings do English teachers express towards grammar teaching? 
While the interview guide did not directly question teachers on their feelings towards the 
teaching of grammar, a range of espoused emotions were evident in their responses. As 
presented in the previous discussion section, teachers felt passionately about the role 
grammar plays in improving a student’s future prospects. The three teachers who associated 
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students’ knowledge of grammar with future career prospects also expressed frustration that 
students “are going to leave school with quite low language skills” (Catherine), find it 
difficult to accept a “higher standard” of communicating (Sarah) and need to learn how to 
“code-switch from playground, text speak, TV and Internet influences to formal English” 
(Lucy). One participant, Lucy, reflected on her own episodic belief that formed the basis of 
her belief that a “limited understanding of grammar limits their [the student’s] opportunity to 
present themselves when they’re writing a letter for a job interview” explaining that she has 
been “dismissed” in the past due to the way she spoke. A general concern towards declining 
standards was further evident in comments referring to the significant gaps observed in their 
own students’ knowledge of grammar. These feelings towards the assumed ramifications of 
limited grammar knowledge positions grammar as a form of ‘verbal hygiene’ (Cameron, 
1995), knowledge of which will assist students in using “proper English” (Lefstein, 2009, p. 
380). In the Australian context, the participant teachers’ feelings towards their students’ 
limited knowledge of grammar relates to reports from the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development that 20 per cent of Australian adults have very low literacy, 
numeracy and digital problem-solving skills and are the least likely groups to be engaging in 
adult education programs to reskill and upskill for a changing workforce (Singhal, 2019b, 
par.1). In addition, the importance of clear and effective writing was judged by Australian 
graduates, employers and university teaching course teams as one of the key indicators for 
employment success (Oliver, 2010). Along with further media reports on significant gaps in 
students’ NAPLAN scores (Buckingham, 2016), the espoused feelings of concern 
communicate an ideological concern reported frequently in the media regarding low literacy 
rates and the employability of graduating students.  
All teachers in the current study espoused the feeling that grammar is “important” in Years 7 
to 10, and frequent comments were made that it is the “worst area, neglected area” in the 
English subject and indeed across the whole school. Conversely, two participants felt that the 
traditional teaching of grammar is “boring” and three felt that grammar, particularly 
grammatical metalanguage, is “complex”, “daunting” and “difficult” for students to learn. 
These espoused feelings towards grammar echo the findings of several studies. While English 
teachers have been positive in their value of grammar (Hammond & Macken-Horarik, 2001; 
Watson, 2012b), studies have reported that they have “negative feelings” with the word 
grammar (Watson, 2012b, p. 29) and relate grammar to pain or hardship (QCA, 1998; van 
Gelderen, 2006). These findings are confirmed in the participant teachers’ comments 
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regarding student’s disengagement and struggle with grammar, as well as in further 
comments labelling grammar as boring but necessary because “sometimes teachers have to 
teach lessons that are boring”. Findlay (2010) similarly found that secondary English teachers 
view teaching grammar as a legitimate aspect of the subject but do not enjoy teaching it and 
regard it as a chore (p. 4). Relevant to this perception of grammar as “important” yet 
“boring”, “daunting”, “complex” and “difficult” is the teacher’s conceptualisation of 
grammar as consisting of rules and correct usage. Further studies have likewise reported 
teachers as associating grammar with rules, accuracy and checklists (Wilson & Myhill, 2012) 
and using an approach which focuses on ‘proper English’ (Lefstein, 2009, p. 380). Taken 
together, these findings suggest a connection between secondary English teachers’ feelings of 
grammar as “boring” but a necessary lesson and students’ disengagement with grammar (see 
Elsworth, Kleinhenz, & Beavis, 2004; Hill, Holmes-Smith, & Rowe, 1993; Luke et al, 2003 
for studies on disengaged middle-year students in Australia).  
The findings of this study confirm Australian research which reports secondary English 
teachers as professing high levels of confidence in teaching grammar (Love et al., 2015; 
Macken-Horarik, Love, & Horarik, 2018). All participant teachers reported that they have 
grown more confident in teaching grammar when compared to when they first became a 
teacher, attributing their independent learning and teaching experience as reasons for their 
increased confidence. Sarah stated that at first “it was a bit of survival for me” but that, 
through experience, she has “learned a lot in the last four years”. Theresa, who transitioned 
from teaching Humanities and Social Sciences into English teaching, commented that at first 
“I think it was all about trying to get the content across without thinking about who your 
audience was” whereas now she will “look at the class and what they need”. These findings 
echo those of an Australian survey by Love et al. (2015) who reported senior secondary 
English teachers as professing confidence and actual expertise in their linguistic subject 
knowledge and a later survey by Macken-Horarik, Love and Horarik (2018) which reported 
secondary English teachers as professing high levels of confidence in teaching grammar.  
A participant teacher, who professed increased confidence in teaching grammar, conversely 
expressed a lack of confidence in her linguistic subject knowledge and viewed the extensive 
teaching of grammar terminology as superfluous to her students’ needs and impacting on her 
students’ confidence. This is in line with the findings of Watson (2012a) who found a 
substantial number of secondary school teachers saw terminology as unnecessary, of a low-
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priority and potentially harmful as it is confusing and undermines the primary focus of 
students’ writing. Two participants in the current study, namely Jessie, who had 25 years of 
teaching experience, and Sarah, who had 4 years of teaching experience, both felt they were 
not “experts” on teaching grammar. Both teachers, along with all others sampled, also 
expressed a desire for further self-improvement in teaching grammar, showing that those who 
were practising prior and after the reintroduction of grammar into the Australian Curriculum 
feel positive towards further developing their pedagogical knowledge towards grammar 
teaching. These responses might indicate that a teacher’s affective beliefs towards their 
student’s limited ability to use Standard Australian English and limited interest in learning 
grammar, as well as their own feelings that grammar is boring but necessary, could affect 
how grammar is enacted in the classroom.  
5.1.3 Evaluative: What are English teachers’ beliefs about the value of teaching 
grammar? 
Participant teachers in this study espoused the evaluative beliefs that grammar teaching is 
important in lower school, describing it as “part and parcel” of teaching English and 
emphasising a need for it to be taught “extensively” in primary school. Further to this, 
findings suggest that standardised testing has an influence on the sampled teachers’ 
pedagogical choices in teaching grammar and the aspects of grammar taught. All teachers 
stated that grammar teaching is important in lower school and four referred to grammar as an 
intrinsic element of secondary English.  Jessie commented that grammar is “not something 
that’s separate from what we have to do and what we have to cover in the syllabus”, a 
sentiment echoed in comments by Esme, Sarah and Lucy. Grammar was also described by 
these teachers as “intrinsic”, “integrated” and a “continual process”. This perspective on the 
place of grammar in the English curriculum opposes the findings of Findlay (2010), Hudson 
and Walmsley (2005) and Watson (2012b) who reported that secondary English teachers 
identify as literature specialists and lack an interest in teaching grammar. Rather, the 
participant teachers’ value of grammar is in line with research that states that most language 
teachers in L1 contexts consider teaching grammar important, for a variety of reasons 
(Boivin, 2018; Bonset & Hoogeveen, 2010; Gartland & Smolkin, 2015; Macken-Horarik, 
Love & Horarik, 2018; Van Vooren, Casteleyn & Mottart, 2012; Watson, 2015a). In the 
present study, teachers suggested that grammar improves the clarity and quality of their 
students’ writing, a reason that resonates with the teacher-held belief reported by Watson 
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(2015a) that grammar supports students’ writing development by manipulating language 
purposefully. However, rather than focussing on the rhetorical choices students can make in 
their use of grammar, the sampled teachers focused more on writing clarity, quality and 
purpose, as evident in Catherine’s comment:  
I think what you really want is for a sentence to make sense, that what you are 
writing makes sense in order to do whatever you are being asked to do whether it 
is responding, persuading, justifying etc.  
Current findings also suggest that secondary English teachers expect grammar to be taught 
throughout primary school. Two public school teachers, Lucy and Catherine, made comments 
that they believed grammar is not being taught extensively in later primary years. Reasons 
provided included the belief that primary English teachers avoid teaching grammar as they 
“don’t like teaching grammar” and that spelling, “like grammar”, has been “thrown out” of 
lesson priorities. In the Australian educational context, it has been reported that many 
children do not achieve basic literacy skills by the time they leave primary school (Lonsdale 
& McCurry, 2004) and that a student’s levels of literacy, numeracy and school completion 
largely tend to reflect socio-economic status (Wyn, 2009). Studies on the transition between 
primary and secondary years indicate a decline in Australian students’ achievement across a 
range of subject areas such as Science, Mathematics and English (Alspaugh, 1998; Cohen & 
Smerdon, 2009; West & Schwedt, 2012). This decline was commented on by private school 
teacher Jessie who conversely asserted that “I’m not suggesting for one moment that it’s not 
taught in primary school” emphasising instead the greater need for earlier intervention in a 
student’s grammar capabilities to prevent students falling below the benchmark.  
The participating teacher’s discussions of the importance of grammar teaching in primary 
school further related to observed gaps in their student’s knowledge of grammar when 
entering high school. One reason for ongoing poor literacy achievement difficulties with UK 
secondary school students has been attributed by Dugdale and Clark (2008) to a lack of 
program support for students with low levels of literacy in primary and secondary schools. In 
the current study, Esme, also a private school teacher, spoke of the need for grammar to be 
taught “a lot more explicitly in primary school” than in high school so “they’ve already been 
armed with the tools”. One participant, Catherine, stated that more communication is needed 
between feeder primary English teachers and secondary English teachers to provide 
knowledge of gaps in student’s grammar knowledge early on to assist in the adjusting of 
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courses. This resonates with the findings of an Australian study by Hopwood, Hay and 
Dyment (2016) who reported that all Tasmanian primary school teachers and 71% of 
secondary school teachers interviewed felt that an increase in communication was needed 
between primary and secondary staff in relation to the transition phase. Limited 
communication between schools and understanding of the upper primary English curriculum 
content can create a discontinuity that is said to have an impact on student’s motivation levels 
and, in turn, their academic achievement (Jindal-Snape & Miller, 2008; Wigfield & Eccles, 
2002).  
Standardised testing was reported by participant teachers as an external influence on their 
teaching of grammar, suggesting that English teachers’ evaluative beliefs about grammar 
teaching may be linked to standardised testing priorities. The majority of the participant 
teachers made reference to the influence of NAPLAN testing on their grammar teaching and 
of the five who made this reference, three also referred to the influence of the state-based 
OLNA testing. The high stakes testing priority given to grammar was recognised by several 
teachers and the pressure to achieve “good NAPLAN results” as the school is “judged” by the 
standardised testing. Two teachers, however, stated that the tests are not their primary goal in 
teaching grammar. One teacher who made this comment, Catherine, is a public-school 
educator, while the other, Jessie, is a private school educator. Of these teachers, the value of 
teaching grammar was attributed towards providing students with “the best opportunity to 
then actually be more successful” and a recognition that teaching to the test causes students to 
“become completely disinterested” and is “not a natural progression on learning those skills”.  
While two participant teachers stated that standardised testing was not their motivation for 
teaching grammar, a greater number indicated that it does have an influence on their 
instructional and assessment practices when teaching grammar. Researchers have stated that 
the structure of knowledge itself is changed to meet the test-based norms as teaching towards 
testing prerogatives causes content to be taught in isolated pieces learnt only within the 
context of the test itself (Au, 2007; Stafford, 2016). Three teachers referred to using past 
NAPLAN tests when teaching grammar and diagnosing their students’ knowledge of 
grammar and three teachers mentioned using other types of test preparation. One teacher, 
Sarah, spoke of adapting her Year 8 teaching program to better prepare students, a common 
practice “within the school”. Like the teachers and principals in a study by Dreher (2012), 
participant teachers in this study did not use one single method of literacy assessment, such 
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as NAPLAN style tests, to make judgements about their students. However, findings suggest 
testing priorities influence teachers’ pedagogical decisions towards grammar and the aspects 
of grammar they choose to teach. These evaluative beliefs indicate that secondary English 
teachers view grammar teaching as relevant to the English curriculum as it improves the 
clarity and quality of student’s writing, and prepares students for standardised testing. 
Additionally, the responses may also suggest that secondary English teachers believe 
grammar teaching has greater value in primary school. This may have an implication for a 
teacher’s selection of the aspects of grammar they choose to teach and their pedagogical 
approach they use when teaching grammar.   
5.1.4 Cognitive: What are the declared instructional and assessment methods of English 
teachers when teaching grammar? 
Teacher directed forms of instruction were evident in descriptions of their declared practices 
when teaching grammar. The majority of the participant teachers described teaching grammar 
through rules, teacher-modelled examples on the board, revision and parsing activities, 
editing of a provided passage containing errors, using homework sheets and a school-
assigned grammar workbook. As mentioned, all teachers stated that they teach grammar in 
“explicit” ways and through these declared practices it can be concluded that teachers 
associate this approach with methods that teach grammar as separate from the act of writing. 
The QCA report (1998) reported a strong association of the ‘explicit’ teaching of grammar 
with prescriptivism and old-fashioned teaching methods such as decontextualised ‘exercises’ 
and ‘drilling’. When describing their explicit teaching of grammar, the participant teachers 
frequently referred to using instructional strategies such as “chalk and talk”, modelling of 
grammar rules, and the use of grammar worksheets or workbooks. These practices resonate 
with the findings of Lefstein (2009) who reported that traditional grammar teaching was 
being used in a UK primary lesson and labelled this approach a “procedural pedagogical 
model” whereby content knowledge is broken down into discrete skills that are demonstrated 
by the teacher and then practised by the pupils (pp. 397-380). The participant teachers’ use of 
worksheets and school-assigned grammar workbooks is reflective of research which has 
voiced the difficulty teachers find in implementing a contextual approach to grammar when 
pre-packaged, easily reproduceable worksheets are available (Hunt & Hunt, 2006).  
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The teacher’s references to using grammar worksheets or school prescribed grammar 
workbooks when teaching grammar relates to the decontextualised teaching of grammar as an 
isolated skill set apart from writing. It has been reported that primary and secondary English 
teachers favour ‘in-school’ resources when planning (Albright, Knezevic, & Farrell, 2013) 
and there have been claims that workbooks and textbooks have increased in popularity as 
they align with the priorities and pre-written activities prioritised by standardised testing 
(Ricks, 1994). In a review of current Secondary mainstream English textbooks available in 
Western Australia, Wells (2017) found that while each textbook was oriented towards the 
Language strand, texts such as Focus English 9 (2016), Essential English Skills 9 (2012) and 
English is…8 (2012) implemented a mechanistic approach to functional linguistic skilling 
that is narrowed into the acquisition of traditional conventions of grammar, parts of speech 
and spelling. Myhill (2005) contends that a decontextualised approach, such as those 
contained in worksheets and grammar textbooks, can lead pupils to identify and manipulate 
features in isolated ways, resulting in declarative rather than procedural knowledge since 
students are unable to fully assimilate this knowledge in order to draw on it when writing. As 
two thirds of the participants made reference to using grammar worksheets or a school-
assigned workbook, such as those analysed by Wells (2017), and four made reference to 
using parsing and pre-written editing activities so students “can identify a noun, an adverb, an 
adjective quite expertly”, the findings suggest that the use of these decontextualised activities 
may be leading students towards developing declarative knowledge of grammar as separate 
from the act of writing.   
 
Teachers did not solely describe using teacher-led decontextualised and prescriptive methods 
to teach grammar as they discussed practices which relate grammar to the writing process. 
Furthermore, the findings suggest that teachers do not strictly use traditional grammar 
terminology in their teaching. Over half of the participant teachers referred to guiding 
students through editing their writing for their use of grammar. These teachers spoke of 
instilling a “habit of proofreading” by asking students to “rework, rewrite, redraft” their use 
of words, punctuation and spelling. Of these teachers, Lucy described editing grammar as an 
act of correcting errors but also described editing vocabulary as looking at the “choice of 
word” by assessing clarity. This view of editing rather than correcting was promoted by 
Weaver’s (1996b) grammar ‘in context’ approach which proposes that grammar should not 
appear as an isolated event with no connection to the writing process (Weaver et al., 2006). 
The importance of teaching grammar in the context of writing activities was also referenced 
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in the current study. Two teachers made reference to teaching grammar in the context of 
writing tasks through “mini-lessons”, with Catherine referring to teaching speech marks in 
the context of writing a biography and Jessie referring to teaching how to punctuate film titles 
in an analytical essay. These examples of the grammar taught in the “mini-lesson” focus on 
teaching the form of grammar through revising the genre-specific rules of punctuation. Two 
teachers, Sarah and Esme, made reference to creating a class discussion of  the effects of the 
author’s grammatical choices in the context of a narrative. The mini-lesson’s provided by 
Catherine and Jessie in the context of a writing task resonate with Weaver’s (1996b) 
grammar ‘in context’ approach which draws attention to the grammar most relevant at point 
of need through reading and ‘mini-lessons’, however this approach was not directly 
mentioned by participants. Additionally, while a rhetorical approach is evident in the 
responses of Sarah and Esme who spoke of drawing meaningful attention to the author’s 
language choices in the study of a narrative, neither made direct reference to this evidence-
based approach. Sarah and Esme spoke of building both explicit grammatical knowledge and 
critical language awareness (Lefstein, 2009) in the context of writing, which goes beyond the 
revision of genre-specific grammar rules by drawing student’s attention to the effects of 
grammatical choices at the level of the text. 
A minimalist approach was also evident in the comments of three teachers who spoke of 
adapting their use of grammar terminology, such as subordinate clause, for students with low 
literacy. Related to this are the finding that all teachers made reference to basing their 
decisions on the aspects of grammar they teach and their selection of pedagogical approaches 
on the needs of their students, as opposed to delivering grammar in a systematic way, and 
their own conceptual belief that grammar consists of the ‘basics’ of language. The adaptation 
of sentence terminology such as subordinate clause relates to the QCA (1998) findings in 
which teachers viewed the teaching of sentence structure as a “barrier to accessibility” and 
were unclear about “the level of detail they should employ in their use of terminology” 
(p.27). Metalinguistic terminology has been reported as a barrier, rather than a support, for 
less able writers (Jones et al., 2012) and teachers have been reported as teaching terminology 
to higher-ability students who they felt were college-bound and therefore in need of it, rather 
than lower-level students who they felt were more resistant to learning it (Petruzella, 1996, p. 
72). As discussed previously, a participant teacher espoused the affective belief that the use 
of metalinguistic terminology it impacts on her student’s confidence. What must be observed 
here is that teachers did not make reference to the Language strand in the Australian 
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Curriculum: English and the grammatical concepts and learning progressions it contains 
when discussing their teaching of metalinguistic terminology. These findings then suggest 
that teachers may select grammar terminology based on the perceived needs of their low 
literacy students rather than the grammatical concepts outlined in curriculum documents.  
Participant secondary English teachers also referred to teaching grammar in a more active 
and student-centred way. Half of participants referred to teaching grammar through games, 
such as online games, quizzes and board games. This is reflective of Watson’s (2015a) UK 
case study in which a participant tried to teach grammar in a more active way through 
punctuation rap and human sentences. Two teachers, Sarah and Theresa, also referred to 
engaging students as a class through grammar-based activities that were not related to a 
grammar worksheet or workbook. Both teachers described asking students to come up to the 
whiteboard to rewrite or fix provided sentences and described this type of activity as 
“interactive” and “fun” and Theresa stated that her Year 8 students “love it”. This approach is 
supported by Mackenzie (2016) who suggested that grammar should be taught in ways which 
are fun and playful for pupils.  
Teachers spoke of using marking rubrics when assessing their students’ grammar capabilities, 
however there were varied perspectives towards the effectiveness of their design. Two thirds 
of the participant secondary English teachers spoke of assessing their student’s grammar 
capabilities and providing feedback in written summative assessments through the use of a 
marking rubric. In a rubrics-based writing assessment, teachers develop several score levels, 
such as 1 to 6, with a description of what is expected at each level in terms of mechanics, 
content, organisation, vocabulary and grammar (Fang & Wang, 2011). The four teachers who 
spoke of using rubrics described grammar being assessed in a space on the rubric with a 
weighting out of 5 for the “mechanics of writing so the spelling, grammar, punctuation, even 
the expression, along with a section that is usually about sentence structure, paragraphing”. 
The affective beliefs towards the rubrics were varied, with Sarah criticising the lack of 
feedback it provides to the student on their grammar capabilities and Esme calling the rubrics 
“absolute rubbish” due to the ambiguity of descriptions such as “hasn’t addressed any 
punctuation and grammar” and unclear mark ranges; “You’ve got a range from zero to eight, 
what does giving them four mean? It means you’ve got half marks for what?”. Another 
teacher, Lucy, spoke of the rubrics in a positive way stating, “I quite like some of the 
rubrics”, however, she refrains from giving the “bits of paper” to students as they are “very 
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overwhelming”. Fang and Wang (2011) call for teachers to move beyond a rubric-ese 
mentality as they often leave teachers wondering what writing traits such as variation in 
sentence structure patterns looks like for what type of text.  
When discussing their declared assessment practices towards grammar, participant teachers 
referred to providing feedback to assist students in improving their use of grammar at the 
word and sentence level. Two teachers, Jessie and Esme, referred to giving feedback through 
marking codes, and two teachers, Jessie and Sarah, spoke of engaging students in the act of 
reflection. Jessie stated that she marks “very explicitly, with a lot of detail” so that “they can 
see what I’ve identified, the problem within the writing itself”. After handing back work, 
Sarah and Jessie described asking students to “spend time” with it and to “come up with 
some strategies” based on the aspects of grammar identified in the feedback. When 
evaluating students’ writing, studies have found that many teachers usually do no more than 
point to errors in the more obvious aspects of writing, such as spelling, capitalisation, 
punctuation, subject-verb agreement, tense and idiomatic expressions (Christie & 
Derewianka, 2008; Martin, 1996; Schleppegrell, 2004). Furthermore, research suggest that 
teachers do not carry into teaching a deep grounding of knowledge of language and, as a 
result, edit students’ work based on what feels right, failing to see the connections between 
formal choices and rhetorical effects (Kolln & Hancock, 2005, p. 25). In order for teachers to 
develop effective assessment and instructional practices, Fang and Wang (2011) emphasise 
that teachers need to equip themselves with a deep knowledge about how language works in 
different genres and registers so that better pedagogical decisions can be made about how to 
support students’ writing improvement (p. 162).  
Further research is needed into teachers’ editing practices towards their students use of 
grammar. While the teachers here discussed their use of assessment rubrics and correcting 
problems with their student’s use of grammar, it is unclear whether editing is driven 
exclusively by error-identification or whether teachers are also guiding their students in 
understanding the effects of their grammar choices. The participant teacher’s cognitive 
beliefs towards grammar teaching indicate a preference for teacher-centred and prescriptive 
methods that draw attention to the form of grammar. In regards to declared teaching 
practices, a limited number of teachers referred to the rhetorical-oriented approach of 
drawing attention to an author’s language choices. These findings may suggest that secondary 
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English teachers largely employ prescriptive and teacher-centred methods of teaching 
grammar.  
5.1.5 Episodic: What are the experiences of English teachers in learning and teaching 
grammar?  
The experiences of the participant teachers in this study seem to reflect a wider trend that 
current English teachers have little experience of being taught grammar at school (Findlay, 
2010; Kolln & Hancock, 2005; Turner & Turvey, 2002) and little experience of observing 
grammar teaching as a pre-service teacher, particularly of the integrated, ‘appliable’ nature 
envisaged by the Australian curriculum writers (Hislam & Cajkler, 2005; Jones & Chen, 
2016). Two thirds of the teachers stated that they did not learn grammar extensively in high 
school and that their university degree did not prepare them to teach grammar to high-school 
students. Similar comments were made by the participants on their experiences, with teachers 
stating that they were not “taught grammar specifically”. One teacher, Catherine, referred to 
completing a literacy unit as part of her degree that consisted of learning “transitive and 
intransitive sentences and things like that” although commented that it was “irrelevant” to 
teaching Years 7 to 9 as “it was so complex and so far removed from, I suppose, the basic 
mechanics of grammar”. Catherine’s experience from the unit reflects the findings of Harper 
and Rennie’s (2009) study of preservice teachers who reported learning about language 
through very prescriptive and decontextualised experiences separated from other aspects of 
literacy learning.  
Despite not having been taught grammar in school and how to teach grammar in their 
university training, all participants felt that grammar teaching is important for students in 
Years 7 to 10 and while they did not feel confident to teach grammar as a graduate teacher, 
they professed they now felt confident. Implications of teachers’ lack of training in teaching 
grammar have been reported, with findings showing that teachers who lack an insightful 
subject and pedagogical knowledge towards grammar tend to teach grammar through 
activities such as parsing isolated sentences (Macken-Horarik, Love, & Horarik, 2018; van 
Rijt, Swart, Wijnands, & Coppen, 2019). As previously discussed, four participants spoke of 
teaching grammar through parsing activities, indicating that their episodic beliefs impact on 
their teaching of grammar. This has implications for student’s learning as the findings may 
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suggest that the training that in-service secondary English teachers received did not allow 
them opportunities to develop subject and pedagogical knowledge towards grammar.  
The comments of one participant suggests that secondary English teachers are struggling to 
understand metalinguistic terminology and ergo do not use it in their teaching. Lucy spoke of 
generalising her use of linguistic metalanguage in the classroom as “I’m not typically going 
to use terms even I do not understand, I do have some great resources I reach for to explain to 
myself” and that a teacher’s knowledge of metalanguage is only essential for their own study 
of linguistics as it will only make students “feel stupid”. Lucy also spoke of not being taught 
grammar in school and that her learning of grammar in university was “ad hoc”. This 
resonates with research into teacher knowledge and confidence in the teaching of 
grammatical concepts which indicates that teachers are struggling to simultaneously 
understand the linguistic terminology themselves and teach it effectively (Lefstein, 2009; 
Myhill, 2005). Here, the impact of Lucy’s episodic beliefs can be understood as influencing 
her linguistic subject knowledge and value of teaching linguistic metalanguage.  
Three teachers spoke of professional development which has impacted on their preparedness 
to teach grammar, however, the content provided training in metalinguistic knowledge, 
preparation strategies for standardised testing and the MacqLit and MultiLit literacy 
intervention programs, rather than grammatical pedagogical content knowledge (Myhill, 
Jones, & Watson, 2013). Increasing a teachers’ explicit knowledge of grammar through 
teacher education will not necessarily lead to more effective instructions, as Borg (2003) 
argues that “teachers also need the pedagogical skills to use this knowledge to enhance 
learning” (p. 100). The restricted provision of professional development in grammar teaching 
as discussed by participants has important implications for teaching and student’s learning as 
the findings may suggest that in-service teachers’ own episodic beliefs indicate that not all 
teachers have learnt grammar which can have influence on their pedagogical decisions when 
teaching grammar.  
Teacher responses in this study further reflected a wider trend that secondary students in 
Anglophone countries are struggling with academic writing (Fang & Wang, 2011). A 
frequent experience expressed by this study’s participants was of their students’ limited 
knowledge of grammar during lessons. Jessie described the gaps she frequently observed in 
her students’ knowledge relating to her experience of questioning students on “the basic parts 
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of grammar”: “I’ll say, ‘What’s a noun?” There will be blank looks”. Similar episodic beliefs 
were evident in teacher’s comments that “by the time they get to upper school, we’re still 
seeing it, that they haven’t been taught it properly or explicitly”.  In a discussion of the 2015 
NAPLAN writing data across Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 for the Year 9 cohort, Wyatt-Smith and 
Jackson (2016) noted a negative change across all years and an increase in the percentage of 
students assessed as below the national benchmark across all years tested. This is reflected in 
the experiences of five participants who discussed their student’s limited knowledge of 
grammar or inability to retain taught concepts relating to the form of grammar such as parts 
of speech. The functional grammar in the national English curriculum’s Language sub-strand 
‘Expressing and Developing Ideas’ in Year 1 has content descriptions that relates to 
identifying and understanding the basic forms of grammar, such as simple sentences and 
verbs (ACARA, 2019d). The strand later introduces further terminology and begins drawing 
student’s attention to the function of these grammatical units. The participants’ episodic 
beliefs towards their students’ limited knowledge of grammar has important implications for 
the teaching of grammar and student’s learning, particularly in relation to the lower 
secondary grade-related content mandated in the Australian curriculum.  
Half of the participants referred to their students’ disinterest in learning grammar, evident in 
Esme’s comment: 
It’s lost on the year nines. They really don’t care. Out of the mix, [there’s] a 
couple who will try it…there’s very little interest.  
Two teachers in public schools also spoke of the low self-confidence felt by their mainstream 
low literacy students who feel they are “stupid” and are “automatically telling himself he 
can’t do it”. The teacher’s experiences with disengaged low literacy students is reflected in a 
national study of secondary teachers’ perceptions of the barriers experienced by their 
struggling literacy learners (Merga, 2019).  In the study, the teachers highlighted the 
relationship between a “low self-interest, low interest in learning” and the students’ lack of 
confidence and motivation (p. 16). Both public school teachers who spoke of teaching low 
literacy students with limited confidence spoke of implementing an intervention and making 
sure “whatever I’m doing is the best I can possibly do” and “to “fix” them is a nonsense for 
me, it is about engaging them and getting them to practise reading and writing, to have a go 
and to build their self-esteem through success”. These findings support observations of a 
widening literacy skill gap between capable and struggling secondary students (Merga, 2019) 
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emphasising a need for adequate training to assist teachers to develop effective pedagogy in 
teaching grammar to students with limited literacy skills.   
5.1.6 Summary of key findings 
Chapter five presents a discussion of the key findings of this investigation into secondary 
English teachers’ beliefs and declared practices towards grammar. A significant finding 
regarded the lack of direct reference by any participant to the Australian Curriculum English 
(AC:E) syllabus when discussing their beliefs, declared practices and preparedness towards 
grammar and grammar teaching. When discussing the external influences that they perceive 
impact on their teaching of grammar, three participants discussed the curriculum as “full”, 
“demanding” and “jam-packed” noting that it is hard to “dedicate specific lessons to 
grammar” to “basic functional grammar”.  Furthermore, while participants espoused the 
evaluative belief that grammar is ‘part and parcel’ of teaching English, no reference was 
made to the grammar content of the strands and sub-strands for the lower secondary AC:E. 
This key finding further relates to the participant’s predominately prescriptive 
conceptualisation and traditional declared grammar teaching practices, as well as their limited 
experience of learning grammar pedagogies in their university and professional development 
training. A unique finding of this study was that all participants viewed grammar as important 
and necessary to a student’s future success. Additionally, teachers professed confidence in 
teaching grammar despite their Literature-based university training as secondary English 
teachers and their espoused affective beliefs that grammar is difficult and complex. These 
findings then suggest that there is tension between the functional grammar demands of the 
lower secondary AC:E and the teachers’ prescriptive and traditional beliefs and declared 
practices towards grammar.  
5.2 Contributions to the literature 
The findings of this study makes contributions to the literature and confirms existing research 
into English teachers’ beliefs and practices towards grammar teaching. A possibly unique 
finding was the lack of any direct mention of the Australian Curriculum English (AC:E) 
syllabus when the participant secondary English teachers discussed their beliefs, declared 
practices and training towards teaching grammar. The participant teachers described teaching 
grammar “explicitly” and referred to using teacher-centred decontextualised methods that 
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focus on accuracy and rules, confirming similar findings from Lefstein (2009), the QCA 
report (1998) and a systematic literature review by can Rijt, de Swart and Coppen (2018). 
While the teachers in this study conceptualised grammar teaching as synonymous with 
“functional literacy”, predominate beliefs and practices were aligned more closely with a 
traditional approach rather than the functional grammar of the AC:E. This finding confirms 
studies which have reported English teachers as associating grammar teaching with a focus 
on ‘proper English’, rules, accuracy and checklists (Lefstein, 2009; Hammond & Macken-
Horarik, 2001; Petruzella, 1996; Wilson & Myhill, 2002). Moreover, a tension between 
teachers’ contrasting conceptualisation of grammar was similarly reported by Watson 
(2015a) who found that the secondary English teachers held a traditional conceptualisation of 
grammar and valued a rhetorical pedagogical model.  
The findings of this study extends knowledge on the beliefs of teachers towards 
metalinguistic terminology. As well as not making direct reference to the English curriculum, 
teachers did not use the functionally oriented metalanguage of the AC:E when describing 
their teaching of grammar. The AC:E uses a functionally oriented metalanguage to facilitate 
discussion about meanings at the whole text through to the level of words by considering 
language choices (Jones & Chen, 2016). When teaching grammar, the secondary English 
teachers used traditional metalinguistic terminology including parts of speech, punctuation, 
sentence structure and spelling. In regards to the teaching of metalinguistic terminology, the 
teachers espoused the affective belief that it is overly difficult for their low literacy students, 
confirming Watson’s (2012a) similar findings. Additionally, as the teachers espoused the 
cognitive belief that metalinguistic terminology needs to be adapted for low literacy students, 
these findings confirm a study by Petruzella (1996) who reported teachers as teaching 
terminology to higher-ability students rather than lower-level students who they felt were 
more resistant to learning it.   
Another important finding from this study, and potentially unique, was that secondary 
English teachers viewed grammar teaching to lower secondary students as particularly 
important. Namely, teachers valued grammar teaching in lower secondary as an effective way 
to support students’ writing performance, including writing clarity, quality and purpose. 
Furthermore, teachers attributed the importance of grammar teaching to assisting a student in 
becoming a successful member of society. Similar research has reported that most language 
teachers in L1 contexts consider teaching grammar as important, for reasons such as the role 
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grammar plays in composition tasks and in the critical analysis of texts (Boivin, 2018; Bonset 
& Hoogeveen, 2010; Gartland & Smolkin, 2015; Macken-Horarik, Love & Horarik, 2018; 
Van Vooren, Casteleyn & Mottart, 2012; Watson, 2015a). This study contributes the 
alternative reason that grammar teaching assists students in improving the quality, accuracy, 
clarity and purpose of their writing. 
The finding that secondary English teachers value grammar teaching contradicts research 
which has reported secondary English teachers as lacking an interest in grammar due to their 
identity as secondary literature specialists (Findlay, 2010; Hudson & Walmsley, 2005; 
Watson, 2012b). The teachers’ positive value of teaching grammar has been reported 
elsewhere (Hammond & Macken-Horarik, 2001), however the participating teachers also 
viewed grammar as boring, difficult, daunting and complex. This confirms other research 
which has reported English teachers as simultaneously possessing positive and negative 
feelings with the word grammar (Watson, 2012b), viewing it as a legitimate aspect of English 
yet also regarding it as a chore and hardship or causing pain (Finlay, 2010; QCA, 1998; van 
Gelderen, 2006).  
The findings also revealed that the participants had limited experience of being taught 
grammar at school and have little experience of learning grammar pedagogies, relating to the 
findings of several studies (Finlay, 2010; Hislam & Cajkler, 2005; Jones & Chen, 2016; 
Kolln & Hancock, 2005; Turner & Turvey, 2002). While the participants expressed a lack of 
preparation in teaching grammar, they professed high levels of confidence towards teaching 
grammar and attributed this towards their own independent learning. This confirms the 
findings of Love et al. (2015) and Macken-Horarik, Love and Horarik (2018) who similarly 
reported Australian English teachers as possessing high levels of confidence in teaching 
grammar. A teacher simultaneously professed high levels of confidence and a limited 
understanding of linguistic terminology, a finding which reflects studies which report English 
teachers as not possessing an adequate understanding of linguistic terminology (Lefstein, 
2009; Myhill, 2005). Moreover, the participating teachers’ increased confidence as a result of 
their independent learning also reflects research which has reported that teachers’ decision-
making is guided by their own personal practical knowledge, beliefs and values (Clandinin, 
1985; Crawford, 2003; Poulson et al., 2001).      
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5.3 Recommendations for policy and practice 
The findings of this study have indicated several recommendations for policy and practice. 
The enacting of a functional grammar as mandated in the Australian Curriculum: English 
(AC:E) makes substantial demands of teachers in terms of their subject knowledge and 
pedagogic knowledge. The findings that teachers did not make any direct reference to the 
AC:E when discussing their beliefs and practices suggests that policy makers need to 
acknowledge the limited training of in-service secondary English teachers in understanding 
grammar as it is now conceptualised. It is recommended that policy makers provide clearer 
explanations of the current definition of grammar as it is conceptualised in the AC:E and 
provide more clarification on how it can be enacted through the grade-related sub-strands that 
target aspects of grammar. Furthermore, as the teachers indicated that they have not 
participated in professional development on evidence-based pedagogical approaches, policy 
makers need to recognise and support training institutions in providing sustained professional 
learning programs that extends teachers’ grammatical knowledge to incorporate the more 
complex grammar of the curriculum (Derewianka & Jones, 2010). Additionally, the findings 
suggest that teacher educators and those involved in teacher development need to supply 
secondary English teachers with quality professional development in evidence-based 
pedagogical approaches towards teaching grammar, supporting resources and vignettes of 
exemplary classroom that enact the grammar of the curriculum (Jones & Chen, 2012).  
As the findings suggest that secondary students have existing gaps in their knowledge of 
grammar and are disengaged from learning grammar, professional development programs for 
secondary English teachers need to take into consideration the diverse nature of our 
classrooms and the learning needs of our low literacy secondary students. In relation to the 
functional metalanguage of the curriculum, policy makers need to provide greater 
clarification on the extent to which this language needs to be taught by teachers and 
understood by students in their learning of grammar. Secondary English teachers are 
additionally encouraged to develop a sound knowledge of evidence-based approaches 
towards grammar teaching. For this to occur, pre-service and in-service teachers need access 
to effective training on evidence-based grammar pedagogies.   
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5.4 Limitations and future research 
In qualitative research, the in-depth story of a small number of participants cannot be 
generalised across a population. This research was limited to a small sample size of six 
female English teachers in the Perth metropolitan area. Of this sample, at the time of 
interview, two teachers worked for public secondary schools and four worked for private 
secondary schools. The small number of this sample means that there is very little diversity in 
the professional contexts and experiences of the participants. The responses of these 
participants during interviews should be considered as a small selection of those present in 
the larger secondary English context for Western Australia and care should be taken when 
making generalisations from their responses. This being said, the methods within this 
research can be repeated and thus provide an opportunity to greater explore the beliefs and 
declared practices of secondary English teachers.  
This investigation has provided an in-depth account of teacher’s espoused beliefs and 
declared practices. As such, it must be recognised that the representation of participant beliefs 
in this study are partial, context-bound and reliant on external representations of “covert 
mental processes” (Calderhead, 1987, p. 1484). Furthermore, the semi-structured interview 
guide contained questions shaped by the research question and so may have influenced the 
participant’s espoused beliefs and limited the participants to their interpretation of the 
questions at the time. Additionally, when recalling declared practices, participants may have 
been influenced by what they believed is a socially desirable response or what they could 
recall in the moment. Limitations of space in this thesis also preclude the inclusion of 
extended interview extracts and so those reported on are influenced by the researcher’s 
interpretation. Though the teachers described their practices when teaching grammar, this 
does not provide the same level of detail as other methods such as recorded classroom 
observations and stimulated recall interviews conducted after teaching has been observed 
(Borg, 2006).    
Large scale studies investigating secondary English teachers’ beliefs and practices towards 
grammar teaching are clearly needed. In light of research which has reported metalinguistic 
terminology as a barrier for less able writers (Jones et al., 2013), and participants’ episodic 
comments on their student’s limited knowledge of grammar, further research is needed on 
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teaching grammatical metalanguage to low literacy students in the secondary context. 
Furthermore, as all teachers professed confidence towards teaching grammar and received 
limited training in grammar pedagogies, a focus for future research could investigate how 
espoused beliefs in interviews might translate in classroom practices through observations. 
Finally, the findings of this research indicate that further research is needed on the association 
between teachers’ beliefs, practices and student performance.   
5.5 Conclusion 
This study illustrates a number of points about secondary English teacher’s beliefs and 
declared practices in teaching grammar. In general, teachers have not learnt grammar at 
school nor have been trained in teaching grammar as it is conceptualised in the Australian 
Curriculum and this has important implications for teaching practices and student learning. 
These findings are not surprising because numerous studies have reported that teachers have 
not had any explicit teaching of grammar during their own school years (Findlay, 2010; Kolln 
& Hancock, 2005; Turner & Turvey, 2002) and that grammar teaching has not featured in 
their training (Hislam & Cajkler, 2005; Jones & Chen, 2016; Jeurissen, 2012). Teachers 
reported that they have grown more confident in teaching grammar compared to when they 
first became a teacher, with a smaller number stating that they do not view themselves as 
“experts” on teaching grammar. The professed confidence of teachers could underly a general 
unawareness of their lack of knowledge about grammar and ability to integrate grammar into 
the study of texts (Jeurissen, 2012; Macken-Horarik, Love & Horarik, 2018). Curiously, 
teachers expressed a desire for self-improvement in teaching grammar but discuss this in 
terms of furthering their own independent learning and teaching experience. The professional 
development that teachers spoke of receiving provided training in traditional metalinguistic 
knowledge, preparation strategies for standardised testing and literacy intervention programs. 
This implies that their pedagogical decision-making about teaching grammar is guided by 
their own personal practical knowledge, beliefs and values (Clandinin, 1985; Poulson et al., 
2001; Crawford, 2003). Furthermore, it also creates a picture of traditional and standardised-
test oriented professional learning opportunities that lack any mention of curriculum 
requirements for teaching grammar.  
Noticeably lacking from comments was any mention of how grammar is conceived in the 
Australian Curriculum: English (ACARA, 2019c) nor the state’s iteration, the Western 
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Australian Curriculum: English (School Curriculum and Standards Authority, 2019). 
Teachers did not refer to the Language strand and its description of grammar which is 
oriented to both the structure (form) and the meaning (function) of language at the level of 
the word, a sentence and a text (ACARA, 2019c). While teachers conceptualise grammar as 
“functional literacy”, their declared practices and reasoning for teaching grammar is 
prescriptive and teacher-centred, making little reference to evidence-based practices in 
teaching grammar. Furthermore, teachers understood that grammar teaching is an “intrinsic” 
and “continual process” yet employed decontextualised approaches to teaching grammar 
which focussed primarily on the form of grammar through rote learning of the “basics” and 
paying attention to grammatical accuracy. This study then confirms research findings 
reporting that traditional approaches and beliefs towards grammar have ongoing influence 
despite the prevalence of functionally oriented grammar in the official curriculum (Horan, 
2003). Coupled with the lack of training and limited professional development received, 
these findings tentatively suggest that Western Australian teachers are not yet in a strong 
position to develop a relational understanding of language in their students (Macken-Horarik, 
Love & Horarik, 2018). However, further research would be necessary to substantiate this 
claim more robustly. 
Unlike Macken-Horarik, Love and Horarik’s (2018) recent Australian survey which reported 
a 60% rejection of the value of decontextualised grammar exercises and resources (p. 311), 
the teachers in this study generally view the explicit teaching of grammar as encompassing 
“chalk and talk”, modelling of grammar rules, and the use of grammar worksheets or 
workbooks. The reviews of Braddock et al. (1963), Hillocks (1986) and Andrews et al. 
(2006) have all brought into question the effectiveness of the formal teaching of traditional 
grammar rules and mechanics on student’s writing, with all stating that it has no positive 
effect. Teachers espoused the belief that teaching grammar to lower school students is 
important and view it as integral to their student’s future success, and so are enacting this 
belief to ensure their students are equipped with the necessary skills. Related to this are the 
teachers’ frequent comments that their lower school students are disengaged from learning 
grammar and have a limited knowledge of grammar. In contending with their own beliefs and 
their student’s lack of knowledge of grammar, teachers may feel compelled to use traditional 
pedagogies due to standardised testing priorities, available resources and training available. 
The enacting of a functional grammar as mandated in the curriculum makes substantial 
demands of teachers in terms of their subject matter and pedagogic knowledge and so a 
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sustained professional learning program is needed that extends teachers’ grammatical 
knowledge to incorporate the more complex grammar of the curriculum, quality materials for 
use in classrooms and teacher education settings, and vignettes of exemplary classroom 
practice (Derewianka & Jones, 2010; Jones & Chen, 2012).  
The implications of these findings are twofold. Firstly, in terms of teacher’s training in 
effective grammar pedagogies, there is evidence that teachers may be unaware of their lack of 
knowledge about grammar. Moreover, teachers play a crucial role in mediating curricular 
policy and engaging students to become successfully literate. As teachers are driven by their 
own prior beliefs (Borg, 2003), it is essential that they reflect on their beliefs and the 
influence they have on their classroom practice (Calderhead, 1996; Wyatt-Smith & Castleton, 
2005). Hence, changes in policy need to encourage teachers to accommodate or adjust to new 
developments by relating them to their existing beliefs (Poulson et al., 2001, p. 290). Even 
though teachers may have a clear willingness to teach grammar, they may attempt to manage 
a paradigm shift with minimal additional support (Macken-Horarik, Love & Horarik, 2018). 
Teacher educators and teaching institutions can assist by empowering teachers with 
comprehensive programs that will recognise and build upon teachers’ existing beliefs, 
practices and expertise to ensure all students have access to the linguistic resources needed 
for success in school. However, the problem of grammar teaching is one that cannot be 
solved by simply increasing a teachers’ linguistic subject knowledge, as teachers require 
further support in developing effective grammar pedagogies relevant to the needs of our 
secondary students. Grammar teaching does not need to be ‘boring’, and as teachers are 
indeed the mediators of policy, they need to have the autonomy to reflect on their own beliefs 
and practices, expand their knowledge of grammar and engage in professional learning of 
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Appendix A 


















Intercoder Reliability Transcript extract 
The following is the colour-coded interview transcript extract provided to a published PhD 
research student for the intercoder reliability process. The coded data below (in the right hand 
column) is the result of the intercoder reliability process used.      
Interview Extract Codes 
Q: Question one, what do you understand 
by the term grammar teaching? 
E: For me, grammar teaching, I've had a 
mixed bag of grammar because I've taught it 
explicitly, quite literally as the tools of 
English, where it's the spelling, punctuation, 
how do we access the English language. In 
order to make sense of it, in order to use it 
effectively, we need the grammar, the tools 
to put that whole program together. I have 
taught it quite explicitly in EAL and for 
primary. 
In terms of secondary, I think what I have to 
think about is, what is grammar? It's the 
ability to have functional literacy. In order 
to have functional literacy, you've got to 
know how a language works. In order to 
know how language works, you have to use 
the tools like the grammar. That's what for 
me, it's the tools. It's what gels it all 




Explicit (effective practice) 






Explicit (effective practice) 
 
 
Basics (grammar beliefs) 
Functional literacy (grammar beliefs) 
Q: Tell me your views on the worth of 
teaching grammar? 
E: Now, I've got a real mixed bag about this. 
On the one hand, I think that grammar 
should be taught-- What I think certainly 
grammar is absolutely essential from 
primary. I think you've got to get right down 
to the phonics then you go to your-- let's 
talk about the ways that you actually write. 
The functions of the grammar. I think it's 
very important that it's taught and taught 
well, right up to-- all the way through 
school, you need good grammar. I kind of 
believe that to teach it explicitly, once you 
get past primary age is a little bit -- what's 
the word-- we lose it. That kids don't 
engage. 
If they don't know it, they don't seem to be 
able to access it when we teach it when 
they're older. It becomes very mundane and 
 
 
Mixed belief on practices (effective 
practice) 
Grammar should be taught (grammar 
teaching beliefs) 
Expectations of primary school (grammar 
teaching beliefs)  











Grammar can be boring (grammar beliefs) 
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very boring. For me, the teaching of 
grammar needs to be done in a very 
creative, very sort of intrinsic way of 
teaching. You've got to try and teach the 
grammar as part and parcel of what you're 
teaching. I think grammar standalone switch 
kids off. I'm not entirely sure how effective 
they are. 
On the other hand, there's part of me that 
says old school. Sometimes teachers have to 
teach lessons that are boring. Kids just have 
to learn rote fashion. That's terrible. It's not 
the way that I've ever been. My pedagogy is 
not that way. Sometimes I think rote 
learning is important and necessary. In 
terms of grammar that you do have to just 
say say, "This is going to a be a lesson on 
apostrophes and this is what we're going to 
do today and this is how it works." 
Learning what it is before. I teach in a 
couple ways. I did actually think about what 
is the next question that you were going to 
ask me. 
Fun and engaging (effective practice) 
 
 





Mixed belief on practices (effective 
practice) 
Grammar can be boring (grammar beliefs) 












Q: How do you believe grammar should be 
taught in lower school? 
E: In lower school, as in year seven eight, 
nine, you're talking about. I think it should 
be taught not explicitly, should be taught as 
part of the whole unit of work. I think what 
you have to do is-- I mean, what I will do is, 
if I know that a whole group are struggling 
with a certain concept, what I will teach is, I 
will say, "Well, this is what we're going to 
look at today." I will show them to it and 
expose them to it. I can basically say, "This 
is the function of a colon, this is how we use 
it." Model it and then ask them to use it. 
I do do that. I do a lot of modelling. We 
have to model. I think if they haven't got the 
grammar by that point, you can't expect 
them to just look at a piece of work and 
know what is-- where and how it fits. Now, 
the books that we've got here to teach, 
they're terrible. The access to the grammar, I 
believe in them is very, very difficult. There 
are exercises in these books. To be quite 
honest, I think teachers would be hard 
pushed to know what that means. 
Q: Is that the metalanguage that it's using or 




Mixed belief on practices (effective 
practice) 
Embedded (effective practice) 













Prescribed textbook (influences) 
 
 






E: I think it's just the type of activity. I think 
the meta language is also a problem. I think 
it's the type of activities that— 
I think that for example, we had great 
problems talking about -- what is it? I 
forget. When I taught primary it was this 
sort of particular kind of concept, and 
nobody really got it. I remember looking at 
the activity they were going to do. I'm not 
surprised that they haven't got it. Then, 
when I tried it, we worked on a course. We 
talked about parts of the sentence, for 
example, and we had to go and stand with 
them. 
"This is a part of a sentence, this is the 
noun, this is the verb." Even for little ones 
like that, it did eventually make sense, but 
some of the adults weren't getting it. Once 
the sentence is constructed and 
deconstructed, it becomes quite complex. 
It's very odd. I actually don't think that I, 
even me as a teacher, I don't think I would 
have taught that. I think I was taught to 
teach English but I was not taught to teach 
grammar. If that makes sense. 
You have to learn along the way on how to 
basically-- How do I teach grammar? How 
do I do it effectively? How do I do it so I'm 
not confusing them? Somewhat confusing 
myself. What I think I tend to do, and what I 
think we should do, I think definitely in 
lower school before they come up to us, it 
should be taught very, very-- all the nooks 
and crannies of it should be taught. 
I think definitely from year seven to year 
nine, we must constantly access grammar. 
We must constantly reinforce that. You 
would hope the bulk of the job has been 
done. I still think it's our job to reinforce the 
use of it, and to highlight it. 
What we will do is if we're looking at a 
piece of writing, I'll say, "Well, look, let's 
have a look at what's been used in here." 
Point out this, point out that. What purpose 
is it used for? That's what I mean that 
basically the relationship, it goes together. 
You can't talk about a piece of texts without 
talking about the grammar within it because 
it's the grammar that actually interprets the 
way it's being read, if that makes sense or? 
Exercise book (ineffective practice)  
 
 
Expectations of primary school (grammar 










Parts of speech (KAL) 
 
Age (influences) 
Grammar is difficult (grammar beliefs) 
 






Independent learning (preparedness) 
Confused (Confidence)  
 
 
Expectations of primary school (grammar 
teaching beliefs)  
 
 
Explicit (effective practice) 
Grammar is important in LS (grammar 
teaching beliefs)  
Expectations of primary school (grammar 
teaching beliefs)  
 
 
Improves writing (Grammar is important in 
LS- Grammar teaching beliefs) 




Embedded (effective practice) 




Yes. If that makes sense. The close 
contextual analyse of it even at that age; 
why is the exclamation mark being used? 
Why is there a comma there? What’s the 










Coding Framework used for Intercoder Reliability Process: 
The following features the top-level codes, sub-divided codes and code descriptions provided 
to a published PhD student. In the right-hand column is a count of how many times the code 
featured in the coded interview transcript after the intercoder process was completed.    
Top-level code Descriptions Sub-divided codes Code Frequency 
Knowledge about 
language (KAL) 
Grammar content of 









Parts of speech 1 




opinions, feelings,  
personal attitudes and 
values towards grammar.  
Basics 2 
Functional literacy 1 
Correctness 1 
Grammar is difficult 1 
Affects interpretation 1 
Grammar 
teaching beliefs 
Comments related to the 
teaching of grammar, 
whether it should be 
taught, professional 
perspectives  towards 
grammar in teaching.  












Grammar is important 
in Lower School 
1 
Improves writing 1 
Effective Practice Ways grammar is taught-  
Effective pedagogical 
practices and approaches 




Mixed belief on 
practices 
3 
Fun and engaging 1 
Embedded 3 
Rote 1 
Dedicated lesson 1 
Formative  1 




Ineffective practices and 
approaches, general 
approaches (no opinion 
stated towards them), 
described practices they 
state they use, have used 
or intend to use with LS 
classes.  
Exercise book 2 
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Influences External and internal 
factors, factors relating 
to grammar itself, 
personal factors and 
other factors. 
Age 2 






Answering the research questions: Description of open coding, axial codes and themes 
Research Question 1: What are English teachers’ beliefs about the teaching of grammar? 
Top-Level Code: Grammar beliefs (evaluative) 
Open Coding Axial Code Theme 
A knowledge of grammar 
creates functional literacy; 
grammar is the basics of 
language; grammar allows 
for writing clarity; grammar 
influences comprehension 
and interpretation.   







Grammar creates functional 
literacy yet is boring, daunting 
and rule bound.   Grammar relates to rules and 
correctness; grammar is 
boring; grammar is a 
daunting subject; contains 
complex terminology.  
Grammar is prescriptive, 
difficult and boring.  
Top-Level Code: Grammar teaching beliefs (evaluative) 
Open Coding Axial Code Theme 
Not being taught in primary 
school; should be taught and 
taken care of in primary 
school; intervention needed 
in primary school; English 
need to work with primary 
teachers in identify gaps in 
incoming cohort’s 
knowledge.  
Grammar is important in and 
largely the responsibility of 
primary school English 
teachers.  
 
Students should develop a 
strong foundation of grammar 
knowledge in primary school.  
Should be taught in 
secondary lower school 
grades (years 7 to 10); 
Needs to be taught in both 
Grammar teaching is a 
neglected priority that is 
necessary as an intervention 
in secondary schooling to 
Grammar teaching is 
important in lower school. 
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fun and basic ways; affects 
the future success of 
students; student knowledge 
of grammar allows for 
formal language register; 
grammar improves the 
standard and correctness of 
student’s writing; needs to 
be taught to address a gaps 
in knowledge; not given 
enough priority in English; 
is a whole-school priority. 
improve student’s language 
register and standard of 
writing.   
Top-Level Code: Conceptualisation of grammar (ontological)  
Open Coding Axial Code Theme 
The teacher of grammar 
refers to directly teaching 
parts of speech; punctuation; 
capitals; sentence structure; 
spelling; and vocabulary.  
Grammar consists of 
terminology to describe the 
form and function of 
language at the level of 
word and sentence.   
Grammar is conceptualised by 
its terminology.  
 
Research Question: What are English teachers’ declared practices in teaching grammar? 
Top-Level Code: Practices for teaching and assessing grammar 
Open Code Axial Code Theme 
Students working together; 
whole class discussion; 
collaborative and interactive; 
sharing; doing it as a class.  
Collaborative whole-class 
instruction on grammar.  
Teachers use class discussion 
and collective activities to 
teach grammar.  
Mini lesson; direct teaching; 
part of the student’s writing 
process; within writing tasks; 
intrinsic; as part of the whole 
unit of work; close 
contextual analysis; 
embed/embedding; building 
it into lessons; structured; 
incorporate into activities; 
journal activity; quick; 
different types of texts; 
everything that they do. 
Embedded direct teaching of 
grammar in writing and 
reading.  
Teachers embed grammar 
teaching into their programs 
and daily lessons.  
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Removed experience; 
isolated spelling lesson; 
explicitly learning/ explicit 
lessons; mark it explicitly; 
focus point; model/ 
modelling; I’d define; model 
checking; do examples; chalk 
and talk; give instruction; 
step by step; exposing; 
working practise/ practise 
using; teaching the rule; 
practise the rule; remember 
it/ consolidate it; spelling 
lists; repetition and revision/ 
rote; identify a part of 
speech; look at grammar and 
punctuation; homework 
sheets with basic rules; 
homework series; textbook; 
worksheets; skill workbook 
used is removed from daily 
learning; grammar exercise 
books have difficult content;   
Explicit teaching of grammar 
through teacher instruction, 
modelling and marking and 
students practising aspects of 
grammar at the word and 
sentence level.  
Teachers draw explicit 
attention to aspects of 
grammar through using 
instruction, modelling, 
marking and activities that 
consolidate learning.  
Editing provided passage 
with deliberate mistakes; 
editing own work; edit; 
rework, rewrite, redraft; spot 
the mistake; habit of 
proofreading; correct it; 
dictionary; reflective journal/ 
reflection.  
Editing activities and editing 
as part of the writing process.  
Teachers engage students in 
learning grammar through 
editing.  
Personalise/d; teach what 
they need; set targets for 
specific students; teach them 
what they need; cater; 
gauging students; 
individually; formative; 
setting targets; making notes; 
no formal testing for 
grammar; no continuous 
assessment; need teaching 
flexibility; see patterns in 
student’s work; informal 
process; constantly assessing; 
shifting and changing thing; 
modify; individualised 
attention; find and address 
gaps. 
Teachers use formative 
assessment to adapt activities 
and teaching to the needs of 
the students.  
Teachers adapt their 
teaching of grammar to suit 
the needs of the students.  





complex metalanguage not 
needed; generalise 
terminology; complex 
terminology makes them 
switch off.   
Website games; Spellodome; 
boggle; Pictionary; grammar 
games; quizzes; vocabulary 
games; Literacy planet 
babyish and costly.  
Grammar games.  Teachers engage students in 
learning grammar through 
reading and games.  
Reading; see how language 
works; practise reading; read 
aloud.  
Teaching grammar through 
reading.  
Diagnostic tool; peer mark; 
South Australian Spelling 
Test; snapshot of their 
abilities; introductory lesson; 
prior knowledge check; 
literacy testing; knowing 
where they’re at. 
Prior knowledge check 
through testing and activities.  
Teachers use diagnostic 
assessments to inform their 
teaching.  
Use data; NAPLAN; Sector 
records; OLNA; CNAP.  
Teachers use standardised 
test results to inform their 
teaching.  
 
Rubric; spelling, punctuation 
and grammar on rubric; 
marking feedback; mark 
explicitly; notations; SP for 
spelling; P for punctuation; 
allocated marks.  
Grammar is part of the 
summative assessment 
marking rubrics and provides 
marks and feedback to 
students.  
Teachers assess grammar in 
summative assessments and 
provide feedback on rubrics.  
Spelling test; little tests; 
quick quiz.  
Teachers assess grammar 
through spelling tests and 
quizzes.  
 
Top-Level Code: Internal and External influences on grammar teaching 
Diagnosed impediment; 
dyslexia; Dysgraphia; ASD; 
individual learning plans; 
specific instructions; support; 
boy heavy class; boys having 
literacy concerns; streaming.  
Individual characteristics and 
needs of students and classes 
influence pedagogical 
choices in teaching grammar.  
 
Influences of students’ 
characteristics on teacher’s 
pedagogical choices when 
teaching grammar   
Get mum on board; parents 
assist; do not have a lot of 
support at home; pastoral; 
move school to school/ 
transient; attendance 
Pastoral issues such as a 
student’s home life and 
parent support influences 
pedagogical choices for 
teaching grammar.  
Student ability; student 
knowledge of grammar; skill 
set; advanced skills; gaps in 
knowledge of grammar; 
Limited grammar knowledge 
and skills influences 
pedagogical choices for 
teaching grammar.  
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falling behind in primary 
school; EAL; weaknesses/ 
weak; poor retention; not 
fluent readers.  
Technology; don’t care; 
boring; disinterested; 
disengaged; switch off; self-
confidence; lazy; not a 
priority; relevant; behaviour 
issues/ negative behaviour.  
Student’s perceptions of 
grammar influence 
pedagogical choices for 
teaching grammar.  
NAPLAN testing; OLNA 
testing; judged by national 
assessments; higher results; 
get students to pass; kind of a 
big deal; preparing; one-off 
thing; opportunity to 
intervene; language 
conventions test; NAPLAN 
spelling test; burn the kids 
out; use the metalanguage of 
the test; unlikely to graduate; 
data driving everything we 
do.   
Standardised testing 
influences pedagogical 
choices for teaching 
grammar.  
External influences for 
teaching grammar 
Jam-packed curriculum; 
timing; national curriculum; 
less time; mandated; 
prescribed texts; access to 
resources.  
The curriculum, prescribed 
texts and access to resources 
influences pedagogical 
choices for teaching 
grammar.  
 
